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Dual Diodes

on handy

"skin -packed" cards
Now that many TV set manufacturers are using selenium
dual diodes instead of vacuum tube diodes, there's a new
replacement market for you. And here are the three best
ways to meet replacement needs
IRC's new exact
duplicate dual diodes! These units are especially designed
to provide exact duplicate replacements. What's more,
each and every one is completely identified on an individual card and fully protected from dirt, dust, and handling
by revolutionary IRC "skin -packing".
.

.

.

TYPE D 2
Common cath-

TYPE D-3
Series type

diode

ode,cylindrical type for

with dome
shape f or

for G.E., Muntz,
Hallicrafter TV

G.E. TV sets.
On y 9 9 c

sets. 99c each.

each.

Admiral TV
sets. Only
99c each.

TYPE D-1
Common cash-

ode, domeshaped

ORDER FROM YOUR IRC DISTRIBUTOR

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

Ulenum,

Dept. 367, 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.
In Canada:

International Resistance Co., Ltd.,
Toronto, Licensee

tk, Cwt SaLa-

Send complete details about the new IRC Selenium Dual Diodes.
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When you buy a Sprague Twist -Lok® electrolytic capacitor, you get the
design preferred by the leading TV-Radio set makers, for Sprague makes far
more twist -mount capacitors than any other source. Every Sprague TVL
replacement electrolytic is made to original equipment specifications with the
same know-how and production facilities that serve the discriminating set makers. There is no guesswork in the design of Sprague Twist -Loks. Sprague
has the original circuit requirements which must be designed for.
Every TVL for every voltage rating is made with the more expensive high purity etched -foil anode construction using ultra -stable film formation techniques. Cathodes are etched to meet high ripple requirements. Sprague TVL's
give maximum trouble -free service as well as long shelf life. They perform as
well in auto sets in cold climates as they do in TV receivers in the sub -Tropics,
and yet this premium quality costs you no more.

don't be vague...insist on

SPRAGUE
world's largest capacitor manufacturer

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU
Sprague Products Company
2

Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Company

North Adams, Massachusetts.
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NEW SHOP PLANS THAT
FOR BUSINESS GROWTH!

the servicing of TV receivers,
1 plus tubes and parts needed, adds up
to more dollars than TV-set sales. In
order for you to obtain your share of this
fast-growing volume, General Electric
has prepared new shop plans that help
you handle more service business...more
efficiently, more economically.
Giles van der Bogert, American Institute of Architects, drew on the experience
of TV -service experts for General
Electric's shop layout. It is planned for
an average -size service dealer, yet can
oDAY

easily be expanded or reduced to meet
varying requirements. The plan can be

used as a whole, or individual parts
adapted to your needs.

Efficient work-flow...well-planned

bench and counter areas...adequate space
for set storage...these and other advantages will improve your servicing facilities, add to your profit opportunities.
Study the features below! Then phone
your G -E distributor for the complete
plans! Electronic Components Division,
General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y.

Layout provides complete facilities
for two bench technicians, but can be expanded to accommodate up to ten.

Plan calls for standard -dimension
lumber and other easily obtained construction materials, so that cost to you
will be as low as possible.

Modular, or unit -by -unit design, permits wide flexibility in adapting plan to
your individual needs. Also, you can start
with any part of the layout, and complete
the plan by easy stages.

Layout includes separate display and
sales area for over-the-counter transactions. Floor and window displays can be
accommodated effectively.

Complete dimension drawings and
material lists are supplied. Any carpenter
or builder can start the job for you
immediately upon your request.

There is an enclosed manager's office,
which also can be used for TV, radio, and
hi-fi demonstration. Coat closet and lavatory room are provided.

Service -bench area includes many

new time -and -work -saving features. A
TV -test and storage rack with ample di-

mensions has compartments for portables
up to large -size color receivers. There are
custom -designed cabinets for technical
manuals and service records.

The complete shop -layout
book you receive has realistic

three -dimension illustrations
to show how your new shop
and store will look. Ask
your G -E tube distributor
for your copy!

%ress /s Our Most /mportant Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
161.1A5

"SURE,
I use CLF'1
Antenna Kt5...they've
doubled my installation business!"
Using Clear Beam Antenna Kits makes sense right from the start!

Attractive packaging and do-it-yourself label creates customer
interest in a new or replacement antenna
sell complete installations.
Servicemen installing Clear Beam
Antenna Kits have eliminated "loose
stock" inventory problems and are
now able to price installation jobs
accurately and profitably due to
fixed material costs!

- makes it a cinch to

m

Start doubling your installation
business with Clear Beam Antenna
Kits now. Display them in your shopshow them from your service truck
let Clear Beam's self -selling antenna

-

kits clinch extra installation sales

Dear Editor:
I would appreciate your help in
figuring out the solution to an unusual trouble I have encountered in
servicing a Truetone television receiver of the 2D2301A series.
The trouble is that the lower half
of the picture has a flutter or jitter.
When the set is first turned on, it
doesn't act up, but after five or ten
minutes of operation, the trouble
appears. The upper half of the picture may have a very slight jitter
but not enough to amount to anything. I have tried changing the
cathode capacitor in the vertical
output circuit, but no luck. The
thing that stumps me is that only
the lower half seems to be acting
up-if the whole picture were affected, I would have something to
go on.

for you!

RALPH BAUGHMAN

Akron, Ohio

Kits for Conicols, Arrows, Yogis, Dipoles, UHF, VHF

complete with mast, lead-in and all necessary hardware ready to install

I

CLEAR

ANTENNA CORP.,

BEAM

CANOGA PARK, CALIF.

Warehouses in Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Honolulu, Dallas, Kansas City, Detroit, Baltimore
6

We recommend that the grid
waveform W8 (Photofact Set 229Folder 17) in the vertical output
stage be checked for size, shape and
stability. If this waveform is satisfactory, the trouble is very probably in the vertical output stage, and
a check of waveform W9 at the
secondary of the vertical output
transformer should be made for any
unusual condition. The presence of
a spurious oscillation or ringing in
W9 would indicate poor filtering of
the boost B+ to the vertical output
stage or trouble in the yoke or output transformer. Capacitors C49
and C50 could also be defective.
Incidentally, the values of R89 and
R90 in this schematic should be
560 ohms, not 560K ohms.
If waveform W8 is not satisfactory, then a check of the components associated with the oscillator
stage including T2, C48, C47 and
R68 should reveal the trouble. It
would also be a good idea to check
the vertical sync signal for the presence of video information or an unwanted horizontal pulse.
Questions on special problems,
such as this one sent in by Mr.
Baughman, are worthy contributions to this column. Editor

PF REPORTER
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Dear Editor:
PF REPORTER is a wonderful buy
for anyone learning servicing or
anyone in the trade. It's strictly a
serviceman's magazine.
How about a few ideas on how
to circuit trace these printed -board
TV sets? I had an Admiral in the
shop ... and, boy, I had some problems. Some parts on one side, some
on the other-at times I was almost
on my head trying to follow one
point to another.
I have been taking the RCA color
TV correspondence course and have
found that I can answer quite a few
questions at a glance. I know it's
the information I already had from
PF REPORTER coming back to mind.
I read in our local newspaper that
one manufacturer is starting production soon on the flat wallmounted picture tube. I haven't
heard a word about it in any of the
service magazines I've read. That's
information we could use.
Thanks for a swell informative
magazine.
ANDREW J. OLSEN

Cut Off, La.

Printed wiring boards and the
servicing of them have been covered
in a series of articles, Part 5 of
which appears in this issue. Reader
Olsen's other fine suggestions have
been added to our editorial planning chart. Editor
Dear Editor:
I have studied your magazine for
18 months and have learned much
from each issue. One of the best articles by far, in my humble opinion,
is Mr. Dines' article "Operation of
Damper Circuits" in your August,
1956 issue. After reading this article,
even I fathomed the operation of the
damper and its associated circuits
better than ever before.
I have talked to many TV techs
and find they too have the greatest
difficulty pinpointing a definite
faulty component in the high -voltage, flyback, yoke and damper circuits. It is therefore requested that
you do an article in the very near
future on the over-all trouble shooting of the above-named circuits, with
a point-by -point procedure to follow to locate and pinpoint faulty
components in these circuits.
O. E.

TAYLOR

Dallas, Texas
Excellent suggestions like this one
from reader Taylor are certainly
welcomed by us. We're adding this
idea to our future editorial planning
chart. Editor
December, 1956
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Save servicing time with

Authoritative Technical Publications
on RCA VICTOR
RADIO, PHONO and TV sets
Directories, Guides, and Service Data Books published by RCA-these are
the basic RCA reference works for a technical library you'll depend upon
now and in years to come. In these publications you'll find exact replacement
parts lists for all RCA Victor home instruments, servicing and alignment instructions, and circuit diagrams-all detailed, factory -originated data-much
of which cannot be obtained elsewhere.
BOUND VOLUMES OF RCA VICTOR SERVICE DATA
You'll save time and dollars by maintaining a complete file
of these handsome, sturdily bound volumes. Here's authoritative data for rapid, profitable servicing of RCA Victor
home instruments. Included are schematic diagrams, wiring diagrams, alignment procedures, waveforms, troubleshooting suggestions, production changes, complete parts
lists, top and bottom chassis views, voltage charts, and shop
tips. Vol. I (1923-1937) $3.50; Vol. IV (1947-1948) $6.00;
Vol. V (1949) $5.00; Vol. VI (1950) $5.50; Vol. VII
(1951) $5.00; Vol. VIII (1952) $5.00.

SERVICE PARTS DIRECTORIES FOR RCA VICTOR TV RECEIVERS
These publications contain schematic diagrams, top
and bottom chassis views (except as noted), replacement parts lists, a cross reference index between
model name and model number, and an index to
previous publications.
SP -1007-1946 through June 1950 TV receivers (56
models). Does not include chassis views. 75 cents a
copy.
SP -1014-1950 through 1951 TV receivers (71
models). $1.50 a copy.
SP-1021-1952 TV receivers (27 models). 50 cents
a copy.
SP -1028-1953 TV receivers (108 models). Includes
Radio-TV combinations. $1.35 a copy.
SP -1035-1954 TV receivers (106 models). Includes
information on the CT -100 and 21-CT55 color TV
receivers and the RP -197 and RP -198 3 -speed record -changers. $1.25 per copy.

RCA VICTOR
TV SERVICE PARTS
&

TUNER PARTS GUIDE

001 B-Available in December,
lists stock numbers of major replacement parts for RCA Victor TV sets by
receiver -model number and corresponding receiver -chassis number. Also listed
are stock numbers of tuner -replacement
parts for individual tuner -chassis. Covers the years 1946 through 1956. 25
cents per copy.
SP -2

RCA PHONOGRAPH

CARTRIDGE GUIDE
SP-2003B-Lists stock numbers of RCA cartridges and
stylii. Also lists stock numbers of RCA cartridges and
RCA Victor model numbers
of record -changers in which
they are used. Single copy
free on request.

RCA TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS ON RCA SERVICE PARTS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR RCA
TUBE DISTRIBUTOR-OR FROM RCA, COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING, 415 S. 5TH ST., HARRISON, N.J.

SERVICE PARTS
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, HARRISON, N.J.
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another Raytheon

FIRST

100% INTERCHANGEABLE TV TUBES
THAT ELIMINATE SNIVETS'

6DQ6 12DQ6 17DQ6
Thanks to an exclusive new Raytheon fin design,
the Raytheon 6DQ6 is the first TV tube which eliminates SNIVETS that is 100 % interchangeable
will work without special selection. It eliminates
borderline performance, too, because its new design gives it additional and improved sweep characteristics not available in ordinary types.
Raytheon 6DQ6 tubes provide SNIVET free performance because they are individually tested for
deflection operation and are given special tests

-

under sweep amplifier conditions. Raytheon
12DQ6 and 17DQ6 Tubes incorporate this same
fin construction and will provide the same superior, trouble -free performance.

RAYTH EON

An added bongs from the Raytheon 6DQ6 is that
its interchangeability simplifies stocking. (It's an
improved replacement for 6CU6 and 6BQ6GA
series.)
Finally, the Raytheon 6DQ6 is another outstanding example of how Raytheon's superior engineering skill and production know-how have brought
you still another tube that is first and finest in the
field.

*

-a

SNIVET
vertical disturbance on
the right hand area of the screen.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Receiving and Cathode Roy Tube Operations

Newton, Mass.
Chicago, Ill.
Atlanta, Ga.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Raytheon makes, Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
all these
Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.
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MILTON

S.

KIVER
...

Author of
How to Understand and Use
and Analyzing and Tracing

Installing Master Antenna Systems
In last month's column, we

outlined the various components
that form a master antenna system. We started at the antenna,
where the signal is initially captured, and followed the signal
down through the system to the

tenant's receiver. Basically, a
master antenna system is an uncomplicated signal amplification
and distribution network. But
practically, there are a number of
considerations that must be carefully evaluated; otherwise the entire system can bog down and
either fail to operate at all, or else
function so inefficiently that the
initial investment or the subsequent upkeep and modifications
will make the operation economically unsound.
From an economic standpoint,
the way a system can be installed
with the least investment on your
part is to install it for someone
who is purchasing it outright and
paying you for the cost of the
component sections plus your
time spent in installing it. In addition, you may subsequently be
called upon to service it, should
trouble develop. However, while
you run the least economic risk
with this mode of operation, you
also stand to make less money.
For when you own the system,
you have the right to charge each
tenant an installation fee (for
bringing the line into his apartment), plus a yearly service fee
for its maintenance. This is a continuing arrangement that applies
for as long as the system remains
in that building. Average fees for
bringing thé signal line into an
apartment run $20-$25 while the
December, 1956
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Instruments
Circuits

TV Test

TV

yearly service fee ranges between
$15 and $18. (These are figures
common in such cities as Chicago
and New York.)
It is important to weigh the
pros and cons of both methods, so
that whichever approach you
choose, you know exactly what
you're doing. Since master antenna systems-even simple onescan soon represent a considerable
outlay of money, you have to
make very certain that you are
not only capable of installing
them, but also of servicing them
over a long period of time.
Provisions for Future Changes

Another consideration in installing master antenna systems
is to make certain that each is
flexible enough to handle any future demands that may be made
upon it. It is not unusual, when
a system is first installed, to find
that not all the tenants in the
building make use of its facilities.
However, it is entirely possible
that at some future date, all sets
in the building will have to be tied
into the distribution lines. Consequently, the system should be
flexible enough to handle these additional loads.
Also to be considered is the possibility of future additional transmitting stations in the area. When
these come, either on VHF or
UHF, will the system be able to
cope with them? Or will a complete overhauling be necessary?
Remember that if you own the
system, you may be called upon to
make the change without any
further charge to the tenants. If
an extensive alteration is required,
the cost to you may be so great

Photo courtesy of Jerrold Electronics Corp.

Installer connecting a receiver to signal
outlet in apartment wall.

Photo courtesy of Jerrold Electronics Corp.

A typical signal

amplifier set-up.

8

chan-

nel strips are mounted in the center of
the unit with suitable power supplies

positioned just below.

that it will wipe out your profit
from that source for one or more
years. Can you stand such a loss?
Incidentally, whether or not a
new station in your area is a possibility can readily be determined
from the Federal Communications
Commission. They have published
a list which shows the maximum
number of stations allowed in your
area and the assigned channels. If
all of these frequencies are not
now occupied, it is safe to assume
that at some future date they will
be. Hence, the system should be
so set up that additional signals
can be fed to it when the occasion
arises.
In the case of UHF stations,
the most common procedure is to
convert the signal down to an unused VHF channel. This is done
as soon as possible after the sigPlease turn to page 70
9

TECT YOUR REPUTATION!
Cut price TV tuners are surplus from a special run of a special
design for one particular model of one particular manufacturer. Chances are overwhelmingly against your ever being
able to use a surplus tuner properly-in the set for which it
was designed. PROTECT YOUR REPUTATION-don't force
match a "bargain" tuner to your customer's set-use only
STANDARD APPROVED REPLACEMENT TUNERS (which
are furnished you complete with schematic). These will
cover over 90% of your service replacement needs. Designed
exclusively for service by the manufacturer of more than
19,000,000 TV tuners in use today.

eIl

thc

Gus`rnir

.e

You should have a STANDARD APPROVED REPLACEMENT
TUNER FOR UHF (ultra -high frequency) STATIONS. Often
the older and larger stations known as VHF STATIONS
(very high frequency) are too far away to give top quality
pictures. The STANDARD APPROVED REPLACEMENT
TUNER is the tuner specially built for UHF conversion. It
will accommodate any of the 70 UHF TV Channels! UHF
strips can be put into your tuner any time, and because it isw
so easy for the serviceman, it
cost
service charges.//
At your jobbers in factory -sealed

.114113

4:3

N

N

CHICAGO-LOS ANGELES-BANGOR, MICH,-NO. DIGHTON, MASS.
Export Agent: Scheel International, Inc., Chicago

jica'a%toC,

ORIGINATORS of the Turret Style Tuner
COIL PRODUCTS CO., INC.

ORIGINATORS of the Standard Cascade Tuner
ORIGINATORS of the Standard Pentode Tuner
ORIGINATORS of the New Neutrode Tuner
Master Specialists in Tuned Circuits
World's Largest Manufacturer of Electronic Components
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TEMPTATION. Even factories
are having trouble with pilferage of
small transistor radios. In one plant
six of these sets were stolen right
from the production line within half
an hour-making it necessary to station a plant policeman along the line
just to keep an eye on the merchandise.

Still smaller are Philco's new
Audipage units for silent paging and
a host of other uses. The output of
the audio amplifier is fed to a wire
encircling a room or entire building.
Anyone within this loop can pick up
the messages or music with the playing-card -size transistor unit which
has its own batteries and ferrite -rod
antenna. The only exterior connection is a tiny wire running up to the
ear plug. Although intended primarily for industrial use, there are
interesting potentialities here for
radio listening in homes where ordinary radios running full blast annoy
neighbors. Just run a wire around
the house under the eaves and hook
it up to the output transformer of a
radio for silent listening with the
transistor unit in any room of the
house, even over the noise of a
vacuum cleaner.
$

and

e

TAXES. If your hobby can be considered a business because it increases your income, you can deduct
from hobby income whatever expenses you have had in earning that
income. If hobby expenses exceed
hobby income, hobby losses can be
used as deductions against income
from your regular servicing business.

From an income tax standpoint,
much hairsplitting is involved in determining legally when a hobby becomes a business. If you think you
have a good case, tax accountants
generally urge that you try taking
these hobby expense deductions; the
most you have to lose is the interest
on the deductions that are not allowed, and this is insignificant in
comparison to what you save if the
deduction is allowed. The services
and advice of a tax accountant may
pay off many times over.
Here are some rough tests to determine if your hobby is a business.
Do you spend a substantial amount
of time on it to try to make a profit?
Do you publicize the fact that you
are in such a business? Can you
prove that your intent is to make
money on your hobby? If your answer is yes to all three, take the deductions, and worry about battling
it out with Treasury only if they
question the return.
December, 1956
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BY JOHN MARKUS
Editor -in -Chief, McGraw-Hill Radio Servicing Library

Even hunting dogs can be a tax
deduction if you go about it right.
First investigate thoroughly the
profit -making possibilities in the
field of breeding hunting dogs. Keep
bills of sale and cancelled checks for
all books you buy on the subject, for
breeding stock, for kennel construction materials and labor, for
"HOUNDS FOR SALE" signs and
ads and all other expenses. Don't forget travel expense for training the
dogs in the field while you are hunting. On Schedule C of your Federal
Income Tax Return, take all of these
deductions. Since a portion of your
home will be devoted to your hobby
for profit, deduct this portion of the
rent, heat, electric, water, repair and
maintenance bills, and depreciate
furniture and equipment used. It is
wise to allocate one or two rooms in
the house for your hobby business
and install in these rooms the files,
shelves, desk and other equipment
you might need for your hobby-business planning, reading and writing.
If you come up with a profit after
making all these deductions, you will
owe the government additional
taxes on your hobby. If your sideline
ends up in the red, you can use this
loss to offset regular income and perhaps even get a tax refund. There is
one limitation on hobbies for business, however-the maximum loss
that you can deduct over a five-year
period cannot average more than
$50,000 per year.
$

and

ß

COLOR NOTES. Chief worry of
color receiver prospects is failure of
the color picture tube. On a per -call
servicing basis, this will run well
over a hundred dollars unless subsidized somehow, because manufacturers themselves are still paying
upwards of $75.00 for these tubes in
quantities of thousands at a time.
One solution that would help
servicemen as well as set owners
would be for manufacturers to offer

a five-year insurance policy, guarantee or similar contract on the color
picture tube alone. With this worry
eliminated beforehand, more people
would be willing to pay for their
color servicing on a per -call basis
just as they do today for black -and white TV. Which manufacturer will
be the first to come up with a working solution to this problem?
$ and

ç

CONTROL. "In some homes the
only switch used to control the children is the one on the TV set." Thus
does the Saturday Evening Post express in one perfect sentence the
exact situation existing in our own
home and probably in many others.
$

and

C

ELECTRONIC RANGES. With
Raytheon, Kelvinator, Hotpoint,

etc. already offering electronic

ranges, the problem of servicing this
type of equipment may soon become
of personal interest and profit to you.
With alignment and test procedures
very much like those required for
television sets, these ranges are definitely unwelcome to the average appliance serviceman.
A typical Kelvinator range uses
a QK390 magnetron, four 866A rectifiers and a full-wave selenium rectifier, along with an assortment of

relays, transformers, resistors,

timers, fuses and other components.
With the simple magnetron circuit
clearly in mind and with the manufacturer's service instructions, you
should have no trouble in handling
these jobs. Be sure to work in collaboration with the manufacturer,
however. Because of the danger involved in working near terminals
rated for 4,800 volts DC at 1/3 amp
(pretty close to electric chair ratings), seals are placed on the back
panel. In service instructions, Kelvinator gives this warning: "Death is
final. Unauthorized service will void
all guarantees."
11
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POWER -POINTS
THE WAY TO
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Here's Power -Point Pete's
CASH BOX

A NEW and Profitable Promotion

The Package Deal With Extra Profit Built
Right in! Power -Point Pete's CASH BOX is a selfcontained point -of-purchase package containing two
each of three Power-Point models and two each of
three Power -Point mounts. You get the whole package, plus direct -mail merchandisers in color, at a
merchandising price. THERE'S NO CHARGE AT
ALL for some items! You get extra profits and you
pass on an extra profit margin to your dealers, too!

Electro -Voice Ads
Hit Your Major Markets!

Electro -Voice ads this month in

RECORD & SOUND RETAILING and THE BILLBOARD pre sell your prime customers-record
dealers! Eight thousand record dealers account for. 85% of total phono
and record sales. These are the people who can sell Power -Points in
volume. They're the big-order customers you want. Go get 'em with
-Electro -Voice direct mail pieces
and these hard -sell ads! See them!
Sell them! Profit along with them!

POWER -POINT--the Electro -Voice

phonograph needle -and -cartridge
combination-is taking the market
by storm! The fact that over a mil-

lion Power -Points are in use now as
original equipment means guaranteed replacement sales for you! Production has tripled! Power -Point is
a natural for customers, a profit
builder for dealers, and very profitable for YOU!

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.
Canada:
Export:
Cables:

E

Electro -Voice Follow -Through
Merchandising helps you move
merchandise! You'll remember the
first Power -Point promotion-the
phonograph records, slide film, wall
racks, wall and window banners,
the colorful envelope stuffers, the
4 -page, color folder that tells the
Power -Point story. Have you used
these sales tools? They will help
you sell more merchandise to more
merchants!

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

-V of Canada Ltd., 1908 Avenue Road,

Toronto, Ontario
13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U.S. A.
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Quicker Servicin
by Calvin

C.

Young, Jr.

Intermittents-the Curse of
Method for Attaching
300 -Ohm Lines to Terminals

I

FAN OUT FROM
ENO WITH KNIFE

ABOI..'

Securing the antenna lead-in
wires to a terminal block is a
job that is encountered by
every technician in his daily
work. It is desirable to secure
the antenna lead-in wire in such
a manner that shorts between
the wires cannot occur. If the
wires are merely wrapped
around the screws, there is a
danger that the housewife, in
cleaning around the set from
time to time, will flex or move
the lead-in and thus cause fine
strands of wire to break. A poor
connection or a short across the
antenna terminals can thus result. '
The sequence of pictures
shown here illustrates a method of connecting lead-in wires
so that good mechanical support is provided and shorts between the wires are unlikely.
This helpful suggestion was
submitted by Mr. J. R. Stanton
of Scranton, Pa.
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TV

Technicians

Just when everything seems to
really be going along fine, a bad
case of intermittent operation will
pop up to cast the proverbial
monkey wrench into the works.
To say the least, an intermittent
trouble of any description is difficult to deal with and is a most unwelcome visitor at any time.
Three types of intermittent
conditions consistently arise in
television servicing. These are intermittent picture, intermittent
sync and intermittent sweep. Of
these, intermittent sync is probably the most troublesome because it can originate in more
stages of the receiver.
To help the television technician combat intermittents in the
sync section, the following discussion will present several recent
cases of intermittent sync encountered by the author.
"S" -Pattern Distortion

In the first case, a severe case
of "S" distortion developed in the
picture after about an hour of operation in the cabinet. This distortion was so severe that it had
many of the characteristics of
"Christmas-tree" effect. The horizontal oscillator coil even emitted
an audible whistle. When the receiver chassis was removed from
the cabinet and placed on the
bench, the trouble disappeared.
Heat directed from a 60 -watt
bulb in the trouble lamp onto the
horizontal oscillator and AFC
circuit components did not cause
the trouble to appear.
To save time, the operation of
the receiver was carefully checked
and several troubles were located,
two of which were in the horiPlease turn to page 67
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Admiral Portable TV
entry in the "personal"
portable television field is the Admiral set shown in Fig. 1. Admiral's choice among the several sizes
of small 90° picture tubes that
have recently been made available
is the 10ABP4 tube, having a
A new

10 3/8"
diagonal measurement.
This tube is teamed with the
14YP3B chassis which contains
13 receiving tubes, 3 semiconductor diodes and a pair of selenium
rectifiers. An almost identical
chassis is employed in a larger 14"

portable TV set being made by the
same manufacturer.
Disc Tuner

One of the most interesting features of the Admiral portable TV
chassis is a unique disc tuner
(Fig. 2) which combines certain
construction principles of both
turret and switch type tuners,
and is mounted so that the control
shaft protrudes from the top of
the receiver cabinet. Attached to
the shaft inside the tuner are two
large discs upon which the tuning

inductors are arranged-antenna
coils on the lower disc and RF and
oscillator coils on the upper one.
A detent mechanism resembling
that of a turret tuner is mounted
on the lower disc.
To get a rough idea of the layout of each disc, imagine that the
strips of a turret tuner are arranged in a radial pattern like
spokes of a wheel and then joined
together. Contact buttons and
fingers, much like those of a turret tuner, are used to make connections between the discs and the

Thomas A. Lesh
Fig. 1.

Admiral portable TV receiver.

external circuitry.
An important difference between the turret and disc tuners is
that the latter does not have a
completely separate set of coils for
each channel. There are several
sets of basic coils plus small incremental inductances which are
switched in series with the basic
coils to tune in certain channels.
The incremental design is com-

monly used in wafer -switch

Fig. 2. Disc tuner used in the Admiral portable.
14

tuners. The coils are broken into
more separate groups in the disc
tuner than in the typical switch
tuner, however.
One set of coils is used on channel 13, and a short length of metal
strap is added to each coil when
the tuner is switched to channel
12. A second group of coils is used
alone on channel 11 and in combination with an incremental inductance on channel 10. Channels
9, 8, and 7 are tuned by a third set
of coils with increments. The low band channels 2 to 6 are covered
by a fourth group of coils except
in the oscillator circuit, where the
coils for channels 2 to 4 are sep PF REPORTER
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arate from those for channels 5
and 6.
Five oscillator -adjustment slugs
correspond to the five groups of
oscillator coils, and these slugs can
be adjusted while the chassis is in
its cabinet. There are three holes
in the control panel so that the
appropriate slug will always be accessible regardless of the channel
setting. On high channels, two
slugs may be visible; in this case,
the slug nearer the rear of the receiver should be adjusted. The
technician should first adjust the

(A)

slug on the lowest active channel
and should then make the other
adjustments in ascending order to
the highest channel.
The contact buttons on the upper disc form six concentric circles. The innermost two of these
are connected to the plate coils
for the 3BC5 RF amplifier, the
middle two are for the 5J6 mixer
input circuit and the outer two
are connected to the oscillator
coils. A 1.5-mmfd capacitor connects the low -band RF coils to the
corresponding mixer coils.

From

rear.

The fine-tuning capacitor is
located just outside the cover of
the tuner at the top end (foreground in Fig. 2). The movable
plate is a strip of metal attached
to the tuning shaft, and the fixed
plate is printed on a small wiring
board.
Other Features

The Admiral portable set has a
local -distant switch that acts upon the signal before it ever enters
the receiver. In the DISTANT position, used normally, the switch
has no effect, but if signal strength
is excessive, the switch may be
changed to LOCAL, placing an attenuator pad in series with the
antenna lead to the tuner. This
pad consists of two 330 -ohm
series resistors and a 470 -ohm
shunt resistor.
Two 3CB6 pentodes are used as
IF amplifiers, and the video detector is a 1N295 crystal diode.
The sound IF signal is taken from
the detector and fed to a 3 -stage
audio section including the new
6DT6 locked -oscillator detector.
A 12CU5 output tube drives a 3"
speaker, and the pentode section
of a 6U8 is used as a sound IF
stage. The video amplifier is the
pentode section of a 6BA8A. The
triode sections of the latter two
tubes are utilized as sync stages.
The sweep tubes include a
6CM7 vertical multivibrator and
output stage, a 6CG7 horizontal
multivibrator, a 12DQ6 horizontal -output tube, a 1X2B high -

voltage rectifier, and

a

12AX4GTA damper. Twin selenium diodes are used in the horizontal AFC stage-a practice, by
the way, which is becoming widespread. Selenium rectifiers are
used in a voltage-doubler circuit
which provides a B+ supply of 260
volts. Anode potential of the picture tube is 9kv.
Disassembly

(B)

From

front.

Fig. 3. Views of Admiral portable TV chassis.
December, 1956
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In an effort to make components reasonably accessible while
producing extremely compact receivers to satisfy public demand,
manufacturers have come up with
some highly unorthodox chassis
layouts in portable TV sets. Disassembling one of these receivers
can be time-consuming if the
Please turn to page 65
15
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The soldering gun is a tool designed to take the place
of an iron in applications where instant heat is desirable. While servicing in the home for example, the TV
technician may find that a soldering job will sometimes
complete a repair. Much time could be wasted as he
waits for an iron to heat-even more as he waits for the
iron to cool so it can be put away. For this reason, many
technicians consider a soldering gun a necessary part
of their everyday servicing equipment.
Although the prime use of a soldering gun is for
soldering operations, many other ways of utilizing this
product have been developed by technicians and by gun
manufacturers. Today there are several makes and
models available, each designed to use a variety of tips
which modify the gun for specific duties. Feeling that
our readers would be interested in these various uses,
we present this photo story showing a variety of guns
and tips being used in radio and TV servicing applications.

-

-

THERMAL INTERMITTENTS
The most exasperating type of trouble is the intermittent
that shows up only when the chassis is in the cabinet or
when the receiver has been operated for a period of time.
Suspected components may carefully be subjected to heat
from a soldering gun to simulate normal ambient temperature conditions and thus to expedite the trouble -shooting

procedure.

WIRE STRIPPING

When making circuit repairs, the technician usually is
involved in soldering operations. With the gun at his finger
tips, hook-up wire can be rapidly stripped and readied for
connection into a circuit. A soldering gun is also useful in
stripping the ends of 300 -ohm lead-in wire.

SIGNAL SOURCE
A soldering gun may also serve
as a signal source. The gun is

placed near the circuit being
checked, and the 30 -cycle signal
radiated by the gun's transformer can be used in a signal tracing process.

PRINTED -BOARD REPAIRS
A soldering gun fitted with a small tip is adaptable to
printed -board work, particularly in the removal of small
components having a minimum of soldered connections.
CAUTION-never allow the heated tip to remain in contact
for more than a few seconds at a time. Excessive heat may
result in an unbonded section of foil.

CABINET REPAIRS
Modified by the use of special tips, a soldering gun is an
aid in simple cabinet -patching work. Dents can be effectively eliminated by covering them with a damp cloth and
applying heat with a special tip. This causes the wood in
the heated area to swell until the dent is no longer noticeable. Dents or marred areas which c'-nnot be repaired in
this way can be filled in with stick shellac. A special soldering -gun tip can be used to melt the shellac and smooth it
into the damaged area.

RECESSED AREAS

Long, slender, special -ended
tips lend themselves to soldering
work in hard -to -get -at areas. In
this photograph, a connection is
being soldered on a printed board
mounted below the chassis level.

Whenever you need fuses...

you'll save time and trouble
by turning FIRST to BUSS!
By relying on BUSS as your source for
fuses, you can quickly and easily find the
type and size fuse you need. The complete
BUSS line of fuses includes: Standard
types, dual -element (slow blowing), renewable and one-time types
in sizes
from 1/500 amp. up-plus a companion
line of fuse clips, blocks and holders.

...

are made to protectnot to blow needlessly

BUSS fuses

When you sell or install BUSS fusesyou can be sure that users receive maximum protection against damage due to
electrical faults. And just as important,
users are safeguarded against irritating,
useless shut -downs caused by faulty fuses
blowing needlessly.

There are no kicks or complaints from
your customers about the operation of
BUSS fuses. Servicemen avoid costly, unnecessary call-backs. That's why it pays
to rely on dependable BUSS fuses.

\

Capitalize on the
BUSS

Buss use

trademark

The universal trade and consumer acceptance of BUSS fuses is based on the
millions upon millions of BUSS fuses used
in homes, on farms and in industry over
the past 42 years. Sales are easier to make
when you handle BUSS
the Known
brand of fuses.

...

For more information on BUSS and
Fusetron small dimension fuses and
fuseholders... Write for bulletin SFB.

Makers of a complete line of
fuses for home, farm, commercial,
electronic, automotive and
industrial use.

BUSSMANN MFG.
UNIVERSITY

18
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JEFFERSON
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FUSETRO

(Division of McGraw Electric Co.)
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A new circuit with the jaw-

breaking name of "locked -oscillator quadrature -grid detector,"
utilizing the brand-new 6DT6
pentode, is making its first appearance in the sound section of
several 1957 models of television
receivers. While not very catchy,
this name is nevertheless highly
descriptive. Let's break it down
into its separate parts. First,
think of the 6DT6 circuit as merely "a special kind of quadrature grid detector." This puts it in the
same general class with the 6BN6
sound detector often found in TV
sets. Although the 6BN6 is popularly known as a gated-beam detector, it actually does its demodulating with what is known
as a quadrature -grid circuit.
"Locked -oscillator" refers to a
unique feature which se:s the
6DT6 circuit apart from other
quadrature -grid detectors. This
feature tends to improve the sensitivity of the detector to very weak
signals. Except for the locked -oscillator arrangement and for differences in tube construction, the
6DT6 and 6BN6 circuits are very
similar. Both of them accomplish
limiting and audio amplification
besides their main function of demodulation. Both are therefore

used in efficient, economical,

three -stage sound sections composed of one IF amplifier, a detector, and an audio output amplifier.

The 6DT6 circuit has such good
self-limiting properties that the
audio output voltage remains
nearly linear over an extremely
wide range of input signal
strengths. The graph in Fig. 1
shows the effect on the detector
output voltage as the amplitude
December, 1956
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Detector in Some

19.57T:eSETS
by Thomas A. Lesh
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Fig. 1. Input vs. output voltages for a

typical 6DT6 detector circuit.

of the input signal to the sound
IF stage is varied. An extreme
change from 15 to 500 millivolts

rms in the input signal amplitude
causes only a relatively slight
change from 17 to 23 volts rms in
the output.
Review of 6BN6 Circuit

The 6DT6 circuit can best be
described by reviewing the operation of the more familiar 6BN6
circuit and then by discussing the
similarities and differences between them. At the same time, the
theory of the 6BN6 can also be
made more understandable during this discussion.
An example of a commercial
6BN6 circuit is shown in Fig. 2A.
This circuit is found in a current
Zenith chassis having series-string
tubes, and the tube is actually a
3BN6; but, since circuit performance is the same with a 3 -volt tube
as with the 6 -volt type and since
we have already begun to talk
about 6BN6 circuits in general, we
shall continue to refer to the
6BN6 instead of specifying the
3BN6 during the following discussion.

The performance of the 6BN6
type of circuit depends mainly on
the special construction of the
tube. Although the external connections are the same as for a
pentode, the internal structure is
such that plate current is formed
into a concentrated beam. The
passage of this beam through the
tube is controlled by a limiter
grid and a quadrature grid which
correspond roughly to the control
and suppressor grids of an ordinary pentode.
Limiting of the signal peaks is
readily accomplished in the 6BN6
because the range between cutoff
and saturation voltages is very
small for both grids. When an input signal with an amplitude as
low as 11/2 or 2 volts is applied to
the limiter grid, plate current will
be alternately cut off and brought
to maximum value if the tube is
properly biased. Further increases
in signal amplitude have very little effect on the amount of plate
current which is allowed to pass
through the grid; for this reason,
amplitude modulation of the FM
signal by noise pulses is effectively
removed from the signal.
The response of the detector to
FM can be explained in a simplified way if we think of the limiter
and quadrature grids as being
gates which swing wide open on
positive signal peaks and slam
shut on negative peaks. Both
gates have to be open for current
to reach the plate of the tube; if
either one closes, plate current is
cut off. The amount of current
which reaches the plate is determined by the length of time that
both gates remain open.
This length of time continually
Please turn to page 42
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need a TV
TRANSFORMER?

need an exact
replacement?

wonder where
to get it?
STANCOR
TRANSFORMERS
are AVAILABLE from better

distributors EVERYWHERE!
S

FREE
The latest Stancor TV
Replacement Guide and
Catalog listing replacements for over 9000 TV
models and chassis.
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ANC R

CHICAGO STANDARD
TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION

3503 ADDISON STREET, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc.
431 Greenwich St., New York 73, N. Y.
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What's Cooking
in Color TV

FIRST-HAND REPORT ON
SERVICE AND SALES IN
THE CHICAGO AREA
by Thomas A. Lesh and Verne M. Ray

The color TV situation at the
present time might well be compared to a huge kettle in which
vast new profits-and problemsare being cooked up for the TV industry. Color TV is provoking an
air of expectancy throughout the
country-both among the public
and among dealers and servicemen, with the latter wondering
December, 1956
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how soon they will be facing
large-scale color servicing. To
help in answering their questions,
we decided to lift the lid on the
color TV kettle and look inside.
We chose the Chicago area for our
field investigation because that
city has been the site of perhaps
the most active promotional campaign for color TV.

We went to Chicago in September and visited consumers, service shops, retail stores, distributors, and television stations to
find out what they were doing
with color. Our impressions can
be summed up in one statement:
the kettle is beginning to simmer.
Servicing
time of our survey, the`

At the
amount of color servicing which
had been done in Chicago was unimpressive in terms of cold statisPlease turn to page 54
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CLAROSTAT

A47

composition -element controls
meet your servicing needs for radios
of practically every make and model,
regular or portable, communications or
automotive. And in television, black
and -white or color, portable or industrial, you're set with Clarostat A47s.
Even test equipment, audio systems,
PA equipment and theatre sound systems use Clarostat A47 controls.
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For A47 controls are available in linear,

if

tapered, plain or tapped elements; 500
ohms to 10 megohms; 1/2 watt rating.
single or dual.
There are five types of "Ad -A -Switches"
available that attach to the A47 control
in seconds. It's also your selection on

-

a selection of 13 different
lengths and shapes to choose from.

shafts
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Your Clarostat distributor has A47 controls, switches, shafts, for your immedi-
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CONTROLS and RESISTORS
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. Dover, New Hampshire
In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd. Toronto 17, Ont.
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WIRING

BOARDS

Taking Measurements,
Circuit Tracing, and
Special Applications
Fig. 1. Wire loop for connection point.

In this, the fifth and final article
of the "Printed Wiring Board"
series, we will discuss the more
routine problems encountered
when working with circuits that
employ printed wiring boards.
These include application of signals, taking voltage and resistance
readings, circuit tracing and some
special applications.
Application of Signals
The application of a signal from
a piece of test equipment to the
circuits of a receiver that employs
conventional wiring poses no prob-

lem since there are component
leads, terminal strips, and lugs on
tube sockets which are convenient
points to which the test equip-

ment leads may be fastened.
When printed wiring boards are

employed, most of these points are
no longer available and therefore
some must be fabricated to make
it possible to connect test leads at
the required places without having to hold them in place by hand.
December, 1956
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The first connection point

which must be provided is the
ground or B- reference point.
This is generally the common reference point for both signal
and DC voltages and is used quite
often in trouble -shooting procedures. A short loop of wire soldered to the B- or ground conductor strip as shown in Fig. 1
makes an excellent connecting
point for ground leads. Since this
connection is needed each time
the receiver is serviced, the wire
loop can be permanently soldered
and left for future use. The loop
need be only 1/4" in length to permit one connection such as the
ground lead of a signal generator
or oscilloscope. Other ground
leads could then be connected to

SIG GEN

DUMMY

HOOKED TO

LEAD

ANTENNA

ENGAGE LOOP

Fig. 2. Hooked lead on dummy antenna.

by Calvin C. Young, Jr.
the ground terminal of the generator or scope. This would provide the necessary common -reference point for all equipment.

Trouble -shooting procedures
usually require that an appropriate signal be applied at some point
ahead of a suspected stage and
that an oscilloscope or VTVM be
used to check voltages and signal
amplitudes at various points in
the suspected stage or stages. A
wire loop may be fastened to a
conductor in the proper circuit to
provide a signal -injection point
such as that used for the connection of a dummy antenna. As
shown in Fig. 2, the end of the
appropriate dummy -antenna component should be formed into a
hook so that it may be conveniently fastened to the loop.
It takes but a few minutes to
figure out the necessary locations
for the wire loops and to make
them. The time spent will be
more than made up by the time
Please turn to page 51
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new Sylvania Tu SHOW
launches a dramatic new advertising

program for TV Service Dealers
"Buccaneers" seen Saturday,
CBS Network carries
'TV SMOG" commercials, sells service

Biggest TV news this fall
for you as a service dealer
is Sylvania's new adventure

thriller "The Buccaneers."
Packed with exciting pirate
lore, Sylvania's new TV
show offers entertainment
for the entire family.
And it offers you a brandnew opportunity to build
your service business through a dramatic new consumer advertising campaign, "TV SMOG."
Millions of TV set owners will be reminded that
TV Smog comes from old worn out picture tubes and
receiving tubes. And they'll be reminded to see the
service dealer who displays the Sylvania Radio &
TV service sign for a TV Smog check-up.

To supplement this powerful TV advertising, a
complete campaign in TV Guide magazine will also
steer the TV set owner to you for a TV Smog check-up.

... the

serviceman who displays
this sign

Get behind this TV Smog promotion: identify
yourself as the dealer in your neighborhood who
features "Silver Screen 85" picture tubes and
Sylvania's quality brand receiving tubes.
And keep in touch with your Sylvania distributor
for new Buccaneer promotion pieces and premiums.

... will

install a genuine
"Silver Screen 85"

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Shell Tower Building, Montreal
ELECTRONICS
LIGHTING RADIO
TELEVISION
ATOMIC ENERGY

N/4

SYLVANIA
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... and replace worn-out
receiving tubes with Sylvania's
quality brand
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How to Interpret the

AIM

Manufacturer's Terms
and Select the Instrument
Best Suited
:..

for You

:UN
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by Leslie D. Deane

the

Before they have been in
service business very long, most
TV technicians realize that an oscilloscope is one of the most valuable and versatile instruments
they can possess. In :rouble
shooting or aligning a television
receiver, a great deal of time and
effort can be saved through the
proper use of a good scope. Thus
the question, "What is a good
scope?" is highly important to
technicians.
At one time or another, the
technician will be confronted with
the problem of choosing an oscilloscope to fit his particular needs.
On this occasion, he may consider questions such as:
"Should I let price govern my
selection entirely?
"Will a general-purpose scope
fill all of my servicing needs, or
should I look for a special type of

instrument?"
He naturally wants a unit that
will do an adequate job; but if he
is like most of us, he hopes to find
one that will not make too big a
dent in his pocketbook.
This discussion is intended to
acquaint the reader with some of
the things to look for when choosing an oscilloscope, and it will also
clarify the meanings of various
terms used in manufacturers'
specifications.

Test equipment manufacturers
have refrained from completely
standardizing the electrical char December, 1956
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acteristics of oscilloscopes because
these instruments have many different applications. Industrial
plants, research laboratories, and
other users of oscilloscopes have
placed demands upon the manufacturer to produce instruments
that differ widely in both physical
and electrical features. For this
reason, you should first determine
the exact type of scope your work
requires. The scope used solely for
alignment work need not have
some of the features which a scope
used for signal tracing might need,
and vice versa. Keep in mind the
other pieces of test equipment you
have and how the scope will fit
in with them. You might also consider the future-for example,
servicing color TV sets places certain special requirements upon
the scope used for that purpose.
A human element is involved in
the choice of a scope because technicians follow different servicing
procedures for a given trouble.
One technician may use a scope to
solve a particular problem while
another may feel it advantageous
to use a different piece of equipment. Regardless of where you
stand on the subject or how ac -

curately and precisely you do your
work, there are certain features
you should investigate when purchasing an oscilloscope.
You should consider such points
as the vertical sensitivity, fre-

quency response, horizontal

sweep -frequency range, screen
size, input impedance and whether or not the scope produces a

Fig.

1.

Wide-Band-High-Sensitivity

switch on an oscilloscope.
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sufficiently bright trace when the
screen is filled with a large or ex-

LOADED with
PROFIT
Lightweight,
miniature size,
greater compliance
New mechanical
construction gives
higher output
New "throw -away"
element
Simple replacement,
snap -in action
Assorted stock
orders totaled for
maximum discount
"Clearamic"-The "new
look in good listening"

panded pattern. In addition, the
frequency -response characteristics of accessories (such as probes)
should be investigated.
Judging the capabilities of a
scope from specifications put forth
in advertising literature is sometimes difficult, especially if one is
not too familiar with the manufacturer's method of expressing
the various electrical characteristics. We will examine a few of
these characteristics individually
and expand upon some of the
terms commonly used to denote
special features found in commercial oscilloscopes.
Sensitivity

The sensitivity factor is of in -

specific and may give two or more
sensitivity ratings for various frequency -response ranges.
Some instruments have provisions which permit the user to select either a high sensitivity or a
wide frequency response. The instrument pictured in Fig. 1, for
example, incorporates a selector
switch on the front panel, providing for either wide-band or high -

sensitivity operation.
The sensitivity of a scope
should be relatively high for alignment purposes. This is especially
true when aligning the higher
channels of a television tuner because the output of most conventional sweep generators will fall
off slightly at the higher frequencies. A vertical sensitivity of approximately 10 millivolts per inch

1011,41

New Turnover Type

(A)

On a wide -band scope.

(B)

On a narrow band scope.

Fig. 2. Composite color signal.
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volts
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..
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1-1.2 volts

Turnover type features
"throw -away" element
offering snap -in replacement of both element and
needle assembly for essentially the price of a
good replacement needle.
Single needletypefeatures
simplified self -locating
needle replacement.
Ask for the handy new
"dispenser" assortment
meets almost all replacement needs.
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NATIONAL

WATCH

COMPANY

For Cartridges:

2435 N, NAOMI STREET,

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
Sales representatives in principal cities.

terest to the technician because it
determines the weakest signal

that can be successfully viewed on

the oscilloscope screen.
The amount of beam deflection
varies directly with the magnitude
of the voltage applied to the deflection plates, and this of course
depends upon the input signal and
the gain of the amplifiers within
the instrument. Usually, the sensitivity is expressed in volts or millivolts per inch. For example, a
certain general-purpose scope may
be said to have a vertical -deflection sensitivity of 20 my rms per
inch. This specification indicates
that the scope requires 20 my rms
at the vertical input terminals to
produce a 1" peak -to -peak deflection on the screen. Such a specification may be written as "20 my
(RMS)/inch" or ".02 RMS
volts/inch."
Unfortunately, gain and frequency response of amplifiers do
not go hand -in -hand. In order to
obtain an increase in one, a decrease in the other must usually
be tolerated. For this reason,
many manufacturers are more

is usually ample for TV alignment

work. One should pay particular
attention to this point because
nothing is more aggravating in
service work than attempting to
compare a small insufficient response pattern to a recommended

standard.
Frequency Response

Another important specification of an oscilloscope is its bandpass characteristics or the ability
of the vertical and horizontal amplifier systems to pass certain
ranges of frequencies with relatively equal amplification. The
vertical amplifier system is usually
designed to have as wide a frequency response and as great a
sensitivity as economically practical. The horizontal amplifier
system, however, is often designed
with a narrower frequency response and with less sensitivity,
although in some instruments
both the vertical and horizontal
systems may be identical in these
characteristics. Requirements for
the horizontal system are usually
less because this section is more
PF REPORfiER
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keep operating temperatures down dependability up!

utilize modern design-- full surface ventilation with no chance of center-core
hot -spots. Note the corrugated spring-steel separators which provide positive multiple -area contacts with
each plate. This open construction facilitates free -flow of air and efficient cooling of the plates, and minimizes the possibilities of overheated components in compact TV, radio, and phonograph designs.
The one-piece assembly-yoke with the molded mounting stud prevents twisting or squeezing the stack
during installation. Rigid construction minimizes the possibility of "barrier" breakdowns-gives greater
assurance of dependability in operation.
So, when you need a replacement selenium rectifier, ask your distributor for a dependable, long life
RCA SELENIUM RECTIFIER. Available now in 12 types, ratings from 65 Ma to 500 Ma.
RCA SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Radio Corporation of America
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often used to amplify the saw tooth sweep signal generated within the unit itself. These signals are
usually large in amplitude and relatively low in frequency.
The vertical deflection system
of a typical general-purpose scope
may have a frequency response
from 20 cycles to 2 megacycles
within ±3 db. This indicates that
the over-all vertical system of the
scope is capable of providing uniform power amplification within 3
decibels for frequencies between
20 cycles and 2 megacycles.
Many technicians are under the

impression that a scope used for

conventional TV alignment

should have a vertical -amplifier
response up to 4 megacycles. This
is not the case. The signal from
the sweep generator goes through
a complete frequency swing at a
specific rate (usually 60 cps). The
repetition rate of the rectified signal at the output of the detector is
therefore the same as that of the
sweep frequency, and the response
curve which appears on the screen
results from the application of a
signal which falls into the category of a 60 -cycle square wave.

This type of pattern can be reproduced on any scope having a flat
vertical -amplifier response from
20 to 1000 cycles.
Various signals containing a
number of frequencies are actually
present in the circuits of a television receiver, and in order to examine all of their waveforms accurately, a frequency response up
to 4 megacycles or more would be
necessary. For general servicing
such as observing only the presence of signals in various circuits,
however, uniform frequency response up to only 100,000 cycles
will suffice.

The technician will, on occasion, want to examine the shape
of various signals and the amplitude relationships between signals
of different frequencies. For this
function, a scope should have a
uniform vertical frequency response down to at least 30 cycles
and up to not less than 300,000
cycles. If the technician intends to
service color television receivers,
he should look for a scope having
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CRT, CALIBRATOR and DYNA SCAN

Fig. 3. Calibrating voltage applied to

vertical input from test -signal jack.

a usable frequency range of at
least 4 megacycles. It will be
necessary to have an instrument
of this type to observe accurately
the color burst and chrominance
portions of a composite video signal. This does not suggest, however, that a scope with a narrower
response cannot be used in the
servicing of color receivers. Any
scope is of value in servicing as
long as the user realizes its limitations.
The waveforms in Fig. 2 illustrate a composite color signal as
it appears in the video circuit of a
typical color TV receiver. The
waveform in Fig. 2A was observed
with a scope having a relatively
wide frequency response. Fig. 2B
shows the same signal reproduced
PF REPORTER
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on a narrow-band instrument.
Notice the reduction in the relative amplitudes of the high frequency components in Fig. 2B as
compared to Fig. 2A.
The technician should remember that a wide frequency response is achieved by sacrificing
gain; thus, to obtain a reasonable
amount of both, additional stages
must be utilized in the oscilloscope. This, of course, increases
the cost of the instrument.

5 IMPORTANT
REASONS WHY

IS YOUR BEST BUY

IN CONICALS!
Full line to select from; 8 single array antennas,
8 stacked antennas and 8

Fig. 4. Oscilloscope

"Do -It -Yourself" antenna kits.

with an internal,

switch -controlled calibrating voltage.

Voltage Calibration

Another feature often desired in
an oscilloscope is a means of calibrating the instrument to indicate
the values of peak -to -peak voltages-this provision is especially
important in checking those circuits where signal amplitude is
critical. Some scopes have a special jack from which a source of
constant voltage of known amplitude is available. The photograph
of Fig. 3 illustrates this method of

calibration. The instrument

shown features a separate front panel jack which provides an 18 volt peak -to -peak test signal.
In other designs, a line -frequency signal of known value can be
applied to the vertical amplifier
system by placing either the vertical attenuator or calibration
switch in the calibrate position.
An example of this method is
pointed out in Fig. 4. This particular instrument incorporates a
separate calibration switch. The
switch provides four different
peak -to -peak values and works in

conjunction with the vertical attenuator.
December, 1956
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leading line for transistor portables

Oscilloscopes have a relatively
high input impedance, a characteristic which is desirable in any
piece of test equipment because it
minimizes the loading effect on
high -impedance circuits.
The ideal input circuit for an
oscilloscope would exhibit infinite
resistance and no capacitance
across the input terminals. In actual practice, of course, this condition can only be approached.
The majority of general-purpose
scopes have impedance ratings
which range from 1 to 5 megohms
with 25 to 50 mmf of capacitance
across the input. From this we
can see that the impedance term
usually found in a manufacturer's
specifications will be expressed in
series resistance and parallel capacitance. A rather large DC blocking capacitor is usually
placed in series with the input circuit; however, this component can
be ignored because of its relatively
low reactance even at the lowest
frequencies.
5-25MME
COAX CABLE

Cash in on the growing battery replacement market for transistorized portables-with the line that
offers you an unequalled combination of prestige and profit.
Mallory pioneering of mercury batteries helped make these new miniature radios possible. Leading set

SCOPE

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

BATTERY MERCHANDISER
Because of the remarkable shelf life of
Mallory Mercury Batteries, now for the
first time you can stock batteries without

fear of inventory

r

loss. This

introductory

assortment covers all popular transistor portables. No extra charge for
the display unit! Order yours today!
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Fig. 5. Low -capacity probe circuit.
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makers supply Mallory Mercury
batteries in original equipment .. .
recommend them to set owners, too
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because they cost less per hour of
operation.
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When observing waveforms
made up of relatively high frequencies, the input shunt capacitance of the scope and its connecting leads becomes very important.
To minimize the effect of this capacitance upon the circuit under
test, a special low -capacity probe
can be used. The probe places a
relatively low capacitance in series
with the existing capacitance,
thus decreasing the over-all value.
A typical low -capacity probe circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The value
of the variable capacitor will
usually range from 10 to 15 mmf,
while the parallel resistor may be
in the neighborhood of 2 megohms.
Without a suitable low -capacity
probe in series with the input capacitance of the scope, the shape
of the waveform under examination may be seriously distorted.
The lower the effective series capacitance within the probe the less
shunting action the instrument
will have upon a high-impedance
circuit.
PF REPORTER
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The only disadvantage in using
a low -capacity probe is the fact

that the voltage actually reaching
the scope will be reduced in the
same proportion as the input capacitance, i. e., if the input shunt
capacitance is reduced 25% by
using a probe, the applied signal
voltage will also be reduced 25%.
As far as television servicing is
concerned, the low -capacity probe
is used most often in the video,
sync, and sweep circuits where the
voltages are of sufficient amplitude to overcome the loss within
the probe.

...another
MALLORY
service -engineered
product
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Rise Time

Oscilloscope manufacturers of-

ten make mention of the term
"rise time." This term denotes the
time it takes the amplifiers within
the scope to respond to an input
signal. The definition of rise time
in itself has little meaning to the
technician; but since it is directly
related to the high -frequency response of the unit, it becomes of
some interest. The shorter the rise
time the more accurate the scope
is in reproducing the waveforms
of applied signals. If a scope has a
relatively short rise time, it has
good high-frequency response and
the technician can expect pulses
having steep leading edges to be
accurately reproduced. This feature can be used to great advantage when servicing color re-

for value in
"wire -wounds"
make it

MALLORY
Take your choice of these Mallory
wire -wound resistors, and you're
sure of long service and stability
on any replacement job.
Mallory vitreous enamel resistors are
protected against moisture and
corrosion by a specialnon-porous,
non -alkaline vitrified coating .. .
are wound on a high -stability
steatite core. In both fixed and
adjustable types, 5 to 200 watts.

ceivers.
Push -Pull

Amplifiers

Often found in the specifications for oscilloscopes is the statement that push-pull amplification
is employed. This indicates that
the instrument makes use of a
push-pull output stage in the deflection system. In this arrangement, a positive -going signal is
applied to one deflection plate of
the CRT while a negative -going
signal of the same amplitude is applied to the other plate. Perhaps
the most important advantage of
this circuit is that it provides balanced voltages for each set of deflection plates. This results in
greater signal drive for the same
supply voltage, better hum cancellation, and the reduction of
second -harmonic distortion.
In connection with amplifier
December, 1956
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design, some manufacturers use a
system of direct -coupled amplifiers whereby it is possible to extend the frequency response down
to zero frequency or DC.

rating is exceeded in an instrument having a DC -blocking capacitor, this component may
break down, and damage to the
instrument will result. When a

Time Base

scop3 employs DC -coupled amplifiers, the maximum input DC

or this
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The internal sweep systems of
an oscilloscope are often referred
to as time -base generators. A time
base is provided as the electron
beam travels across the screen at
a rate determined by the frequency of the sweep signal. When an
input signal is applied to the
scope, the beam is deflected at
right angles to the time base and
amplitude is plotted graphically
against time by the beam trace.
Vernier-controlled frequency
ranges of the internal sweep oscillator can be adjusted to provide a
variety of time bases. In Fig. 6,
two different time bases have been
selected to view a signal having a
frequency of 15,750 cps. A time base frequency of 7,875 cycles was
used in Fig. 6A. This frequency is
exactly one half of the observed signal frequency, thus producing
two full cycles on the screen. In
Fig. 6B, a time -base frequency of
5,250 cycles was used. This is one
third of the signal frequency, so
three full cycles appear on the
screen.
Time -base expansion may be
obtained through the use of an expanded sweep. Many scopes are
designed to expand the horizontal
sweep from 5 to 40 times the normal full -screen deflection. The use
of an expanded -sweep trace permits a microscopic examination of
the detail in a portion of the pat-

tern.

voltage is governed by the ability
of the input attenuator circuit to
dissipate power. Except for second -anode voltages, most generalpurpose scopes have an adequate
rating for the DC voltages encountered in TV service work.
Should the technician desire to
observe the waveform of an AC
voltage which approaches the
maximum rating of the instrument, it is advisable to use a
voltage -divider network in series
with the scope input.
Astigmatism

Another term often appearing
in manufacturers' specifications
for oscilloscopes is "astigmatic
focus." The technician should not
let this term throw him. Astigmatism may be generally defined
as the condition of good focus
along one axis while poor focus
exists along an axis at right angles to the first. In the case of
an oscilloscope, this condition will
reveal itself as a poorly focused
spot on the CRT screen. The spot
of light produced by the beam of
electrons will not focus into a
small circular area but will appear as an oval. The spot may
focus properly near the center of
the screen, but when it is deflected toward the outer screen
circumference, it becomes oval
and will appear out -of -focus in
these areas. Fig. 7 illustrates how

Maximum Input Potential

Most manufacturers specify
the maximum voltage which may
be applied across the vertical input terminals of a scope. This
usually refers to the DC voltage
which the input circuit can handle
safely. If the maximum voltage

Fig. 7. Oscilloscope trace which exhibits

the effect of astigmatism.
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More portable radios will be found under the Christmas trees this year than ever before. And just as sure
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AMERICAN TELEVISION &
RADIO CO. ST. PAUL, MINN.
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want the finest!
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the spot can exhibit astigmatism
by focusing on the left side of the
screen and not on the right.
Astigmatism as related to oscilloscopes is usually a result of misalignment of the deflection plates
within the CRT, or it may be due
to incorrect deflection plate potentials. In order to compensate
for astigmatism, it is necessary to
control the potential of each pair
of deflection plates separately.
Some scopes therefore incorporate an anti -astigmatic circuit to
overcome this undesirable effect.
This circuit provides a variable
control over the mean potential
for each pair of deflection plates,
thus neutralizing the conditions
causing the oval spot on the
screen at any particular point.
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The Z-axis of an oscilloscope
may be referred to in connection
with retrace blanking and intensity modulation. Actually, the Zaxis is represented by an increase
or decrease in the CRT beam current. Oscilloscopes having provisions for Z-axis modulation are
usually capable of controlling the
intensity of the beám by voltages
from either internal or external
sources. The return trace of the
electron beam can be blanked out
by reducing the beam intensity
during retrace time. This feature
is incorporated in many generalpurpose scopes. Some designs
have fixed blanking, while others
provide control over this blanking
action. With the retrace blanked
out, the technician may find it
easier to study the waveform
reproduced during trace time.
Intensity or Z-axis modulation
differs from ordinary sweep blanking in that it conveys some form
of intelligence by varying the
brilliance of trace on the screen.
Blanking merely removes retrace
lines from the screen, while intensity modulation in its true
sense either intensifies or removes
certain portions of the trace. By
using the Z-axis modulation characteristics of a scope, time markers can be introduced into the
observed pattern. This makes it
possible to determine the time
duration of a wave or to denote
various time intervals on a given

At All Distributors
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We hit the target again
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with this new, modern version of the
most wanted service-test instrument.

Pyramid introduces the CRA-2

Capacitor -Resistor Analyzer, a versatile, up-to-date, moderately priced test
instrument. The CRA-2 is the perfect
multi-purpose analyzer for the technician, serviceman and engineer, in
industrial and military electronics,
black and white, and color television,
and all related. fields.
The guesswork has been removed
from circuit trouble shooting. When
making leakage -current measurements,
the values are read directly from the
meter while the rated operating voltage is applied to the capacitor. A
vacuunì-tube ohmmeter circuit dis-

plays accurate insulation -resistance
values on the meter for many types of
capacitors. The extended range calibrated pöwer factor control permits
power factor measurements of electrolytic capacitors rated as low as 6 volts
DC working and as high as 600 volts
DC working..: This special "QUICK
CHECK': circuit performs rapid "IN
CIRCUIT" test for short, open, intermittent high RF impedance and high
power factor without removing or disconnecting the component from its
operating circuit.:
.
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ANALYZER

FEATURES
"Quick Check in circuit test for Open Circuits.

w

Short Circuits. Intermittents. High
Impedance. High Power Factor.

w

RF

Speedily and accurately checks:
Capacitance. Power Factor. Resistance.
Insulation -Resistance. Leakage Current.
Precision meter for accurate readings of
leakage current, applied voltage and
insulation resistance.

Combination Wien and Wheatstone bridge.
Accurate vacuum -tube meter circuit.
Examine it today
Being introduced Ey leading Electronic Parts Distributors

PYRAMID

ELECTRIC COMPANY

1445 Hudson Blvd., North Bergei, New Jersey

Parts of the highest quality are used. Wire

and wiring meet military specifications.

The patterns pictured in Fig.
represent a 15,750 -cycle saw tooth signal viewed at a time-base
frequency of 2,625 cps. This normally produces six cycles on the
screen as shown in Fig. 8A. In
Fig. 8B, however, every other
cycle has been blanked out by
applying a sine -wave signal of
7,875 cps to the Z-axis input. The
frequency of any signal can be
determined by blanking or intensifying every other cycle of the
unknown frequency with a calibrated signal applied to the Zaxis of the oscilloscope.
8

Conclusion

THE UN c-AR...ESPECIALLY
DESIGNED FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT
REPAIR AND PRODUCTION
LINE SOLDERINCI

The scope characteristics and
design features covered in this
article all lend themselves to the
over-all usefulness of a general -

The famed Ungar Pencil soldering iron with its series of 16

interchangeable tips has been especially designed for printed
(A) Unmodulated waveform.

circuit production and repair.
Tip temperature can be controlled simply by changing tips.
For printed

circuit service heating Unit

recommended. This unit provides

a

No. 535

with tiplet is

650° tip temperature at 231/2 watts.

For operators well skilled in printed

circuit soldering, heating

Unit No. 1235 with tiplet drawing only 371

7 7 7

watts delivering
(B)

750° tip temperature is recommended.
For heavy duty chassis service, an Ungar Super Hi Heat
471/2

Fig. 8. Comparative waveforms which

tip at

show the effects of intensity modulation.

watts delivering 1000° tip temperature is used.
Ask your parts distributor about the
Ungar PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUAL.
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this counter
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purpose oscilloscope. Sensitivity
and frequency response are two
of the foremost factors, although
accessory items available for use
with a particular scope are also
important. When servicing TV
receivers, the technician will
often find it advantageous to have
a detector probe, low -capacity
probe, and a voltage -dividing
probe.
Each individual has his own
ideas as to the particular problems he intends to solve with the
use of an oscilloscope. We feel
this discussion will aid you in
understanding the many features
listed in manufacturers' sales literature and thus help you to
evaluate the utility of various
commercial scopes. Good shopping!
PF REPORTER
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JERROLD Introduces
TRAP -EASE*
Revolutionary New TV

Filter Knocks Out
Adjacent Channel

Interference... Opens
New Sales Market For

The Television Trade!
Works with any TV receiver and any 300 ohm antenna

This tunable "deep notch" antenna trap (greater than 50
db) permits TV viewers to remove "beat" or "herringbone" patterns caused by strong adjacent channel sound
or video carriers. Permits clear reception of even weak
distant stations.

that would normally bring in pictures from the distant

stations if the interfering adjacent channel was not on
the air. Does not affect reception of regularly viewed
channels.

BRINGS IN PICTURES FROM OUT OF NOWHERE! TRAP -EASE
EASILY
After TRAP -EASE is Installed
Before TRAP -EASE is Installed
INSTALLED
ON ANY
1

1

RECEIVER I. F. RESPONSE
ADI. SOUND CARRIER

lÌ

i`

111

TV SET!

;

I

I

In case shown Receiver AGC is held
down by a strong adjacent channel sound
carrier. This lowers

REçEIVER I.

-

F.
4.5 Mc

RESPONSE
Ls

mc

receiver gain and
prevents proper reception of the desired

channel. "Beat" or

"Herringbone" pattern is predominant
on the screen.

TRAP -EASE
SELLS ITSELF
Let the amazing performance of the Jerrold Trap Ease do its own selling.
One demonstration and the
Trap -Ease sells itself with
the greatest of ease. Simple
to demonstrate either in

your store-or in the
customer's home.

SOUND

)I
I

ADJ. SOUND CARRIER

The adjacent sound
carrier has been suppressed by some 50
db, which: (1) Enables the signal level
of the desired channel
to control the AGC
action of the receiver.
(2) Completely removes the "beat",

leaving

a

clear,

strong picture.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Never before a TV accessory that achieves such startling results.
Contact your Jerrold distributor today for details on the complete
sales promotion package available to you.

antenna lead-in and

TWO MODELS AVAILABLE

Low Trap -Ease (Model HQ -91) covers Channels 2 to 6.
High Trap -Ease (Model HQ-92) covers Channels 7 to 13.

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
23rd and Chestnut Streets

Simply connect the Trap Ease in series with the

Philadelphia

3,

Penna.

*®Jerrold Electronics Deep Notch Adjacent Channel Trap

mount on rear or top of
TV receiver. Handsome
contemporary design and
soft color tones of the

unit harmonize with
today's modern or traditional cabinet decor.

Let us once again look in on
George Fleiback, who at the moment seems to have but one objective in mind-namely, the repair of a certain TV set which has
already caused him one costly call
back.
It may be well to briefly review
the facts of the case before we
proceed. Just the other day,
George made a house call on this
particular receiver and found the
trouble to be loss of horizontal
sync. The receiver, a 17" model
about three or four years old, had
no horizontal -hold control on the
front panel, but there was a horizontal frequency adjustment on
the rear of the chassis. George ad-

justed the horizontal frequency
coil and the picture snapped into

sync. He then changed the horizontal -oscillator tube and the picture went out of sync again. Since
a glance at the code date on the
old., tube revealed it to be an
original one, he left the new tube
in the circuit and readjusted the
frequency coil for proper synchronization of the picture. As an
added check, he moved the channel selector switch off -station and
back again, but the picture remained in sync. He also turned the
set off for a few minutes and then
back on-again the picture stayed
in sync. Before leaving, he told
the customer that he had replaced
one tube and had made all neces-

sary adjustments. The customer
agreed that the set seemed to be
in perfect working order.
The following day, however,
our beloved serviceman received
a phone call from the same customer. She complained that after
the set was on for awhile the picture would go into lines just as
before. The woman was very disturbed and rather rude over the
phone, but George, remembering
how he had felt when a $20 motor
tune up on the service truck had
left it running worse than before,
held his temper. He went right
over and pulled the chassis after
giving a brief explanation to the
customer that the heat generated
within the receiver was undoubtedly affecting some circuit
component.
George hadn't as yet encountered many of these "dog" troubles in his somewhat limited serv38
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the horizontal -sync stages in George's "tough dog" set.

icing career, and he wasn't too
sure just where to begin. The
customer had mentioned, however, that it took about 20 or 25
minutes before the trouble began.
George naturally wanted to check
the set while it was acting up, but
there were other chassis on the
bench that needed work. So instead of applying external heat to
the chassis, he turned it on and let
it cook. With George keeping an
eye on the set, we are now up-todate on the history of the case.

After the receiver had been in
operation for about 30 minutes,
George noticed that the picture
was starting to drift out of horizontal sync. With his scope he
checked the horizontal sync
pulses at the input to the horizontal AFC circuit. The pulses
appeared normal, so he figured
the trouble must be the result of
an unstable component in the
horizontal AFC or oscillator stage.
A circuit diagram for this section
of the receiver is shown in Fig. 1.
PF REPORTER
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Accuracy of

full scale
on both AC and DC
-±3%

RCA-WV-87B-offers many time -saving wor
iffy ng
features for laboratory, production, servicing-can
help improve the quality of your work!
The WV -87B is housed in a durable metal case
for general use around the service shop or the lab
or for shelf- or rack-mounting on the production line.
The unusually large meter face, clearly
calibrated scales, and VoltOhmyst circuit permit
extraordinary ease and speed in taking highly
accurate readings. Helps you work better, faster,
more efficiently. You can be positive of the
measurements you take when you use
the RCA Master VoltOhmyst.

Check these outstanding features:
wide -vision open -face extra -large (71/2") meter scale
mirror -strip on scale to eliminate needle-to -scale
parallax
two-color, separate scales for speedy
peak -to -peak and rms voltage readings
work simplifying single probe with built-in switch for all
Ohms and DC/AC Voltage measurements
high stability circuit free from effects of line voltage variations
meter tracking error only ±1% or less
accuracy
of ±3% full scale on all AC and DC ranges
DC
current readings as low as 10 µa.
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Operation

Ranges

to 1500
(7 ranges)
0

DC

AC

Volts

Volts

(RMS, sine

Low Scale,
0 to 1.5

0
ilei

Freq. Response

*11 meg.,
2

µµf

(7ranges)
0

to 1.5

Volts
(Peak -to -Peak
values, sine
or complex
wave forms)

to 4200
(7 ranges)
Low Scale,
0 to 4

DirectCurrent

(9 ranges)

AC

R, C

to 1500

0

waves)

RCA WV -87B Master VoltOhmyst-newest addition
to the world-famous line of RCA superior -quality
Test Instruments-is available through your
RCA DISTRIBUTOR. Price $137.50t. See him now
for details and literature or write RCA, Commercial
Engineering, Section L 33 W , Harrison, N.J.

Input

0

0.83 to 1.5
meg.
75 µµf to
85 µµf

30 cps to

3

Mc**

(for source impedance of 100
ohms)

Oto15a.
Low Scale,
0 to 500 µa
0 to 1000

Ohms

megohms
(7 ranges)

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Radio Corporation of America

ekComponents Division

December, 1956

Camden, N. L

Height: 10"; Width: 131/2"; Depth: 7"; Weight: 8 lbs.
"1100 meg. with WG-289 Probe and WG -206 Multiplier Resistor.

"Crystal -Diode

Probe WG -301A available to extend range to
50 Kc to 250 Mc within ±10%.

tUser price (optional) Complete with WG-299C DC/AC-Ohms
Probe, Low -Capacitance Flexible Cable, Current Leads, Ground
Lead, Instructions.
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have fun

...save money

George checked the waveform
on the grid of the oscillator stage,
but with the oscillator out of
synchronization with the incoming signal, he wasn't sure that this
would give him anything to go on
-and it didn't. He then decided
to check all of the voltages in the
circuits under suspicion. The readings he obtained offered no clue,
for they were all within tolerance
of those given in the service litera-

ture.

The famous University CLASSIC speaker system (shown at
right), represents the highest achievement In audio engineering.
the ultimate in sound! The CLASSIC is a true, folded, selfcontained exponential horn which operates the woofer as a
compression driver for maximum efficiency. Each detail has been
an carefully worked out that the complete system functions as a

beautifully coordinated team. A truly self-sufficient cabinet,

it

functions independently of walls and floor. achieving an amazing
realism ... almost Ilke having a concert orchestra in your own
home. The superb craftsmanship of the cabinet and high University standards to which the CLASSIC components have been built
make the price really attractive. Mahogany $450.00, Blond $460.00.

BUILD ONE OF THE FINEST
SPEAKER SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD
University has taken the heart of the magnificent CLASSIC
system and made it available as the EN -CB UNFINISHED -UTILITY
enclosure. It came about as a result of an overwhelming demand
on the part of "do-it-yourself" enthusiasts who wanted to build
their own CLASSIC system. The price of the EN -CB is only $120.00
The EN -CB is a superb piece of craftsmanship-constructed
of Grade 1 Birch plywood using locked and mitred joints and
braced with heavy glue blocks for maximum efficiency. Supplied
with full instructions to mount speakers and network components. Designed acoustically to permit versatile use as "lowboy"
or "highboy."
Naturally, all speakers sound better in an EN -CB. Recommended are CLASSIC components: C15W woofer, Cobreflex-2
mid -range horn with T-30 driver, HF-206 "Reciprocating -Flare"
super-tweeter and N-3 ACOUSTIC BATON crossover network.

BUILT- INS

ROOM - DIVIDERS

Tar

the home decorator who plans to custom build part of his furniture. Decorating ideas are limitless:
BUILT-INS-Easily installed into closet or wall, or into large wallto-wall installations.
ROOM-DIVIDERS-Can be used vertically or horizontally.
PICK A PERIOD-Any furniture period can be achieved by treatment of front frame moulding, base, grille fabric, etc.
CUSTOM FINISHING-Can be stained and finished Blond, Mahogany, etc. Surface treatments: enamel, leather, formica, etc.
The EN -CB is a boon to

e

PICK A PERIOD

CUSTOM FINISHING

THE COMPONENTS THAT MAKE THE CLASSIC THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND

George noticed that when the
frequency drifted he could correct
it by adjusting the secondary slug
of L21. He suspected the fault
might be either in the AFC transformer or in one of the capacitors
forming its tuned circuit. In this
particular set, a .0047-mfd capacitor was connected across the
primary of the AFC transformer
and a .015-mfd capacitor across
the secondary. Although it was
against George's principles to
change components without first
determining the actual cause of a
trouble, this set had him stumped,
and he decided that a more direct
method of approach was necessary.
He strongly suspected that the
capacitor across the secondary of
L21 was the cause of the trouble.
This capacitor is identified as C73
in the circuit diagram of Fig. 1.
George quickly scraped off some
of the dirty wax from this component and found its rating to be
.015 mfd at 600 volts. He had a
.015 mfd, 600v capacitor in stock,
so he replaced the part, turned the
set on, and waited for results.
Since the set was still warm, he
assumed that the trouble would
show up within a short time if this
capacitor were not at fault.
It seemed to George that he had
found the trouble because after
30 minutes of operation the horizontal sync remained stable. Ten
minutes later, however, George
was very disheartened. Yesyou've guessed it-the horizontal
oscillator frequency had again

started to drift.
C15 W

LISTEN

HF -2O8

x

2

f0

N-3

tziapeza4 souxds

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC
au

COBREFLE

80 SOUTH

K E N S

I

C O

AVENUE, WHITE PLAINS, N.

Y

Before calling in the FBI,
George sat down and once again
carefully examined all of the
clues. He discovered his mistakedid you? Turn to page 61 for
the simple solution of the baffling
case.
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ASTRON S
CAPACITORS ARE

ASTRON CAPACITORS HAVE THAT BUILT-IN "NO -CALL-BACK" CONSTRUCTION!
Only the very finest of raw materials
pass Astron's "Selected Purchasing
System". Astron's special production
techniques build extra rugged capacitors
that create complete customer satisfaction
... your key to repeat business and
more profit.
You can put your trust in Astron, for
behind each Astron capacitor is the
meticulous quality control that insures you
of real staying power . over 10
separate production line tests are performed, plus a 100% final inspection
before any capacitor is sent out by Astron
your guarantee of top performance.
There is an Astron "Staminized"
Capacitor built especially to fill the
specific, exacting replacement requirements of any job you tackle.
.

.

...

Safety Margin
Prong

Safety Margin

"SM"' Twist

"SM"' Minimite'

FREE

Servicing Aid

-

Save time, use handy Astron pocket-sized Replacement
Write Today!
Catalogue and Pricing Guide (AC -4D)

Blue -Point (R) Molded

Safety Margin

"SM"' Cardboard Tubular

Plastic Paper Tubular
*Trademark

CORPORATION
255 GRANT AVENUE
WEST COAST WAREHOUSE
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TV Sound From 6DT6
(Continued from page 19)

varies during reception of an FM
signal. When a 4.5 -mc sound IF
signal is applied to the limiter grid
of the 6BN6, a similar signal
reaches the quadrature grid
through space-charge coupling
which exsists between the plate current beam and the grid. As a result of the continual frequency
changes of the 4.5 -mc FM signal,
the signal developed across the
quadrature grid circuit undergoes
a variable phase shift with respect
to the input signal.
In summary, the action is as
follows. When the incoming signal
is at the center or resonant fre-

loo
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note that plate current will flow
only during the time that the voltages on both grids are above cutoff level. (An arbitrary value of
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takes the work out of selling!
Your selling job is easier with AMPHENOL
Twin Lead hanks! AMPHENOL has done the
cutting, lug -assembly (for greater customer satisfaction) and packaging, saving

...

WIRE
'III

0011111fí

lengths at the end of spools. Now available in convenient 25, 50, 75 and 100 ft.
lengths, AMPHENOL hanks are easy to
handle-and even easier to sell.
Increase your sales and increase your
profits by displaying America's largest
selling hanks!

make your selling job
STOCK

&

DISPLAY

w

For
IV Picture.
USEwSII'/ßN7ENNA

your time, eliminating waste and odd

easierAMPHENOL

unmodulated-

space -charge coupling will lag
the beam current by 90°. Since
beam current varies directly with
limiter -grid voltage, the signal on
the quadrature grid lags the input
signal by 90°. As long as there is
no modulation, the phase angle
between these two signals does
not change and the average plate
current remains at a constant
value. At the resonant frequency,
the reactances of the two components in the tank circuit are
equal and will have no effect on
the phase relationship between
the signals. Refer to Fig. 3A and

3108

AMPHENo TWIN -LEAD HANKS
Part No.

is,

the voltage induced on the quadrature grid through the capacitive

WITH LUGS ON ONE END!

.í 0fIfI0lllí

If1{pII

cutoff level is shown in Fig. 3 for
the purpose of illustration.)
On positive swings of modulation, the input signal frequency
rises above resonance. This causes
the quadrature -grid voltage to lag
the input voltage by some angle
greater than 90° because the capacitive current in the tank circuit increases while the inductive
current decreases. The angle of lag
is proportional to the amount by
which the frequency deviates
from resonance. Since the lag is
abnormally great, the positive half
cycles of the signals on the two
grids coincide for a shorter -than normal interval. Fig. 3B shows
that the "gates" are opened for
a briefer interval than they are
under the condition depicted in
Fig. 3A. As a result, the average
PF REPORTER
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PRODUCTION

TECHNIQUES:

for the
manufacturing of
High Reliability

Capacitors

Separate facilities are maintained for the exclusive processing and manufacture of high reliability capacitors. Only specially trained, highly skilled operators, who wear special clothing to
prevent any possible source contamination, work here.

To produce capacitors free from any possibility of latent defects, for use in the most critical
applications, the Sangamo Electric Company
has recently intensified its high reliability

program of fabrication and inspection
methods.
Incoming materials are rigidly inspected to
meet stringent high reliability standards and
are stored in areas where temperature, humidity and dust are controlled at all times.
Complete production histories are kept on the
basis of small capacitor lots. X-raying of
individual units, heat tests, vibration tests,
altitude tests, and total destruction tests of a
given percentage of all finished units assure
components with an extremely low AQL.
Testing facilities and resultant performance
characteristics are far in excess of military
specifications. Specify these high reliability
capacitors for your critical applications.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
MARION, ILLINOIS

Oil-filled capacitors are subject to vacuum under elevated temperatures,
then are individually examined to insure complete hermetic seal.

High temperature

test ovens are
used to check

insulation resistance of Sangamo

high reliability
capacitors under
sustained temperatures of 125° C.

This vibration

testing machine
brutally punishes

Sangamo high

reliability capacitors at accelerations up to 10 G's
to determine their

ability to resist

vibration without
damage to leads
or elements.
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For latest precision engineering, finest components,
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professional
appearance, lifetime performance and rock -bottom
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3DT6 circuit in Motorola Chassis TS -537A.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams of quadrature -grid detectors.

value of plate current is reduced.
Negative swings of modulation
drive the input signal frequency
below resonance, and the angle of
lag of the quadrature -grid voltage
is reduced to less than 90°. Since
the signals on the two grids are
more nearly in phase than they
were under conditions of no modulation, the gates stay open for a
longer period and more plate current flows. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3C.
The signal in the plate circuit
of the 6BN6 consists of pulses having a repetition rate of 4.5 mc, but
modulation is present in the form
of varying widths of the pulses.
The 4.5 -mc component of the signal is bypassed from the plate
to ground, and the pulse -width
changes are translated into an
audio -frequency voltage which
has an amplitude of approximately 15 volts rms. This output is
sufficient to drive directly a power
amplifier tube such as a 6AQ5.
The 6BN6 detector includes a
buzz control located in the cathode circuit of the tube. This control is used to adjust the tube bias
so that the incoming signal will
drive the limiter grid into both
saturation and cutoff, thus resulting in effective limiting of amplitude modulation.

Operation of 6DT6 Circuit

The first locked -oscillator detector which we have examined is
used in the Motorola Chassis TS 537A, shown schematically in Fig.
2B. Notice that a 3 -volt, series string counterpart of the 6DT6 is
used. In the following discussion,
as in the description of the 6BN6,
the difference in filament voltage
will be ignored because it does not
affect detector operation.
The similarity between the
6BN6 and 6DT6 circuits can be
clearly seen in a comparison between the two parts of Fig. 2. The
most obvious difference is that
the locked -oscillator detector
lacks a buzz control.
Although it is not apparent in
the diagram, the 6DT6 is not as
complex in construction as the
6B/e. It is very much like an
ordinary pentode except that the
control and suppressor grids are
both able to effect sharp -cutoff of
plate current. During reception of
moderate or strong signals, quadrature-grid detection takes place
much the same as it does in the
6BN6 circuit except that there are
a few differences in limiting action.
The locked -oscillator mode of
operation of the 6DT6 circuit does
not come into play until the input
PF REPORTER
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Folders give you the world's finest Service
data on TV and radio models just as soon as they hit
the market. Now-with the new INDEX SYSTEM to
PHOTOFACT, you locate the latest PHOTOFACT coverPHOTOFACT

age immediately.
If you're a Service Technician, you can get the new
Sams Index FREE. Here's how it keeps you up-to-date
on receiver coverage: The Master Index (36 pagesissued twice yearly) is the complete reference to all
PHOTOFACT Folders produced up to the date of its
issue. In addition, you get an Index Supplement each
month covering that month's releases of PHOTOFACT
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Folders. Thus, the Master Index plus the supplements keep you right up with current PHOTOFACT
coverage. (The Index Supplements also appear each
month in "PF Reporter" Magazine.)
It's easy to get your complete Index service to
PNOTOFACT at NO COST TO YOU. If you're a Service
Technician, just fill in the coupon and mail to us
today. It will bring the Master Index direct to your
shop, and monthly supplements will be mailed to you
regularly thereafter. YOU'LL KEEP RIGHT UP-TO-THEMINUTE ON PHOTOFACT COVERAGE-you'll be able to
locate the data you need on over 30,000 models, as
well as on CURRENT MODEL RELEASES.
Mail coupon today for your free subscription
to the Sams Photofact Index

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana

2201

I
TAKE THE RIGHT STEP TO TIME -SAVING
PROFIT -BUILDING BUSINESS: Sign up with
your Parts Distributor to get PHOTOFACT
Folder Sets automatically each month.

DO IT NOW!

I
I
I
I

I
I

Send me your FREE Master Index to PHOTOFACT Folders (twice yearly),
and put me on your mailing list to receive all Index Supplements. My letterhead and/or business card is attached.

E

I

am a Service Technician:

full time;

E

part time.

My Distributor is:
Shop Name

Attn

L----- .........
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Address
City

Zone

State

NMI IBM

-EMI
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SIGNAL MASTER"

POWERFUL FRINGE AREA

VHF ANTENNA
Completely factory assembled on boom,
with quick -rigging that strengthens rather
than weakens.
Re-inforced at all stress points, double -wall
thickness boom.
New one-piece dipoles pre -attached to the
boom.
Superb quality all -aluminum construction.
One of our vhf antenna line is just right for
your area.

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR QUALITY

ALL

-ALUMINUM

UHF ANTENNAS?

Pictured are two new
antennas that give reolly
"hot" UHF reception

4 Model
Model

5.12.3614

U -Z1
U -Z2

THE SIX

L -S U H F
MODELS FEATURE

Quality construction found in no other uhf
line.
Low wind resistance.

riveted construction.
Moderately priced.
ALL -aluminum

o!srRRluroRs. Ycur ,,quorre5
receore our prompt allenl,on
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signal becomes fairly weak. Below
a certain signal amplitude, the detector will break into a 4.5 -mc
oscillation. This tends to keep the
signal amplitude constant within
the detector in spite of amplitude
variations which may occur in the
input signal because of noise or
fading.
The input signal voltage can
drop as low as 1/s volt rms at the
secondary winding of the detector
input transformer without a loss
of oscillation. Normally, the signal generated in the control grid
circuit by the oscillation has an
approximate value of one volt rms.
The space -charge coupling to the
quadrature grid is accompanied
by a voltage gain, and the oscillations in the quadrature tank have
about three times the amplitude
of the oscillations in the input
circuit. This is sufficient to develop the required bias voltage
across the 560K -ohm resistor in
the quadrature circuit.
The circuit is able to oscillate
because of positive feedback from
the quadrature -grid circuit to the
control-grid circuit through the
interelectrode capacitance of the
tube. A similar arrangement cannot be set up using a 6BN6 because the interelectrode capacitance of that tube is too small to
provide the required amount of
feedback.
The "locked" feature of the
6DT6 oscillator refers to the fact
that the phase of the oscillations
in the control -grid circuit will follow the phase of the incoming
sound -IF signal. During the
locked -oscillator mode of operation, the input signal serves as not
much more than a type of sync
signal having little amplitude but
yielding frequency information.
Normal quadrature -grid detection takes place in the oscillating
detector, and. the process is kept

under the control of the input signal at all times. The oscillation
boosts the weak-signal sensitivity
of the quadrature -grid circuit so
that its performance becomes
comparable to that of a ratio detector. Clear sound can be received even when the station signal is so weak that the picture is
not fit to watch.
We have mentioned that limiting of strong signals is accom-

f

PERIOD OF CONDUCTION

CUTOFF LEVEL
--

t

11

(A)

Input frequency at 4.5 mc.
[----I

PERIOD OF CONDUCTION

CUTOFF LEVEL

(B)

Input frequency above 4.5 mc.
PERIOD OF CONDUCTION

ir
(C)

CUTOFF LEVEL

Input frequency below 4.5 mc.

-

- - - Quadrature -Grid Signal
Input Signal

3. Plate -current conduction in
quadrature -grid detector.

Fig.

a

plished somewhat differently in
the 6DT6 and 6BN6 circuits. Thé
characteristic curve of control
grid voltage of the 6DT6 does not
show a rapid leveling out or saturation of plate current at small
positive values of grid voltage, as
does the corresponding curve for
the 6BN6. Limiting in the 6DT6
depends on the damping of strong
signals in the grid circuit. The
presence of a strong input signal'
causes the control grid to draw
considerable current which loads
down the tuned circuit connected
to the grid. The oscillation is suppressed by the grid loading, the
tuning of the input circuit is
broadened out, and the peak voltage swing at the grid is held to
only a few volts.
Degeneration of audio-frequency signals in the cathode circuit of
the 6DT6 also contributes to
limiting. The value of cathode resistance required in the 6DT6 circuit for best AM rejection is not
critical, and no control is needed
in the cathode circuit.
Alignment of 6DT6 Detector

The alignment procedure for
the _6DT6 detector is simple and
PF REPORTER
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can be carried out with a sound
signal from a station. The first
step in alignment is the tuning of
the quadrature coil. This should
be done while a strong signal is
being applied to the detector so
that the locked oscillation will be
suppressed. Since the tuning of the
input circuit is broadened under
strong -signal conditions, the setting of the quadrature coil will not
be affected by a slight misalignment of the input transformer.
The quadrature coil is adjusted
for a maximum VTVM readingabout 5 volts-at the test point in
the quadrature circuit. If more
than one peak of voltage is obtained, the coil should be tuned to
the higher peak to get the correct
bias for the quadrature grid.
During the remainder of the
alignment procedure, the input
signal should be reduced to such
a small amplitude that noise can
be heard in the sound. While it
may take some ingenuity to obtain a weak enough signal to perform proper alignment in metropolitan areas, if a stronger signal
were used, the adjustments would
become far too broad to be made
with any degree of accuracy. To
obtain a weak signal, a step attenuator might be used between the
antenna and the receiver, or the
antenna might be disconnected or
the RF amplifier tube removed.
The weak -signal part of alignment consists of tuning the detector input transformer and the
sound -IF takeoff coil for maximum signal output with minimum
noise. On one side of the correct
setting, the volume does not fall
off but the noise increases; and on
the other side, volume and noise
both gradually fade away.
It should now be evident that
the alignment of the 6DT6 circuit
is generally similar to that of the
6BN6 circuit, except for the use of
a strong signal during part of the
6DT6 alignment.
The locked -oscillator detector
is expected to appear in several
makes of 1957 television receivers.
There will be some variations in
component values to allow for
such factors as different B+ voltages, but the various 6DT6 circuits will have a fairly close resemblance to the one which has
been described here.
December, 1956
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PHAOSTRON

PROBE -LITE
ILLUMINATED TEST PROBE
SEE

It

SELF-CONTAINED
WHAT YOU ARE TESTING!

just like having an extra
hand. Simply insert the probe
from your tester into the jack
of the Probe -lite and the Probe lite becomes alive to instantly
is

give you a brilliant, pre-focus

spot -light on the area that you
are testing plus a long, extra
slender, probe tip for making
electrical contact in difficult
places which previously were
inaccessible. It could pay for
itself the first time you use it.
Hurry, call your distributor today!

fJ'1J1,2U31;111
PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT & ELECTRONIC CO., 151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena,

Calif.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT REPAIR KIT

Now being displayed
by parts jobbers is the
Master Printed Circuit
Repair Kit packaged by

Product Report

Walsco Electronics

Lääkiikää
KNOBS FOR CLOCK RADIOS

An assortment of 25
knobs for clock radios is
included in kit No. 1630,
sold by Gee-Lar Mfg.
Co. (Division of General
Cement -Textron, Inc.) ,
400 S. Wyman St., Rockford, Ill. Gold -finished
metal knobs of the double -barrier type and three
styles of plastic knobs
(single -barrier, double barrier, and spring) in six colors are supplied in the kit.
The knobs are packed in a transparent plastic box.
List price is $3.75.
VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

A compact, low-priced

auto -transformer, de-

Corp., 3225 Exposition
Place, Los Angeles, Calif.
Included are copper foil
with a thermoplastic
backing, solder, tweezers,
a fiber glass brush, silicone resin spray lacquer and
solvent, a "Solder -Ease" tool, a pencil -type soldering
iron, and a wiring board to practice on. Dealer net price
is $7.95. A smaller kit without the soldering iron, lacquer, and practice board is $4.95.

QUICKLY INSTALLED CONICAL ANTENNA

Telrex Labs., Asbury
Park, N.J., has introduced the "Quickie," a
conical V -beam antenna
designed to be low-priced,
durable, and easy to install. The antenna is of
all -aluminum construction with doweled tubular elements that can be swung
out and locked into the correct position.
List prices for "Quickies" are $9.05 for the Q -2X
single -bay model; $19.30 for the Q -4X having two
stacked units; and $42.25 for the Q -8X four -bay model.

signed to supply a variable AC voltage to elec-

COMMUNITY TV CABLES

tronic and electrical

equipment, has been introduced by Standard
Electrical Products Co.,
Dayton, Ohio. The autotransformer is toroidally
wound and is enclosed in a case measuring only 37/8" x
37/8" x 31/2".

The Model PA -1 variable transformer converts a 120 volt line voltage into any desired output voltage from 0
to 132 volts AC. The companion Model PA -1L has a
range of 0-120 volts output for 120 volts input. Maximum output current for both transformers is 1.25
amperes.

da...,
111111x

.

I1I11IIl

8232

8233

;

lllr

ez:?

Two new types of coaxial cables for community TV antenna systems
have been added to the
line of electronic wire
and cable made by Bel den Mfg. Co., Chicago,
Ill. These new double -

jacketed and double -

shielded cables are designed for low losses, flat frequency
response over the television band, and a minimum of
line radiation.
Cable No. 8232 is recommended for tap -off lead-ins,
and the larger cable, No. 8233, is for use in secondary
leads.

TV -FM SET COUPLER

Clear Beam Antenna

Corp., 21341 Roscoe

Blvd., Canoga Park,

CjearBmv_.,.io
GYw

2T

16g1

Calif. is marketing a twoset coupler especially designed to supply signals
to both a TV set and an
FM receiver from the
same all -channel VHF
antenna with minimum
interaction between the
two tuners. Incoming FM
radio signals are filtered
out of the TV set input

and are fed to the FM tuner.
The Model FM -TV 2SC coupler is suitable for either
indoor or outdoor mounting. Retail price is $3.95.
48

SOLDERLESS CABLE CONNECTORS

Two new solderless
connectors for coaxial
cables are now being supplied by Blonder-Tongue

Labs., 526-536 North
Ave., Westfield, N. J.
Model P -11S connector

fits RG -11/U cables,

while the Model P-59S is for RG -59/U cables.
No special tools are required for installation. A twostep thread clamps the outer jacket of the cable and
grounds the shield, and an easily inserted tubular spring
locks the center conductor to insure positive electrical
contact.

PF REPORTER
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At the Lew Bonn Company, lock and chain are still on this now -famous TV set. And the
total useful life of its Westinghouse RELIATRON Tubes is still to be discovered.

Westinghouse 12,000 -hour Locked -TV Marathon
Shows how "Pre -Ship" tube test cuts call-backs
April 25, 1955, the Lew Bonn Company set out to
demonstrate the superior performance of Westinghouse
RELIATRON® Picture and Receiving Tubes ... and to
prove the benefits of the Westinghouse policy of testing
every tube in the warehouse before final shipment! They
started one of the most amazing marathons in years!
A TV set, chained and locked, was put on display in the
showroom of the Lew Bonn Company, Minneapolis. The
set was equipped completely with Westinghouse Reliatron
tubes-all taken right from stock!
Here's what happened: at first check, 5,472 hours later,
all tubes were reported perfect. At second check, 8,784
hours (or over six years' viewing time) later, still no failure!
After 9,144 hours, still perfect! Now the tubes have chalked
On

up 12,528 hours-and they're still going strong!
What made possible this superior tube performance? Westinghouse manufacturing quality, for one thing! For anrigorous, six -step testother, PRE -SHIP TESTING
ing of tubes for shorts, open circuits, excessive gas, loose
mounts, defective glass, and bad seals-all the common
causes of call-backs-all done at the local warehouse,
just before the tubes are shipped to your distributor!
This unique testing policy is insisted upon by Westinghouse as the only way of assuring quality-perfect tubes
every time ... the best way to eliminate costly call-backs,
win customer confidence. Stock up on Westinghouse tubes
-"pre -ship tested" to guarantee dependability and top
performance. Call your Westinghouse distributor today!

...

WATCH WESTINGHOUSE

WHERE BIG THINGS ARE HAPPENING FOR YOU!

6ET-4115

December, 1956
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A S'l'OI;Ii I:iJI1/1:
FOR TV 'l'iJ131ïS

Inc.

FINE
RADIO
PARTS

another
EXACT
REPLACEMENT

The following chart is presented as
a guide for the maintenance of an upto-date stock of television tubes. The

first

tirement of old receivers at an estimated average age of six years.
Two separate listings are given. The
first column of figures is labeled '46-'56
and is for the use of technicians in
areas where television stations began
operation before allocations were frozen. The second column is labeled '52'56 and is meant to be used in areas
which had no TV service until after
the freeze was lifted in 1952.
The listing of a large figure for a
particular type of tube is not necessarily a recommendation for stocking
that number of tubes. (Some consideration should be given to the frequency
of failure of the tube.) A large figure
does indicate, however, that the tube
is used in many circuits and emphasizes the necessity for maintaining a
sufficient stock to fill requirements between regular tube orders.

figures in this chart are expressed as
proportions based on a total of 1,000
tubes. For example, if the figure 6 is
given for a particular type of tube, this
means that six out of every 1,000 tubes
in television receivers which are now
in service are of that type. The minimum entry in the chart is 1 per 1,000.
Tubes which are used less frequently
than this are listed only if they have
special applications in UHF or color
receivers or if they have recently been
placed on the market. A cumulative
record of the tubes which appear in
new models of receivers is kept for the
compilation of this chart. The figures
which are obtained are adjusted to
take into account the quantities of production of different models and the re-

TUBE
TYPES

cl B3GT
1X2

46-56
52-56
Models Models
42

43

3

1

1X2A

3

4

cl X26

3

3

#2AF4
#2AF4A
c3A2

c3A3GT
3AL5
3AU6

in

over 50 Motorola models and chassis; equipped with plug. Another

the complete line of exact
transformers, yokes and coils.
in

Merit is the only manufacturer of
transformers, yokes and coils who
has complete production facilities

for all parts sold under their
brand name.

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

6

6

1

1

1

1

4BQ7A
5AQ5
c5U4G
5U4GA
5U4GB
5U8
5V4G
c5Y3GT
6AB4

6AC7
c#6AF4
#6AF4A

6AG5
c6AG7
c6AH4GT

c6AM8
#6AN4
c6AN8
c6AQ5
6AQ7GT

50

2

38N6

c6AH6
6AK5
c6AL5
6AL7GT

MERIT

1

3BC5
3BZ6
3CB6

MDF-79 for exact replacement

1

6AS5
c6AS6
6AT6

40

42

2
2

2
2
3

3
5
3

-

5

2
2
5

4

4

2

-

-

22

6

2
3

2

7

4

7

3

2

68

69

4
3

-

-

3

-

TUBE
TYPES

6AT8
c6AU4GT
6AU5GT
c6AU6
6AU8
6AV5GT
c6AV6

6AW8
c6AX4GT
c6AZ8
c6BA6

46-56
52-56
Models Models
1

c6DC6

3
3

3

6DE6

3

109

102

615
c6J6
6K6GT

2

2
3

15

17

3

3

13

13

1

11

6BC5

8

68E6

c6BG6G
68H6
c6BJ7
c6BK4
c6BK5
6BK7
c6BK7A

7
4

3
2
3

3

4

6
6

6BQ6GA
6BQ6GT
6BQ7
c6BQ7A

8
2
15
4
8

c6BY6
6BZ6
c6BZ7

3

c6CB5
c6CB6

2
21

9
8
2
2

8
9

4
8

106

135

9

2

c6CD6G
6CF6

1

2
2

2

6CG7

2

3

3

-

4

2
2

c6C4

c6CL6
c6CS6
c6CU6

3
3
3

#A stock of these tubes should be maintained in UHF areas.

MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP.

*New tubes recently introduced.

4427 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

cThese tubes have been used in color television receivers.

6S4

c6S4A
6SH7GT
6SL7GT
c65N7GT
c65N7GTA
6SN7GTB
6SQ7
6SQ7GT
#c6T4
c6T8

c6U8
6V3
c6V6GT

c ;BL4

7
14
3

6

6
9
5

7
14

-

8

c6BC7
c68D4A

c6BL7GT
c6BN6

TUBE
TYPES

1

2
3
3
3

6W4GT
6W6GT
c6X8
6Y6G
7AU7

7N7
c12AT7
c12AU7
12AU7A
c12AV7
12AX4GT
12AX4GTA
12AX7
12AZ7
12B4A
c12BH7
12BH7A
c12BY7
12BY7A
12BZ7
12CU6
12L6GT
12SN7GT

25BQ6GT
25L6GT
25W4GT
5642
c6505
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46-56
52-56
Models Models

2

2

3

2

27

25

12

8

8

-

9

-

1

2

2

68

62

8

8

4

4

2

2

2

2

1

13
15

1

13
17

2

2

17

16

21

21

7

11

7

8

2

1

1
1

11

41
2
2
2
2

4

1

10
1

8
1

10
32
2
2

4
2
.5
1

1

13
1

9
1

2
1

I

2
4

2

4

-

4

4

5

1

-

1

-
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Printed Wiring
(Continued Irons page 23)

"Anyway you look at it
... this is DYNAMIC!"

Fig. 3. Needle -pointed test leads.

TVG -2

saved in not having to look for
ready-made points.

Sweep

r'

Marker
Generator
Dealer Net

Voltage and Resistance
Measurements

$259.95

complete TV generator plus crystal
calibrator. Sweep 30KC through 216MC.
Width adjustable from 0 through 18MC.
Accurate Marker 4MC through 2I6MC.
A

The lugs on terminal strips and
tube sockets in a conventionally wired receiver provide relatively
large contact surfaces for test
leads. The probe tips of instruments can be placed against these
lugs and little trouble will be experienced with the tips slip-

Crystal oscillator for frequencies to
2OMC. Provision

for Video Modulation.

CRO-2
Wide Band
High Sensitivity
5

ping off.

-inch Scope

Dealer Net

e

$225.00

Flat within 1 db from 20 cycles through
4.5MC. Sensitivity from .018RMS volts
per inch. Positive or Negative internal
horizontal sync. Saw tooth sweep 20
cycles through 506C. Many accessories
including low capacity probes.

Model 655
Wide Range

Audio Oscillator
Dealer Net

$135.00

Highly stable RC sine wave generator. Range 20 cycles to 200 kc in 4
steps. Up to 500 milliwatt output
at impedances of 10, 250, 500,
5000 ohms or HiZ. Frequency characteristic 1db., 30 to 15k cycles.
Accuracy 3% or 1 cycle.

Printed wiring boards have terminal points which are usually
small, slightly -rounded areas of
solder. Tube -socket lugs are
either passed through a conductor
or bent over a conductor and
soldered. This results in no large
contact areas, and probes with
ordinary tips can slip off the test
points. To help overcome this
slight difficulty, sharp points may
be filed on existing test probes or
new needle -pointed probes may be
obtained. A set of test leads with
needle points is shown in Fig. 3.
Since the ground or common leads
THRU SLOTS

IN

Model 648A
Dynamic®
Tube Tester

B

B -LEADS

-CONDUCTOR

ELECTROLYTIC

CAPACITOR

B -CONDUCTOR

Dealer
Net $129.95
Fastest tester on the market-and featuring famous Jackson Dynamic Circuit.
Meter calibrated in Good -Bad, as well as
percent Transconductance. Correct test
voltage for all tubes including latest
600 -mil types. Line Voltage Indicator.

World's largest exclusive makers of
factory -built service test equipment.
Daytor 2, Ohl
16-18 S. Patterson Boulevard
In Canada: The Canadian Marconi Co.
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Fig. 4. Metal body of electrolytic filter
capacitor used in B- circuit.

of many meters are equipped with

alligator clips, it may be desirable
to fasten a small loop of wire to
the common bus as mentioned
previously.
In servicing conventional chassis which use wires and terminal
strips, it is often the practice to
clip off or unsolder component
leads at tube sockets in order that
resistance checks may be made.
Also, components are sometimes
51

HANDBOOK OF
CIRCUITS
By

Matthew Mandl
At last-a quick, convenient reference to all types of communi-

(A) Component side of

board.

cations circuits

including
SWEEP SYSTEMS SYNC SYSTEMS
AUDIO & RF
POWER SUPPLY
AMPLIFIERS

DETECTORS

DISCRIMINATORS

OSCILLATORS
TRANSISTORS

136 important circuits
each illustrated by schematic
drawing and explained as to
characteristics and purpose.

Math and formulas at a minimum.

An absolute necessity

for

Graduate Engineers

Students

Technicians

Amateurs

Price $7.50

Fig. 5. Printed board

substituted in wholesale quantiMANDL'S TELEVISION
SERVICING
By

Rev. Ed.

Matthew Mandl-$6.50

NOw YOu CAN USE THE
METHODS OF THE EXPERTS
Simple, clear explanations of
the fundamentals of monochrome
and color TV. Complete servicing instructions for UHF and
VHF. Servicing details for the
latest types of equipment: transistor, gated beam detector, color
TV circuits and 100 more.
You'll learn the time -saving
methods used by the experts without unnecessary theory or in-

volved math. Illustrated every
step of the way.

guarantee your future
NOW!

SEND

STUDY ONE OR BOTH FREE
FOR 10 DAYS WITHOUT

OBLIGATION
CLIP AND

MAIL TODAY

Iiffl

Macmillan Company, Dept. PF1
0 Fifth Avenue, New York I1, N.

.

The

Y.

('(case send me:

HANDBOOK OF BASIC CIRCUITS $7.50
MANDL'S TELEVISION SERVICING $6.50
I will either remit the full Drice or return the
bookie) in 10 days.
Check

or

money

delivery charge.

order enclosed saving nie

Name
Address

City
Zone
State
Distributors In Canada:. Brett -Macmillan Ltd.
25 Hollinger Road, Toronto 10.
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ties. When a receiver employing
a printed wiring board is serviced,
these practices can lead to much
difficulty for the technician. It is
much more desirable to isolate the
trouble to the defective circuit

components with orthodox

trouble -shooting procedures before disconnecting any leads. A
thorough check of the service
literature with regard for the electrical operation of the circuit at
fault and the physical layout of
the associated conductor strips
will make it possible to take any
necessary voltage and resistance
readings in the least possible time.
If the printed wiring board was
not originally coated on the foil
side with a protective coating of
plastic, no trouble will be experienced in taking the necessary
readings, but under conditions of
high humidity and considerable
dust, some trouble with high resistance leakage between conductors may be encountered. If it is
not known whether or not the
board was coated with a protective plastic spray, it may save a
lot of time if you brush all dust
away, clean the board with a suitable solvent, and make a resistance check for leakage. If no leak-

with points labeled.

age is apparent, spray the board
with a coating of silicone resin or
acrylic plastic. During the cleaning process, you should also make
a close visual inspection for such
faults as minute cracks in the
boards or conductor strips, evidence of arcing between conductors, etc.
Circuit Tracing

Circuit tracing in a receiver

that employs printed wiring

boards is somewhat different from
checking continuity through a
maze of wires, components, terminal strips and tube sockets. It is
not more difficult! If you will stop
and think, you will realize that
with all components neatly in
place on one side of the board and
all wires (conductors) neatly in
place on the other side it should
be easier to trace from point to
point. Most service literature covering printed board circuits have
a layout of components and a diagram of the conductor patterns,
which if used should make all circuit tracing a routine matter. It is
often helpful to position a lamp
on the component side of the
board so that the position of the
components can be seen from the
wiring -foil side.
PF REPORTER
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Fig. 6. Printed

wiring board from Standard Coil tuner.

Generally, it has been the practice to avoid using the metal of a
component body such as a filter
capacitor or transformer to complete ground paths; however, on
occasion you may find that such a
component has been used for this
purpose. An example of this type
of connection is shown in Fig. 4.
When this condition is encountered, always make sure all connections to the body of the unit
are securely soldered to avoid
later trouble.
In Figs. 5A and 5B, various sections and points have been labeled
by the manufacturer. The points
labeled on the component side will
be especially helpful in circuit
tracing. On the foil side, the key
points which are very often used
in trouble shooting are labeled
during the etching process, thus

providing permanent reference
points.
Special Applications

Although it is commonplace to
see printed boards used in radios,
video IF strips, sync sections,
audio sections and other parts of
a receiver, it ?nay be a surprise to
some that a tuner has been constructed using a printed board for
all wiring with the exception of
that on the turret strips. A printed board from one of these tuners
is shown in Fig. 6. You will notice
that most of the capacitors are
somewhat unusual in appearance
since they consist of only a small
ceramic disc. The ceramic is the

dielectric and the two plates are
covered by the solder that secures
them to the conductor strips. As
an aid to service technicians, the
following information is given on
December, 1956
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the inside shield of each printed
circuit tuner.
"Do not remove wiring panel.
There are no hidden components.
Use a low wattage soldering iron
with a small tip. Use 3% silver bearing solder.
"To remove feed-thru capacitors, use two irons-one on the
chassis, one on the wiring panel.
"To remove disc condensers,
use a forked soldering tip, straddling condenser.
"Defective socket lugs may be
replaced by removal through top
of socket."
If replacement of one of the disc.
capacitors is required, a conventional insulated disc ceramic capacitor with its leads cut short
may be used. The correct temperature coefficient and tolerance rating must be observed to avoid
trouble.
Printed wiring boards have
been employed in radio and television receivers for only a relatively short time, but their use is
becoming so widespread that you
may expect to see TV receivers entirely comprised of printed wiring
boards. The newest RCA color
chassis incorporates printed wiring boards for almost every circuit-exceptions being the tuner,
high -voltage and low -voltage circuits.
This series of five articles should
help the service technician to
achieve a better insight into the
reasons printed wiring boards are
being used, as well as a basic idea
of how to approach the problem
of servicing these units. Good
servicing practice, however, is
something which will be acquired
only with knowledge, practice,
and patience.

ammo

Compare the new Simpson Colorscope Model 458 with any oscilloscope on the market. It is an
advanced, seven-inch, high -gain,
wide -band scope especially designed
for color-TV service. Ideal for black
and white, too.
100% RESPONSE at 3.58 me color burst!
DUAL bandwidth-narrow or wide!
FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE, within 1 db to 4.5 me!
RISE TIME less than 0.05 microsecond
(wide band)!
FULL RANGE compensated vertical
attenuator!
Price with shielded
input cable, 522995

manual....

Four accessory probes

available for extra

utility!

See your distributor
for details or

Rawl
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R. Stmr um
ANNIVERSARY
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write-

SIMPSON Electric Company
WORLD'; LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois
Phoie: EStebrook 9-1121
In Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ont.
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AT LAST

... one tester that does

What's Cooking in Color TV

the whole job!

(Continued from page 21)

Faster-Easier-Better

tics, but a number of shops have
done enough color work that they
could begin to establish standard
procedures for servicing color
sets.
The RCA Service Co., Inc.,
does a large share of all color servicing in Chicago because it contracts for maintenance of RCA
Victor receivers sold through
many retail outlets. Out of a total
of around 7,000 contracts in force
at the west side branch of this
company at the start of the 1956
fall season, 277 were for color sets.
Activity at this same branch during a period of three weeks in late
summer of 1956 included an average of 15 requests per week for
color installations and 50 requests
per week for color service calls.
Not included in the above figures
are receivers which were installed
and set up for home demonstrations. An average of 12 of these
home -demo installations were
made each week during the above named period.
In addition to the actual service calls which have been mentioned, periodic courtesy calls
are made a part of color service
contracts. On these calls, the technician checks for customer satisfaction as well as proper receiver
operation.
We visited several independent
service shops which advertised
that they did color servicing. Each
of these had a small number of
color contracts-as few as three.
In addition, they did some service
work on a single -call basis. The
number of calls made by these
shops ranged from several per
week to "few and far between."

NO OTHER

QUICK -TEST
TUBE CHECKER
IS SO

COMPLETE

Jlie .Advanced' improve

ELE EST

TV and RADIO TUBE CHECKER
with the Exclusive Anko "Grid -Snooper"
that spotlights troubles
p

I. Checks for shorts from
any element to any ad-

CHECKS MULTI -SECTION TUBESUP TO 4 SECTIONSONE SECTION AT A TIME-

jacent element-requires

additional set - up.
Special tests for gas,
grid emission and grid
no

shorts

WITHOUT ADDITIONAL
SWITCHING!

on

all

one

and

two section tubes.

A Necessity for Profitable
Operation
The Anko-Teletest is so advanced in de-

sign that it not only accurately tests
over 300 tubes in use today, but also has
IO spare sockets for new tubes that cannot be tested on presently wired sockets,
so that it will fill your needs for years
to come.
Tells the "inside story" of every set quickly and reliably -speeds bench work,
pleases customers on service calls.

Simple to Use
No special skill or experience requiredanyone can operate with speed and efficiency. A model of simplicity in spite of
its advanced design.

Costs Little More But Worth It

You can own the all-inclusive Anko-Teletest for just a few dollars more than partial, inadequate testers, and have the
benefit of top quality, serviceable equipment for years to come.

2. Quick -test feature eliminates
roll chart and multiple switching. Tests an entire set of
tubes in minutes.

loaded test puts
tubes under fully loaded conditions.

3. Dynamic

-

so light it
life case
can be carried anywhere, easily. Heavy duty wood case

4. Long

is

covered

with

Service Charges

imported

fabric that

resists scratches
and scuffing. Trimmed with
genuine leather. Detachable
hinged cover with firm hold-

ing catch.

Fully Guaranteed.
90 day warranty on
all defective material
and workmanship.

Ask Your Jobber for
a Free Bench

Demonstration on
Your Toughest
Problem!
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AN K OMANUFAC
COMPA YT`INC

G

5042 W. State St., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

It is probably safe to say that
most color servicing is done on a
contract basis. An example of a
price schedule for color contracts
is that of the RCA Service Co.,
Inc.:
$39.95 Unlimited service and
parts for 90 days.
$69.95 Above plus service for
remainder of one year at
a flat rate of $7.50 per
call, parts included.
$99.50 Unlimited service and
parts for one year.
PF REPORTER
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Color service calls not on a con-

Model TA -11
Measures only

tract basis were priced at $12.50
by one independent dealer and at

Ih"

X1X14

$10 by another. These prices include one hour's labor. Complete
purity, convergence, screen, and
background adjustments on a
color receiver are not included in
this charge because, taken together, they are regarded as too
complex to be within the scope of
an ordinary service call. All dealers queried said that a flat rate of
$25 is charged for a set-up job.

ilirii

Technical Training

The training situation varies
considerably among different
shops. Here are some of the answers we got to questions about

training:
SHOP NO. 1. Out of 25 bench
and field men, 14 are qualified to
do color work. They learn by experience and by home study of
factory training courses.
SHOP NO. 2. Out of 10 men, 3
have been to color training
schools run by manufacturers.
They continue to study on their
own. At one time, they participated in a group who hired an
engineer to give color lectures.
They received one manufacturer's
home study course as a premium
by buying a certain quantity of
tubes from a distributor.
SHOP NO. 3. The head technician services all color sets at
present. Other men are studying
color in their spare time.
SHOP NO. 4. Technicians here
have been taking home study
courses, but interest is lagging. If
a qualified color man is not available when a color service call is requested, another man is sent. He
fixes the set if he can; if he gets
stumped, he calls the shop for instructions or else takes the set into the shop.
The factory color schools which
offer courses lasting 1 or 2 weeks
have a big backlog of prospective
students. Dealers say that good
men trained in color work are in
extremely short supply and will
continue to be scarce.
Test Equipment

It starts here, with this

New Centralab Four -Stage

Transistor Amplifier

R

You can use it in building all sorts of pocket-size
radios and recorders, test equipment, computers,
other projects where an ultraminiature, low -power,
high -gain, dependable audio amplifier is desired.
The most advanced form of Packaged Electronic
Circuit. Includes four special transistors, in addition to five capacitors, 12 resistors, and wiring.
Gain, 75 db. Supply voltage, 1.3v. Signal to noise
ratio, 38 db. nominal.
Ask your Centralab distributor for Model TA -11.
Send coupon for Bulletin EP -75 containing complete information, schematics, and curves.

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.
9421 East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee

1, Wisconsin

V-5624

Send me free Bulletin EP -75.
Name.................

A dot generator, considered the
most essential piece of color test
equipment, is used in set-up pro-

cedures on home calls. Most shops
soliciting color work also have a
December, 1956
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color-bar generator and a wide band oscilloscope. Independent
shops generally have only one set
of color -test instruments but plan
to buy more as the demand develops.
We saw only one test bench
especially equipped for color work.
It included substitute 21" and
15" picture tubes. In most shops,
it has not been thought practical
to build a special color beach because most of the color sets encountered have been repaired in
the home.
One shop prefers to remove a
color set from the home, cabinet
and all, if it requires bench work.
The shop manager claims that
time and money are saved in the
long run, since unnecessary disassembly is avoided and an accurate
set-up can be accomplished in the
shop with only slight additional
work needed when the set is returned to the home.

COMPOSITION

+

RESISTORS

Meet all MIL -R -11A requirements. Rated at 70C rather
than 40C. Available in 'A, 1,
and 2 -watt sizes in all standard RETMA values.
BROWN DEVIL®
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Surprisingly enough, technicians who had serviced color TV
agreed that the average customer
is not highly critical of the quality
of the picture on his color set.
When a new receiver is delivered,

the technician usually goes

through a complete set-up procedure only if the customer indicates dissatisfaction with the
performance. Sets are normally
received from the factory in such
good alignment that there are
only minor imperfections in convergence and purity, and many
customers overlook the slight color
fringing or shading that results.
The general opinion was that
most customers were also satisfied
with the black -and -white pictures
on color receivers. Although they
frequently keep their old black and -white sets, many use them in
other rooms in their homes as
second sets.
In some color sets after several
months of use, color fringing in
black -and -white pictures makes
its appearance. This happens because the electron beams in the
color picture tube sometimes tend
to drift gradually out of alignment. Viewers usually fail to notice this effect because it is so
gradual. We were told of one receiver which had assumed a sepia
tone during monochrome pro -

WRITE FOR
STOCK CATALOG

OHMOTE®
DEPENDABLE
RESISTANCE UNITS
Eliminate call-backs due to
faulty replacements. Use
Ohmite components.
AXIAL -LEAD RESISTORS

Vitreous -enameled, power type units designed to withstand high temperatures.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
3644 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
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grams. When the technician restored the original gray appearance, the customer objected, saying that he liked the tint!
In problem locations (districts
of skyscraper apartment buildings, for example), we heard of
several customers who showed
amazing patience even though
they were able to obtain color pictures only occasionally. One set
owner was "delighted as a kid"
when a technician managed to obtain some weak color on his receiver after a great deal of effort.
We received several reports of
shorted or burned focus and
screen potentiometers on certain
models of color sets but there were
no repeated failures in the chrominance circuits. In the main, color
receivers have the same types of
failures as black -and -white sets
and present many of the same
servicing problems.
Programming

Station WNBQ, channel 5 in
Chicago, has been widely publicized as the world's first all -color
TV station. Since last spring, all
local live programs (more than
five hours daily) have been telecast in color. Except for a few
hours weekly, the NBC network
shows have been in black and
white, but the network has laid
plans to transmit at least one color
show every evening during the
1956-57 winter season.
We toured the WBNQ studios
and saw an impressive array of
color transmitting equipment.
Even more impressive, however,
was a public lounge designed
especially for the display of color
TV. This is advertised over the
station and attracts large crowds
daily. About 10 closed-circuit color receivers are distributed
throughout the lounge. The general atmosphere of the room, with
its soft seats and low illumination, invites the public to relax
and see color TV in living-room
surroundings.
The effectiveness of this display
was revealed when we interviewed
some of the people in the lounge.
Our impression was that the display causes many people to think
seriously for the first time about
buying a color set.
The following comments were
December, 1956
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No closed season ... no

limit ... to its applications
New Centralab Single -Stage
Transistor Amplifier
High -gain, low -power transistor amplifier can be used
by itself in microphones and other miniature circuit
designs. Or, you can combine several units, to get
a multiple -stage unit for other audio applications.

This is a complete amplifier housing capacitance,
resistance, transistor, and wiring. Gain, 24 db. Noise
level, less than 1/2 millivolts. Supply voltage, 1.35 v.
As small as an eraser on an ordinary lead pencil.

Ask your Centralab distributor for Model TA-6or TA -7. Send coupon for Bulletin EP -75 containing complete information, schematics, and curves.
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Original components in these and other
leading Radio and TV sets since

1948

CROSLEY

Sentinel
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MOTOROLA M
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Admiral
Olympic

CBS TV Sets
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RADIO RECEPTOR
Selenium

Rectifiers

That's why they're the best replacements

in any Radio and TV circuit!
These famous trademarks represent a few of the many long-time
users of RRco. Selenium Rectifiers. The complete list reads like
a "Who's Who" in electronics.
Manufacturers' choice in so many models, RRco. "Safe
Center" rectifiers are ideal replacements in any set. Your parts
distributor can supply you with standard Radio Receptor
replacements for sets of all radio and TV manufacturers. Demand
"Safe Center" rectifiers and insure the quality of your repair work.

gleaned from some of the interviews. An elderly woman said
that she liked color and found it
easier on the eyes than black and
white, but she could not yet afford
a color set. Two couples would
definitely have been interested in
color if they had not recently
bought elaborate black -and -white
consoles. Each said their next set
would probably be color. Another
couple, recently married, were
just furnishing a house and had
no TV set. They intended to check
over their budget to see if they
could afford a color receiver as
their first set.
We heard a minority of negative comments, including dissatisfaction with the quality of the
color. One woman complained
that the faces of people on the
screen had a bluish cast and that
the background colors were faint.
Several people seemed bothered
by the fact that the colors were
reproduced somewhat differently
by the various sets on display,
even though all the sets were adjusted for a pleasing picture.
Many of their doubts were cleared
up with an explanation of the use
of the hue and saturation controls
-something which could profitably be done in a store as part of
a demonstration.
Color activity is not confined to

WBNQ, although that station
carries the most color programming by far. We visited WBBMTV, the CBS station in Chicago,
and learned that it could transmit
network shows which originate in
color. This station has not yet installed equipment for local color casting because of the feeling that
color does not particularly improve the effectiveness of local
YOU SHOULD KNOWeee»:::
.. the following about your
PF REPORTER subscription:
expiration date of your
subscription, refer to number at right on
bottom line of your address inscription.
Example: 357 means that your subscription
expires with the March, 1957 issue.
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8-6000
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programs (such as news) nearly
as much as it enhances the appeal
of big network shows. A third Chicago station is also working with

SAMS BOOKS

color-independent WGN-TV

ELECTRONICS

has installed color equipment and
is experimenting with it.
Sales

2 NEW SAMS BOOKS

It is no secret that RCA

is feedkettle.
color
the
under
fire
ing the
A spokesman for the RCA Victor
Distributing Co. in Chicago told
us that about 90% of his firm's
newspaper advertising in the fall
of 1956 would emphasize color. A
480% increase in color receiver
sales was achieved in the third
quarter of 1956, compared to the
last quarter of 1955. The goal for
the final quarter of 1956 was said
to be a sales increase of greater
than 1000% over the corresponding period of 1955. It was estimated that over 6,000 color sets
had been installed in homes in the
Chicago area by the end of September, 1956.
Some of the biggest retail promotions of color TV are being
staged by a major department

store and its 16 neighborhood
branches, a well-known music
store, and one of the largest appliance stores. Several smaller appliance outlets have also been aggressively selling color. The RCA
Victor distributor told us that
color accounted for 30% of the
TV sales of one local service deal-

.fQcAt

"ELECTRONIC

ganizations and donating other
sets for raffles. Home demonstrations are hard work, but they have
been effective. Several dealers are
getting good results by arranging

by

Harold S. Renne

by Kamen & Doundoulakis

Explains how Metal Locators operate, describes
commercial types available, shows how to construct home -built units, describes applications.
Fully analyzes the three basic types of Metal
Locators: transmitter -receiver, beat -frequency and
induction bridge. Includes chapter showing construction details for several different units, including transistorized types. Reveals the interesting applications of Metal Locators in industry.
Special chapters are devoted to prospecting and
mine detection applications. Includes valuable
bibliography. 124 pages; 5%y x 8%"; illus$250
trated. Order today, postpaid only

ELECTRONIC METAL

LOCATORS

propagation systems. Covers theory and characteristics of Scatter Propagation; equipment used
in ionospheric communications systems; tropospheric propagation and equipment utilized; design
and construction of parabolic antennas; the importance of Scatter Propagation for the electronic
technician; discusses DEW Line and other
northern radar and scatter lines. Written so you
can understand it. 204 pages; 5% x8%";
illustrated. Order today, postpaid only.. s.3

Color TV Training Manual.
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DSCATTER

$2.50

PROPAGATION

Prepares the

Technician for Color TV service work.
Covers principles of the Color TV system;
Color receiver circurts; installation and
servicing sets. Includes color blocks outlining the use of color test equipment. 260
pages; 83,5 x 11"; 300 illustrations. $6.95
TV Test Instruments. Revised and enlarged
to include latest data on instruments used
in Color TV servicing. Tells clearly how
to operate each type of test instrument
used in TV service work. 180 pages; 8%
x 11"; illustrated
$3.50
Key Checkpoints in TV Receivers. Prepared
by the Howard W. Sams engineering staff.
Provides many applications for general
TV service work, including time -saving
information on how to make quick testa
at key points to determine where trouble
lies, and how to check overall performance
of the receiver after repair, to insure
against callbacks. 182 pages; 53 x 8j5";
illustrated
$4.00
Servicing TV Sweep Systems. Describes the
operation, circuit function and circuit variations of vertical and horizontal sweep
systems common to most TV receivers.
Tells how to analyze circuits; troubleshoots for' you. 212 pages; 5y¢ x 83,5";
illustrated
$2.75
Radio Receiver Servicing. Covers the basic

535 x

recording theory, tape characteristics,
motorboard mechanisms, drive motors,

are illustrated by picture -tube screen
photos). Shows how to locate and eliminate trouble in every section of the

D

recorders. 176 pages; 5% x 83,5". $2.75
Servicing AGC Systems. Describes the operation and circuit variations of the various
types of AGC systems and explains the
servicing techniques that can be applied.
Illustrated by actual case histories and
photographs of symptoms. 132 pages; 535
x 835";

illustrated

$1.75

Servicing & Calibrating Test Equipment.
Shows you how to keep your test instruments in reliable working order, how to

determine proper operation and avoid
erroneous indications. Explains calibration
procedures; gives method for performance
record -keeping; shows simple ways to
check instrument accuracy; describes
proper maintenance and servicing of instruments. 192 pages, 53,5 x 8 "
$2.75
You Want to Be a Ham. Tells you what
DSo
you need to know about getting your
license and acquiring equipment. Covers
such subjects as: Conquering the Code;
Getting Your Ticket; Going on the Air;
Electronics as a Career; etc. 196 pages;
x 83,5"; illustrated
$2.50
There is an authoritative
Sams book on virtually any
Electronic subject in which
you're interested. Check below for FREE Book List describing all Sams books.
Send Book List

on analysis of symptoms (most of which

receiver. 132 pages, 8% x 11"

.

cators, equalization circuits-covers
everything you want to know about

Servicing Guide. Explains how to apply
proper trouble-shooting procedures based

where color programs can be
shown under ideal conditions.
Color TV is sometimes grouped
with hi-fi equipment in such a
room.
On one occasion, we watched a
color set demonstrated ih an ordinary salesroom side by side with
black -and -white receivers. The
light level in the room was so high
that the colors were partly washed
out, and the picture was full of
color contamination because the

.

amplifiers, magnetic heads, volume indi-

$2.50

83-35"

$3.00

Tape Recorders-How They Work Explains

receiver types-gives time-saving hints
for solving basic troubles, such as dead
set, weak set, noisy set, etc. 192 pages;
TV
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An invaluable book not only for engineers but for
technicians who will play an important part in the
installation, operation and maintenance of scatter
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special demonstration rooms
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Color receivers are being exposed to groups of people as widely as possible by such methods as
loaning sets to neighborhood or-

SAMS books cover every phase of Electronics for
the service technician, engineer, student or experimenter. Listed below are a few of the many
valuable SAMS books available at electronic
parts distributors and leading book stores.
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CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

receiver was improperly set up.
Several customers who had expressed interest in color were
scared away by this careless demonstration. If this were their first
impression of color TV, they were
very possibly ruined as color prospects for years to come. To effectively sell color, we have become
convinced that a color set should
not even be turned on in the showroom unless it will look as good
there as it would in the customer's
home.
Who buys color? Dealers say
that wealthy people are not buying as many sets as one might
think, although a good percentage
of buyers are in a position to pay
cash for their sets. People in the
middle income brackets can afford color at present prices, and
the majority of color owners are
said to be in the $4,500-$7,500 income group. Some of the earlier
color receivers were sold to taverns, but the big effort today is
the home market.
Summary
We found three general attitudes toward color in the Chicago

area:
1. RCA, NBC, and several
stores are enthusiastic about color and are going all out to create
a big demand for it. They are convinced that prices and programming have been brought to such
levels that substantial amounts of
color receivers can now be sold.
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2. Many

organizations are

making definite preparations for
color, but they are being somewhat cautious in their efforts. As
one spokesman put it, "Why
should we go out on a limb with
color when black -and -white sales
have never been better?" Two
Chicago manufacturers, Motorola, Inc. and Admiral Corp., who
are both producing new color sets
for sale at competitive prices, intend to advertise these receivers
but to proceed cautiously with
production. The CBS network
has a similar attitude toward color programming. In the "middleof-the-road" category are many
TV dealers who have a few color
sets on their floors. They let their
customers know that color is available but do not push it to any
great extent.
3. A large number of service
dealers are not yet interested in
selling or servicing color TV receivers- not until color becomes
more popular with the public.
Color, even in Chicago, still appears to be in a formative stage
of commercial development. Nevertheless, the color situation is
gradually improving, and it is our
personal opinion, judging from
the comments received from both
the general public and members
of the TV industry, that color
TV will not create the tremendous boom that black- and -white
TV did but will instead enjoy
a steady, substantial growth.
TROUBLE
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SARKES TARZIAN
SILICON RECTIFIER

Replaces
All Types Selenium Rectifiers
In Radio and Television Sets

(ALL THESE FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST
Rejuvenates old T.V. sets
with clearer, brighter pictures

Operates in high humidity
(even under water)

-

Higher efficiency
20 Volts more output in doubler

SHOOTING WITH GEORGE
The Solution

Small enough to fit any set

George had actually detected
the faulty component, but a slight
case of mistaken identity arose
because of his hasty attempt to
solve the mystery. When he examined the original capacitor
more closely (see below), he
found it to be of a special type
used in many horizontal AFC
circuits. You will notice that the
markings indicate a tolerance of
±5% from 0 to 85°. Had George
either taken heed to all the markings on the capacitor or consulted
the parts list in the service literature before selecting a replacement, he would have arrived at
an earlier solution.
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The following Subject Reference Table for
the PF REPORTER is intended to provide a ready
reference to subjects in the various articles that
have appeared in the 1956 issues.
The table has been divided into major subject
headings in common usage in the electronics
field. These are listed in alphabetical order, and
a descriptive breakdown of the material is then

given under these classifications. Under each

subject listing, the name of the article appears
in italics and is followed by the month of the
issue in which it was published.
For subjects treated in the issues of previous
years, consult the Subject Reference Tables in
the December 1953, 1954, and 1955 issues. Back
issues are available on request at 35¢ per copy.
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Servicing New Designs
(Continued from page 15)

proper service information is not
at hand. This article includes a
detailed explanation of the disassembly of the Admiral portable
set because this information will
be particularly helpful to the
reader.
In this receiver, components
are fastened to two vertical chassis which are braced and bolted together into a rigid unit. Three
braces extend from the front of
this assembly, and their outer
ends support a strap which holds
the bell of the picture tube firmly
in place. The yoke is supported by
the picture -tube neck and is
fastened in place by a pinch clamp
and a rubber wedge. Rear and
front views of the chassis assembly (with the picture tube, its
mounting braces, and the speaker
removed) are shown in Fig. 3.
The control panel on top of the
receiver contains the on -off and
channel-selector switches and the
volume, fine-tuning, vertical -hold
and contrast controls. The height,
vertical -linearity, horizontal -hold
and brightness controls and the
local -distant switch are accessible
through the back cover of the receiver.

Considerable service work can
be done on the Admiral receiver
with the chassis in the cabinet and
the back cover removed. The
metal cover can be pried off when
two screws at the sides are taken
(Advertisement)
tube test data
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out, and power can be supplied to
the receiver through a cheater
cord. The printed wiring board
visible in the foreground in Fig.
3A is normally mounted in a vertical position so that the tubes
point forward. When six screws
are removed, the board can be
swung outward, remaining attached to the chassis through
numerous leads. All tubes except
those in the tuner are then accessible, the components on the
printed board can be serviced, the
receiver can be aligned, and the
ion trap and centering device can
be adjusted. The horizontal output tube is shielded by a small
metal plate, but this can be pivoted out of the way to permit removal of the tube.
To service some components, it
is necessary to remove the chassis
from the cabinet. Items which
must be removed so that this can
be done are the control knobs, 4
rubber feet, 2 screws holding the
carrying handle, 4 screws on the
bottom and sides of the front
cover and 3 additional screws securing the chassis to the cabinet
-one on top and 2 underneath.
The front cover with its tinted plastic protective mask may then
be pulled off and the chassis can
be taken out through the front of
the cabinet.
The tubes and adjustments in
the tuner then become accessible
from the side. The picture tube
and the speaker (normally attached to the front chassis by two
screws) may be removed as they
were for the photographs in Fig.
3. The mounting braces for the
picture tube are fastened to the
upper corners and the bottom
center of the front chassis.
The Admiral portable set is
much like the larger sizes of vertical -chassis receivers in the degree
of accessibility which it offers.
Most of the components on the
front chassis can be reached with
test probes while the picture tube
is in place and some (e. g., rectifiers) can be unsoldered. The
hardest components to reach are
the ones on the small printed -wiring board that extends from the
bottom edge of the chassis. Parts
of the horizontal AFC and horizontal and vertical oscillator
stages are on this board.
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ECC81/12AT7 Low-noise medium-µ dual triode

6CA7/E1.34

ECC82/12AÚ7
ECC83/12AX7
EZ80/6V4
EZ81/6CA4

tow -noise low-µ dual triode
Low -noise high-µ dual triode
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 90 ma.
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 150 ma.

At All Leading Electronic
Parts Distributors

Amperex

®

ELECTRONIC CORP.

230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y.
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The fusible resistor in the recti-

Quickly locates
"TOUGH DOGS"

-

Tube;
and

Capacitor!

Leakage Checker

1

1
1

Model

LC -2

Dealer Net

$199K15
t
Complete with
test leads.
Simple to

operate.
$24.95

wired

'eTwo Testers In One"

Now-checks 70 critical tube types
Quickly locates tubes with gas, grid to
cathode or heater to cathode leakage,
and grid emission in RF, IF and AGC

Circuits.
Only type tester that finds all tubes
causing picture overload, low sensitivity, poor sync, etc.
Checks all capacitors for leakage with
voltage applied.

At Leading

i

Distributors)

Mf g by

SERVICE
171

OFFICIAL ROAD

ANY

s

I COMUMENT

ADDISON, ILL.

Cancer can't strike me,
I'm hiding.

fier circuit is mounted on one of
the braces which hold the two
chassis together, and it can be
reached from the underside of the
receiver.
The tuner is suspended from

the front chassis by two brackets,
and three screws must be removed
to loosen it. When extracting the
tuner from the chassis, it is
simplest in the long run to spread
the two chassis apart in order to
provide room for maneuvering.
Removal of 8 screws from the rear
chassis frame makes it possible to
move the chassis back far enough
so that the tuner can be eased out
with little trouble.
The chassis is electrically "hot",
but the screws holding the control
panels and cabinet to the chassis
are driven into nylon fasteners
that insulate the external metal
portions of the receiver from the
power line.

The cabinet contains many ventilating louvers and the flow of air
through these must not be blocked
off for any length of time if damage
to components from overheating
is to be avoided. Customers should
be cautioned not to pile objects
beside the receiver or on top of it.
The technician should not be
misled into assuming that all portable TV sets are difficult to service
just because they are constructed
differently from large -screen sets.
Although portables have some
disadvantages arising from the
cramped quarters inside the cabinet, many larger sets also have
their drawbacks. With portables,
there are no problems such as the
precarious balancing of heavy
cabinets to get at the bolts on the
bottom, or the care and handling
of large bulky picture tubes.
High -Voltage Section
of Color TV Set

The Anterican Cancer

Society says that too
many people die of it,
NEEDLESSLY: That's why
I have an annual medical
checkup however well I
feel. I know the seven
danger signals. And
when. I want sound
information, I get it
front my Unit of the
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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plastic shield which surrounds the
base of the high-voltage rectifier
(left foreground), the large polyethylene cap on the regulator tube
(right foreground) and also the
massive polyethylene high -voltage anode lead hanging down in
front of the chassis. The circular
ridges that give the anode connector a "Buck Rogers" look are
for the purpose of increasing the
length of the leakage path across
the surface of the insulator.
An additional component built
to withstand high potentials is the
interlock being held in the technician's hands in Fig. 4. The re -

The high -voltage sections in recently produced color TV receivers are simpler in design than
in earlier models but are still
characterized by large, rugged
components and heavy-duty insulators built to keep under control an anode voltage of approximately 25 kv.
The components in the high voltage cage of the Sentinel
Model 1U816C color receiver are
shown in Fig. 4. Note the heavy

Fig. 4. High -voltage section of Sentinel
Model 1U816C color set.

ceptacle in the left hand is
normally screwed to the back wall
of the cage, and the polyethylene
plug in the right hand is normally
mounted to the rear and is inserted into the receptacle when
the cover has been fastened in
place. Removing the cover pulls
out this plug and causes the second -anode supply to be shorted to
ground.
The manufacturer states that
to measure the second -anode voltage, a small hole may be drilled in
the end of a spare interlock plug
and a meter probe inserted while
this plug is in the receptacle. It
has been found that the high
voltage sometimes arcs to the
chassis from the probe. If this occurs, the plug may be pulled out
about 1/2" to 3/4" or the metal receptacle may be detached from the
chassis while measurement is being made. (The spare plug should
not be used in normal receiver operation because of the shock hazard from the high -voltage terminal exposed by the small hole.)
PF REPORTER
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the phase detector was made.
When the .15-mfd capacitor was
bridged with a new unit, the
trouble disappeared. Because of
the previous reoccurance, the new
.15-mfd unit was disconnected to
see if this was really the cause of
the trouble. Sure enough-the
trouble came back.
The logical conclusion was that
the presence of an unwanted 60 cycle signal at the output of the
phase detector had varied the conduction of the oscillator -control
stage and thereby caused the "S"
distortion.
After further thought about
this trouble, the author recalled
that the audible sound from the
oscillator had been steady and the
pattern produced by the trouble
had not been the erratic condition
known as Christmas -tree effect.
Had this been realized earlier,
much trouble could have been
avoided. It should have been more
obvious that the cause might be
due to poor filtering of the AFC
voltage from the phase detector.

Quicker Servicing
(Continued from page 13)

zontal section. The horizontal
ringing coil was defective, and one
sync -coupling capacitor had a
small amount of leakage. Since the
"S" pattern did not appear, it
was assumed that the trouble had
been eliminated, and the receiver
chassis was reinstalled in the
cabinet. A test operation with the
chassis in the cabinet resulted,
however, in the appearance of the
"S" pattern after about one hour.
Because the trouble had disappeared while the chassis was being
removed the first time, the receiver was kept in operation while
the chassis was readied for a second removal. When all of the chassis bolts, the rear cover, the speaker cable, and other necessary parts
had been disconnected, the receiver was quickly placed on the
bench and a check of the signals
present in the horizontal AFC section was made. A schematic of the
horizontal AFC and oscillator
section is shown in Fig. 1. All of
the signals were so distorted that
no concrete conclusion could be
drawn.
Since this signal check revealed
no clue as to the cause of the
trouble, a check of the capacitors
in the output or filter circuit from
.

SERVICEMEN
WHO PUT PRIDE
IN THEIR WORK

`'ALWAYS

SPECIFY

STANcoR

CHICAGO

STANDAI

TRANSFORMER
3503 Addison Street

::.

GORPOWiiii
Chicago

18,

Illinois

Double Image

A Motorola receiver that produced two pictures side by side
during the first few minutes of operation was a recent visitor to the
shop. The picture size was reduced
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Unstable Vertical Sync
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CHICAGO 26,

both vertically and horizontally
during this period but become
normal after the picture finally
synchronized.
As stated previously, this condition existed only during the first
few minutes of operation. In just
about the time it took to make a
few voltage readings or check and
calibrate a waveform, the receiver
would return to normal operation.
The reader will sympathize, since
this is characteristic of an intermittent trouble.
After repeated efforts by the
technician, a clue to the trouble
finally appeared. The feedback
waveform W1 at the phase detector was a sharp pulse rather
than the correct sawtooth shape.
(Consult the diagram in Fig. 2.)
Once this indication had been obtained, it was a simple matter to
analyze the circuit and determine
the source of the trouble. The network made up of R99, R100,
R101, C80, and C81 is designed to
shape this feedback pulse and
couple it to the phase detector.
Capacitor C80 was open until
heat caused the poor connection
to be corrected, after which the
feedback pulse became normal.
The initial sharp feedback pulse
was causing erratic operation of
the AFC phase -detector stage,
which in turn caused the sweep
circuits to produce a double picture.
In the third case of intermittent operation, the picture rolled
vertically after a few minutes of

ILL.

operation. The picture could be
locked in by adjustment of the
vertical -hold control, but in a
short time it began to roll again.
After this cycle of events had oc PF REPORTER
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curred three or four times, the
hold control was at the limit of its
range and could no longer be used
to lock the picture in place.
It appeared that something,
probably heat, was causing the
RC time constant in the oscillator grid circuit to change at a slow but
steady rate. The schematic diagram of the vertical -oscillator section of this receiver is shown in
Fig. 3. A check made of the values
of R84, R85, R86 and R6 (both
hot and cold) proved these resistors to be good. On the assumption that a related capacitor was
defective, a check was made of
C54 and C55.
After substitution of each capacitor, the receiver was given a
test run. In each trial, the picture
began to roll after a few minutes
of operation. The old units were
then returned to the circuit.
At this point, another look at
the schematic and a close analysis
of how the circuit performed
seemed to be in order. The 0.1mfd cathode bypass capacitor C56
could cause the trouble if it were
leaky. To test this theory, heat
was applied to one of the leads to
the capacitor while the picture was
locked in place. Immediately, the
picture began to roll. Replacement
of this unit cured the trouble.
As an added precaution against
a call-back, however, capacitors
C54 and C55 were rechecked for
leakage. This proved to be wise
since C54 developed leakage when
it got hot. If it were not replaced,
it could cause future trouble.
The leakage in C56 and possibly
in C54 had allowed the bias on the
stage to vary. This had the same
effect as changing the RC grid
time constant and thus the oscillator frequency.
These three intermittent troubles, all involving capacitors in the
sync section, represent three different types of failures that can
occur in a capacitor. In the first
case, the capacitor was opening up
as the heat in the chassis rose. In
the second, an open capacitor was
making contact as the heat rose,
and in the third case, capacitors
were developing leakage. The fact
that a capacitor may fail in any of
these three ways is what often
makes it difficult to locate a defective capacitor that is causing an
intermittent sync condition.
December, 1956
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THE NEW WRENCH
(

WITH THE "INNER GRIP"

WALDEN

iflToa.,rip
WRENCHESa
..

GRIP
HEX
SET
CAP

and DRIVE ALL
HOLLOW -HEAD
SCREWS AND
SCREWS!

NO FUMBLING
NO DROPPING

OVER 200 TYPES AND

SIZES IN

STOCK

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

-

MAKERS OF SPINTITES, GRIP
FORCE -FORMED
SPINTITES,

STEVENS WALDEN Inc.

FOR OVER

SOCKET WRENCHES-AND ALL
TYPES OF MECHANICS' HAND TOOLS

50

YEARS

500 SHREWSFURY STREET
WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

Because Wright Wire
Strand comes to you pre measured and uncoils without snarling, it gives to you

unique economy. Quality
wire, perfectly stranded
and heavily galvanized,
the bright Wright

way. SAVE with
Wright.

Prompt deliveries from stocks in Worcester, Chicago,
Atlanta, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas and Los Angeles.
249 Stafford St.

Worcester, Mass.
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nance is the cost of additional replacement strips or even full
amplifiers. When an amplifier becomes defective, and the trouble
cannot be cleared up by tube replacement, then the entire unit
must be removed to the shop and
a wdrking substitute inserted in
its place. Any other course of
action will leave the entire system
inoperative and lead to irate tenants. Television is today classed
as a necessity; if only one or two
tenants are affected, the situation
can usually be handled without

Shop Talk
(Continued from page 9)

nal has been received. Thereafter,
the signal is treated like any
normally received VHF signal.
This is done for two reasons. First,
VHF signals suffer less line attenuation than UHF signals and,
second, VHF amplifiers provide
greater amplification than similar
UHF units.
Part of the expense that must
be anticipated when considering
master antenna system mainte-

C -D's CUB

system functions satisfactorily,
you are certain to garner most of
the service business of the build-

BEST -BAR NONE

ing.
One

of the difficulties that
frequently arises after a system
has been installed and is operating satisfactorily is a sizable in-

MOLDED
TUBULAR
CAPACITORS
The

C -D

"Cub" capacitor has

proven itself the best on the market
today-by out -lasting, out -performing, out -selling any other replacement capacitor for radio or TV. For

consistent high quality-always

rely on C -D, the only tubulars with
the built-in extras required in
servicing sets today. That's why

distributors who know, carry the
complete Cornell-Dubilier line.

Special! "Cub -Kit" with bonus

plastic service dispenser.
Ask your C -D Distributor. He's
listed in your local Classified Telephone Directory.

There are more C -D capacitors in use
today than any other make

C0RNELL-D0BILIER CAPACITORS
PLANTS IN SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N
J.
NEW
MASS.: PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY, R.
FUQUA
SPRINGS, N. C.; SUBSIDIARY. THE
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BEDFORD,

I.;

WORCESTER

INDIANAPOLIS,

RADIART

AND CAMBRIDGE,
SANFORD AND

IND.;

CORPORATION,

CLEVELAND,

fuss. But where there are many
sets, the pressure on you may become intolerable. By having substitute replacement units available, the system can be kept in
operation while the defective secti,on is repaired at your leisure in
the shop.
One of the advantages that accrues from an antenna system
that you install is the extra business when one of the tenant's receivers becomes defective. When
a system is installed, each of the
occupants of a building is notified
of this fact, generally through a
direct mailing. At this time or in
a subsequent mailing, mention
can be made of the fact that your
firm is also engaged in servicing
and that their business is solicited.
If this is handled properly and the

O.

crease in power in one or more of
the stations being received. This
can upset the equilibrium of your
system by overdriving the amplifiers, causing picture distortion
because of signal compression,
sync clipping, or cross -modulation. Fortunately, any appreciable increase in radiated power is
usually well publicized in advance, so that when the day arrives you can be prepared for it.
The most widely used means of
coping with increased signal is the
insertion of pads between the antenna receiving the signal and the
master amplifier. If you are using
a single wideband antenna to receive several signals and a single
all -channel master amplifier to
amplify them, it may be necessary
to set up a separate antenna for
this station alone, so that the received signal can be properly attenuated. A situation such as this
is one of the reasons why many
prefer to use separate antennas
for each received signal. It makes
for a more flexible arrangement.
Of equal interest in these days
of extensive construction is the effect that a tall steel building can
have if it is erected between your
system and the transmitting
PF REPORTER
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antenna. The most marked result
is a significant signal decrease.

This may be solved by more amplification or by antenna reorientation, or both. There are also
occasions when a tall building,
erected near your building but off
to one side or behind you, reflects
signals to your antenna system
and thereby creates ghosts. Here,
the answer is not more signal amplification but rather a more directive antenna. All this, of
course, only underscores the fact
that you cannot install a signal
distribution system and forget
all about it. External as well as internal conditions change and each
change must be dealt with.
Special Test Equipment

Incidentally, signal strength is
one of the prime factors in any
master antenna system, and because of this, one of your most
valuable (actually indispensible)
servicing and installation tools is
a field strength meter. With it you
can measure the intensity of the
signal at the antenna, before and
after the master amplifier, and at
various points along the distribution system. Because of the im-

portance of the field strength
meter, it is desirable that an accurate meter be employed-one
whose readings are reliable and
are given in actual microvolts
rather than in relative indications.
Several suitable instruments are
available, both AC and battery powered.
In an organization where a
fair amount of master antenna
work is done, it is also desirable to
have a reliable standard against
which field strength meters can be
calibrated periodically. At Central Television Service in Chicago,
a Measurement Corp. Model 80
signal generator is used for this
purpose. Checks include frequency calibrations and measurements
of the accuracy with which the

field strength meter indicates sig-

nal intensity. The latter characteristic is, by far, the more important of the two. In a firm that does
only an occasional amount of
master antenna installation and
servicing, it is perhaps more economical to have an outside testing company check the field
strength meter. But whatever the
December, 1956
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circumstances, it is imperative to
know that your instruments are
accurate.
A portable test set is also required to reveal the visual quality
of the signal and to point up any
ghosts that may be present. The
new, small 81/2" or 10" receivers
serve admirably for this purpose.
The same set is an excellent tenant pacifier. One of your headaches will be complaints of line
failure when, in fact, it is the ten-

4 -WIRE

16 -CONTACT

"rR OTATO R

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

ant's receiver which is at fault.

an.

By proving your point with the
test set, you leave no room for

doubt.
Color Reception

consideration in master
antenna system installation is the
reception of color television signals. These require a more uniform response over the frequency
band and closer impedance matching throughout the distribution
system than monochrome signals.
The matching factor can be particularly important because of the
visual effect that reflected signals
have on color reproduction. Also,
the signals developed at the antenna should be checked at both
the video and color carrier frequencies to make certain their
amplitudes are within 1 or 2 db of
each other. If the deviation exceeds this figure, and it is not being caused by an uneven response
of the antenna, then some compensation should be attempted in
the master amplifier. When a
single amplifier strip per channel
is being used, this compensation
is readily achieved. In an all -channel or wideband amplifier, similar
adjustment may be difficult or
even impossible. Signals should be
checked at all outlets to make certain nothing in the distribution
system has upset the balance.
This balance, it should be
noted, refers only to the receivers
along a single line or riser. It is
entirely possible that the voltage
levels between different risers
may vary considerably. This is
permissible and will lead to no
difficulties unless the line shielding is inadequate to the point that
appreciable radiation takes place.
More information on achieving
proper signal distribution will appear in next month's column.
A final

Today's only UL approved rotator lightning arrester.
16 -positive contacts for sure and easy
installation.
NO.

LIST

AT104

$1.50

(wall mounting)

1.75

AT 104S
(stainless steel strap)

"World's largest manufacturer of
TV Lightning Arresters"

MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
BROOKLYN 4, NEW YORK
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describes new DYNA-

Bulletin 1000
SCAN picture and pattern video-generator. Explains its use in servicing
black and white and color TV and
how it acts as a closed-circuit TV.
Bulletin 750 describes new, low-cost,
lab-type Test Equipment Calibrator
Model 750 that checks instrument accuracy. Also Bulletin 500 on DynaQuick Dynamic Mutual Conductance
Tube Tester and Bulletin 400 on CRT
Cathode Rejuvenator Tester. See advertisement on page 28.
2Z. BUSSMANN (Bussmann Mfg. Co.)

New and very comprehensive book on
fuses and fuse mountings used by the
electronics industries. See advertisement page 18.
3Z. CHICAGO STANDARD (Chicago

Brand New 1957 Wall Chart; completely illustrated; shows all needles
(foreign and domestic) by cartridge
number; also, shows number of needles in cartridge; point size and point
material of each needle; list price. See
advertisement page 34.
13Z. LUPER & SUNDBERG

Brochure describing complete line of
UHF -VHF antennas, with technical
information on operation. Includes
charts, etc. See advertisement page 46.
14Z. MACMILLAN (The MacMillan

Company)

Circular H-83 "Books on Electronics"
describes 12 recent books, basic and
advanced, on radio, TV, circuits and
electronic equipment. See advertisement page 52.

Standard Transformer Corp.)

New 1957 STANCOR TV Transformer Replacement Library. See advertisements pages 20, 67.

15Z. MALLORY (P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.)

Replacement guide for radio batteries
plus price list. See advertisements pages
30, 31.

4Z. CLAROSTAT (Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.)

Form No. 751774 RTV-IZE. Program
of radio and TV replacement controls.
See advertisement page 22.

5Z. CLEAR BEAM (Clear Beam

Antenna Corp.)

Literature on antenna kits.

See adver-

tisement page 6.
6Z. CORNELL-DUBILIER (CornellDubilier Electric Corp.)

Guide to electrolytic replacement capacitors, XTR200D-3E. See advertisement page 70.
7Z. DYNAMIC (Dynamic Electronics New York, Inc.)

Booklet on accessories for TV, Hi-Fi,
and recorders with service aids and
hints. See advertisement page 51.
8Z. EICO (Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.)

Free 1956 Catalog shows how to save
50% on electronic test equipment in
both kit and wired form: describes
VTVM's, scopes, generators, tube testers, etc. See advertisement page 44.

16Z.' SAMS (Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.)
Complete details on how to keep your
Service Data library up to date with
the Sams automatic monthly purchasing plan. Also complete details on the
Sams popular Time Payment Plan.
See advertisements pages 45. 59.
17Z. SIMPSON (Simpson Electric Co.)

No. 2056 Test Equipment Catalog
Bulletin and No. 2052 Panel Meter
Catalog Bulletin, both 6 -page illustrated bulletins on enameled stock.
See advertisement page 53.

18Z. VOKAR (Vokar Corp.)

Circuit diagram for 6 -transistor superheterodyne radio. Bulletin on Vokar
IF -Kit 5000. See advertisement page
56.

19Z. WARD PRODUCTS (Ward
Products Corporation)

Picture story booklet, "The Story Behind Ward Top Quality Auto Aerials,"

Form 54-313. Also Form 54-309 folder
on complete line of Ward auto aerials.
20Z. WELLER (Weller Electric Corp.)

9Z. ERIE (Erie Resistor Corp.)

Weller General Catalog.

D-56 Catalog.
21 Z. WRIGHT (G. F.

10Z. HICKOK (Hickok Electrical
Instrument Co.)

Brochure covering new Hickok Model
225K electronic voltmeter kit.
11Z. IRC (International Resistance Co.)

Form S-023 -New dealer parts stock
data. See advertisement 2nd Cover.

Wright Steel & Wire Co.)

Wright TV Guy Wire Circular.

See

advertisement page 69.
22Z. XCELITE (Xcelite, Inc.)

Folder on new plastic transparent
screwdriver kit with zipper; catalog on
screwdrivers, nut drivers, pliers. See
advertisement page 64.
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latest PHOTOFACT Sets 328 through 341. It's your guide to the world's
finest service data coverage of the current output of the new TV and
Radio receivers, as well as models not previously covered in PHOTO FACT. It keeps you right up to date.

INDEX No. 101. If you
haven't a copy, send for it

today.

It's FREE

.

.

.

INDEX

.a

111
SAMS

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

just

write to HOWARD W.
SAMS & CO., INC. 2201
East 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Indiana.

ALWAYS USE YOUR LATEST ISSUE OF THIS SUPPLEMENT
WITH THE SAMS MASTER INDEX . . . TOGETHER, THEY
ARE YOUR COMPLETE INDEX TO OVER 30,000 MODELS.
'Set

Folder
No.

No.

ADMIRAL
Chossis 30113, 3D1C

321-1, 329-2

Chassis 5W3
Chossis 14UY3B, 14UY3C

Chassis 147P3B
Chassis 20Y4H,
Chassis 21A3BZ
341-1
341-1

329-2
174-Set

(See PCB
21A3AZ-Set
Ch.

and

(Sea PCB 174-Set
21A3AZ-Set
Ch.

and

(See PCB 174-Set
21A3AZ-Set
Ch.

275-2)
Chassis 21030
341-1

330-13-S
333-18-S

14F

and

275-2)
Chassis 211432

341-2

275-2)
Chassis 21E382
and

(See PCB 174-Set
21 A3AZ-Set
Ch.

Chassis 21E32
and
341-1

(See PCB 174 -Set
21A3AZ-Set
Ch.

341-1

275-2)
275-2)
Chassis 21H30
and
341.1

(See

PCB

174-Set

21A3AZ-Set

Ch.

275-2)

Models
Ch.

Model
Model
Model
Models

CA23162,

CA2317Z

(See

21B3Z)

CA2326Z (See Ch. 21B3Z)
CA2326ZN (See Ch. 21B3Z)
CA2327Z (Sea Ch. 21832)
CA2826Z, CA28272 (See
Ch. 2183Z)
Modals FA2326Z, FA2327Z, FA 2328Z (See Ch. 21832)
Models 12386, (2387 (See Ch.

(Sea Ch.

20014F
T5101

7S105AL,
(Sea Ch.

,

15102, 75103,18104,
TS106A1,
1510761

14YP38)

Models 5842, 5843, 5848 (See Ch.
5W3)
Models 5W32, 5W33, 5W34, 5W38,
5W39 (See Ch. 5W3)

AIRLINE
GAA -954A
333-2
GAA -978B, GAA-978C
341-3
GAA -9908 (See Model GAA -990A

-

Set 320-3)

GAA- I000A
GAA -25018, C,
Model
(See

308-3)

333-2
GAA -2502A, 8
GAA -2501A -Sat

GRX-1619A (See Model GSL-1614A

-Set 289-2)

WG -2618A, WG -2619A (See Model
WG-2602A -Set 307-3)
WG -5017A (See Model WG -4011A

-Set 313.2)

WG -5117A

(See Model WG -4011A

-Set 313-2)
25GAA-997A, B,

C

(See

25GAA-996A-4et 182-2)

45XGAA-927A
45XGAA-947A,
45XGAA-949A
45XGAA-9788, C

Model

332-3

45XGAA-948A,

332-3
341-3
328-2

2509

AMERICAN MOTORS
8990378

329-3

(6MA)

ARVIN

340-2
RE

-389)

300.2)

(Sea

Model

8565 (Ch. RE -412)
(See Model
9549 -Set 300-2)
Ch. RE -412 (See Model 8565)

BAGPIPER
SKRI01

U,

K2251,

(Ch.

U

T2151,

120,

328-3
T20,
328-3

120-1)

(See Model K2250)

Ch. 720, 120-I

IGG OF CALIF.
"George Gott" GP 30P

341-4

-

338-3

7266505, 7266535

CAPEHART

330-2
37216MD-4, -5
(Ch. CX-38S)
331-2
61216BD-4, -5, 61216M0-4, -5 (Ch.
331-2
CX-305)
11C2168D-4, -5, 11C216MD-4, -5
(Ch. CX-38S)
331-2
2P56 (Ch. CR -218)

3T2161313, -4,

.

-5,

16C2168D-4, -5, 16C216FD-4, -5,
16C216MD-4,

-5

(Ch.

CX-38S)

331-2

46TP56B, M (Ch. CA-239) 330-3
340-3
75C56 (Ch. CR -242)
331-3
88P66BNL
Ch. CA -239 (See Model 46TP56B)
Ch. CR -218 (See Model 2P56)
Ch. CR -242 (See Model 75C56(
Ch. CX-38S Series (See Model

337-1

334-2
6Kß323, 610324, 618327, 6KR328
334-2
(Ch. 2003)
(Ch
67104
67101, 61103,
333-4
2017)
6T301, U, 67303, 11, 67304, U
334-2
(Ch. 200), 2002)
561(305, 61R306 (Ch. 2003)
334-2
871(325, U, 71(326, U (Ch. 3001,
338-2
3002)
7K32911, 713300, 71(3326 (Ch.
338-2
3002)
3012)
(Ch
7K334U
7K333(1,
338-2
7KR329, 7KR330, 7)(8332 (Ch.
338-2
3003)
7Kß333, 7Kß334, 71(0335, 7Kß336
338-2
(Ch. 3013, 3015)
71307, U, 71309, U, 71310, U (Ch.
338-2
..
3001, 3002)
770311, 710312 (Ch. 3003) 338-2
340-4
5440
Model 1200)
Model C240)
Model 0230)
Model C220)
2001, 2002 (See Model 61(321)
2003 (See Model 6K0323)
2017 (See Model 67101
3001, 3002 (See Model 71(325)
3003 (See Model 710329)
3012 (See Model 7K333U)
3013, 3015 (See Model 71(0333)
216
616
636
656

(See
(See
(See
(See

CHEVROLET
987368

)

331-4

COLUMBIA RECORDS
412
416
424

336-1
339-1
331-5

CONTINENTAL (Auto Radio)
6BC (4047424)

335-4

335-2

738.44

341-5

CORONADO
RAI -9243A,
RAI -9244A,
RAI 92456, 8, RAI -92466, 8.337-2
TV1.9305A (Code 17724) 335-5
1V2 -9338A, 1V2 -9339A, 1V2-

93406, 1V3.93414
334-3
TVI-9356A, TV1-9357A (Code 2419)

339-2

TV2-

B,

TV2-9335A,

TV2-

B,

TV2-9351A,

7V2-

-9327A...336-2

TV2-9337A...336-2

9336A, B,
7V2-9350A,
9352A, B,

TV2-9353A...336-2

CROSLEY

AC-IOB,

AC -IOM, AH -108, AT -108,
AT -10M (Ch. 487)
334-14-5
-118, AC-I1M (Ch. 488)

AC

336-16-S

336-16-5
AH -11B (Ch. 488)
A7 -11B, AT -11M (Ch. 488)
336-16-S

AT -7013,

M, W (Ch. 481) (See
Model 1-17ABH-Set 332-3)
BC-12MZ, BC BC -12M,
3B, BC -13M, BC -14M, BC -15M
341-18-S
(Ch. 489, 490)
BT-12BZ, B7 -12M, BT-12MZ, 81-13B,
B1 -13M (Ch. 489, 490) 341-18-5
1-17TABH, TAMH, TAWH (Ch.
332-3
481)

BC-12BZ,

J21CABH,
(Ch.

CABU,

CAMH,

483, 484)
RABU,

RAMH,

483, 484)

1-21TABH,
TAWH,

CAMU

336-3
RAMU
336-3

TABU, TAMH, TAMU,
TAWU (Ch. 483, 484)

636)

337-1
C240 (Ch. 616)
1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 7204 (Ch.
338-1
216)
U,
6K327U,
6K321, U, 61(322,
6K3285 (Ch. 2001, 2002)

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

TV2-9334A,

(Ch.

337-1

TV2-9325A,

B,
B, 7V2

1-21RABH,

(Ch.

TV1-

340-22-S

TV2-9324A,

JC-8BK, BN,

1M-8BG, BK,

No.

336-3
TN, WE (Ch R-104)
340-5
BN, GN, MN, WE
334-4

(Ch. 120331 -H)...337 -15-S
(Ch. 120332-R1...337-15-5
1234 (Ch. 120333-11 (See PCB 159
-Set 322-1 and Model 11020
Set 299-4)
1246 (Ch. 120245-Z) (See PCB 159
-Set 322-I and Model 11020
Set 299-4)
2026A, 2028A, 2030A (Ch. 120292V) (See Model 1176-Set 331-7)
2032A (Ch. 120299-V) (See Model

1232
1233

1186-Set 331-7)
120266-B (See Model 83281
120292-P, -V (See Model 1176)
120293-1, -X (See Model 1177)
120299-V (See Model 1186)
120300-X (See Model 1187)
120331-H (See Model 1232)
120332-R (See Model 1233)
120333-Z (See Model 1146)

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

FADA

-Set

334-4)
T-41BK, GN, GY, IY,
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

RD

(Ch. 417)

341-5

R-102 (See Model 1M-8BG)
R-104 (See Model 1C-8BK)
417 (See Model 7-4113K)
483, 484 (See Model 1-21CABH)
487 (See Model AC -10B)
488 (See Model AC -11B)
489, 490 (See Model BC -12U)

DAVID BOGEN

332-4
337-3
337-4
336-4
330-4
339-3
331-6

DB730

00110
FM50
R660
R710
R05018
RR550

329-5

TLO

CT/A,
334-5-A59C/A,
332-7
U/A, U/B, UT/A)
13-G-202, 13-G-203,
13-G-204, 13-G-205, 13-G-206
334-5-A61C/A,
(Codes
330-53
A61U/A)
(Codes

13-G-201,

RA -346-A4,

RA -346,

RA -346-A5

RA -356, RA -357

340-6
334-5

Cambridge (See RA -356)
Colefao (See RA -356)
Trainor (Sae RA -356)
Travis (See RA -356)
ELECTRO -VOICE

341-7
340-7
339-4
337-5
338-4

AI5
A20
A50
A100
PC)

EMERSON
832B (Ch. 120266-e1
340-8
842
332-5
846B (Ch. 120243-D) (See Model

8258-Set 287-7)
1146 (Ch. 120333-Z) (See
-Set 322-I and Model
Set 299-4)
1176 (Ch. 120292-P, -V)
1177 (Ch. 120293-T, -X)
1179 (Ch. 120292-P, -V)
1179 (Ch. 120292-1, -X)
1180 (Ch. 120292-P, -V)
1181 (Ch. 120293-1, -X)
1186 (Ch. 120299-V)
1187 (Ch. 120300-0)
1188 (Ch. 120299-V)
1189 (Ch. 120300-X)

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

FORD
-18805-B
FOR -18805-B1
FOR -108806-F
FDV-18805-A
FEE -18805-8
6BF (FUR -18805-B)
68E7 (FDV-18805-A)
66MFP (FOR -18805-B1

331-8
337-6
328-4
333-6
328-4
331-8
333-6
337-6
328-4
328-4

FOR

I

69MF (FDR-18806-F)
69M5 (FEE -18805-B)

GENERAL ELECTRIC
UHF -21C226,
UHF -21C228,
21C227,

UHF -21C225,

PCB

-

159

11020

.331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7
331-7

Denotes Television Receiver-

GROMMES

335-7

50PG

HALLICRAFTERS
M (Ch. A2005).339-7
17TT701E, M (Ch. B2005).339-7
339-7
17TT710 (Ch. A2005)
339-7
11711711 (Ch. B2005)
339-7
517(77607 (Ch. A2005)
339-7
817117617 (Ch. B2005)
21K7950B, M (Ch. C2005) 339-7
339-7
D2005)
M
21K185110,
(Ch.
339-7
217T750M (Ch. C2005)
339-7
2171751M (Ch. 02005)
1082 (Ch. AK1200D) (See Photofact Servicer Set 332)
PhotoAK1200D)
(See
1086 (Ch.
foot Servicer Set 332)
Ch. A2005 (Sea Modal 1711700E)
Ch. AK1200D (See Model 1082)
Ch. B2005 (See Model 1717701E)
Ch. C2005 (See Model 211(1850B)
Ch. D2005 (See Model 21KT851B)

1701700E,

NARMAN-KARDON

328-S
333-7
330-6
339-8
336-6
337-9
329-8
335-8

A-200
A-310
A-400
C700
C300
D200
D-1100
PC -200

HOFFMAN
B1011 -U,

81024,

-1.12

B1031, -0,

81041,
B1061,
83001,

(Ch.

316,

-U (Ch.

318, -U)

-U (Ch. 415, -U)

-U, -112 (Ch. 316,

83011, -U (Ch. 416, -U)
B3021, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
83031, -U (Ch. 416, -5)
113054, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
1(1011, -U, -1-12 (Ch. 316,
-U, -U2 (Ch. 319,
-U (Ch.

M1024,

-U, -62 (Ch. 319,

M1031,

-U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

M1041,
M1061,

-U (Ch. 318, -U)

M3011,
M3021,
M3031,
M3054,

-U
-U
-U
-U

P1041,
P3001,

-U (Ch. 318, -U)

328-1

and

("0"

329-18-S

21C125,

21C126,

21C127

("S"

line) (See PCB 168 -Set 331-1
and Model 21C110 -Set 313-4)
-UHF,
21C133,
-UHF, 21C134,
21C135, -UHF, 21C136, -UHF
337-7
("ST" Line)

21C137, 21CI38 ("U" line)

328-14-S

21C141,

-UHF,
Line)

("ST"
21C160, 21C161,

21C142,

line)
210172 (''U" line)
210700, 21C701
211045 l"S" line) (See
Sat 331-7 and Model
Set
Set

328-14-S
328-14-S
340-22-S

PCB 168

21C110

313-4)

211048 ("S" line) (See
Set 331-1 and Model

313-4)

PCB 168

--

2lC110-

328-14-S
211050 ("U" line)
211060, 211061 ("U" line)
21(500

24C182,

24C183

("U"

328-14-S
340-22-S

line)

328-14-S

329-7

675, 676
G & M EQUIPMENT
Guardian Mark
1

-U,

-1.12

415, Al)
(Ch. 316,

-U (Ch. 415, -U)
M3001, -U, -62 (Ch. 316,

(Ch. 416, -U)
(Ch. 318, -U)
(Ch. 416, -U)
(Ch. 318, -U)
4,91031, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

-U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

-UHF

337-7
21C162 ("U"

339-5

Denotes Schematic Coverage Only.

328-6
328-6
328-6
328-4
329-9
-U, -52)
328-6
337-10
328-6
337-10
328-4
-U, -U2)
328-6
-U, -621
328-6
329-9
-U, -621
328-6
-U, -1./2)
328-6
-U, -U2)
328-4
328-6
329-9
-U, -621
328-6
337-10
328-6
337-10
328-4
-U, -U2)
328-6
328-4
-U, -1.12)
328-6
337-10
328-4
337-10
328-6

U2 (Ch. 316, -U, -U2)

K1061,
M1011,

165 -Set

-U, -621

-U, -U2 (Ch. 319, -U, -U2)

1(1024,

PCB

Folder
No.

337-8
338----6
339-6

620V
730P, 740P
750

UHF UHF -

Model 21C225-Set 237-7)
97001, 97002 ("1" line.333-18-S
141017, 141018
line) (Sea PCB 165 -Set 328-1)
and Model 141007-Set 310-4)
line)
171025,
171026 ("MM"

S

No.

UHF UHF.21C230,
21C229,
UHF UHF -21C232,
21C231,
21C233, UHF -21120, UHF -21T21

141016,

DUMONT

TUG,

332-6
332-4

FIRESTONE
4-A-131 (Code 1-5-367, U) 329-6
4-A-132 (Code 364.5.355).333-5
340-9
4-A-134 (Code 1-5-4C2)
335-6
4-C-27 (Code 1-5-5P5)
4-C-29 (Code 120-6-T1600) 336-5
13-G-195, 13-G-196, 13-G-197,
13-G-198, 13-G-199, 13-G-200

(See

DEW ALO
K -701-A

1, TB,

KLO,

601400K, KD, KLO, 1, TB, TBLO,

01021
1M-88Ga, BKa, GNa, MNa, WEa
(Ch. R102-1) (See Model 1M-8BG
(Ch.

-

DL400K, KD,
11G

Set

GRANCO

EMERSON-Cont.

9407A, TV1.9408A, 1V1 -9409A,
TV! 9410A, Is/1-9411A
9326A,

B

CADILLAC

No.

Folder
No.

Set

Folder
No.

Set

CORONADO-Cont.
TV1-9406A,
TV1-9404A,

(Ch.

U

CONTINENTAL

95011, 95111
954P1 (Ch.
954P -Sat

K2250, U,
120-1

72150,

CBS -COLUMBIA
C220 (Ch. 656)
C230, C231,
C232

207414)

Models

ENDIX

3T216BD-4)

Models LA2326Z, LA2327Z (Sae Ch.
21 03Z)
Models 7101, 7102, 1103, 7104,
1105AL, 1106AL, T1O7AL (See
Ch. 14YP3B)
Modal TA2311Z (See Ch. 21832)
Model 7A2311 ZN (See Ch. 21 B3Z)
Model TA2312Z (See Ch. 21B3Z)
Models TA2316Z, TA2317Z (See Ch.
21B3Z)

Models 7525826, 7525027

Folder
No.

Set

No.
B

P3011, -U (Ch. 416, -U)
P3021, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
P3031, -U (Ch. 416, -U)
P3054, -U (Ch. 318, -U3
4,97001, -U (Ch. 416, -U) 337-10
5971144, U (Ch. 326, UI 329-18-S
SG-1144, U (Ch. 326, U) 329-18-S
W1031, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U, -U2)

328-6

328-4
-U (Ch. 318, -U)
W3001, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U, -021

W1041,

328-4

W3011, -U (Ch. 416, -U) 337-10
W3021, -U (Ch. 318, -6) 328-6
W3054, -U (Ch. 318, -U) 328-4
78125 (Ch. 195) (See Photofact
Servicer

Set

330)

7MI24 (Ch. 795) (See
Servicer Set 330)
630, 631, 632, 633 (Ch.

Photofact

159, 160)
(Sea Photofact Servicer Set 336)

Folder
No.

Set

No.

Ch. 159, 160 (See Model 630)
Ch. 195 (See Model 78125)
Ch. 316, -U, -U2 (See Model
11011)
Ch. 318, -U (See Model 81041)
Ch. 319, -U, -U2 (See Model
81024)
Ch. 326, U (See Model P11144)
Ch. 415, -U (See Model 81061)
Ch. 416, -U (See Model 83011)

HOTPOINT

145201,

145202,

("O"

145203

337-15-S

Line)

HYDE PARK

336-7
(Ch. C2001)
Ch. 2001 (See Model 24170M)

24T70M

LINCOLN (Auto Radio)
FDU-18805-C
68H (FDU-18805-C)

335-9
335-9

MAGNAVOX

18

338-133

Series

338-13-5

19 Series

21

339-18-S
Series
340-10
Chassis AMP -148
341-8
Chassis AMP -149
Chassis CMUA 43588 (250 Series)
331-1 and Ch.
(See PCB
CMUA435AA-Sett 278-5)
(See PCB 168 -Set

(250 Series)
331-1 and Ch.

(See PCB 168 -Set

ond Ch.

Chassis CMUA436BB

CMUA435AA-Sot 278 5)
Chassis CMUA437B8 (250 Series)
CMUA435AA-Set 276-5)
Chassis CMUA43888 (250 Series)
(See PCB 168 -Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)

(650 Series)

Chassis CMUA465AA

317-7

(650 Series)

Chassis CMUA46588

(See PCB 166 -Set
t

)
317-7and

Ch.

Chassis CMUA466AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis CMUA46688 1650 Series)
(See PCB 166 --Set 329-1 and Ch.
CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUA469AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis CMUA4698B (650 Series)
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chossis CMUA473AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis CMUA473B8 (650 Series)

-Set

329-1 a nd Ch.

Chassis CMUA474AA

(650 Series)

PCB 166

(

CMUA465AA--Set 317-7)

317-7

Chassis CMUA474BB (650 Series)

Ch.
I66-Set 329.1
MUA465AA-Set 317-7)and
CSee
PCB

Serles)
Ch.

Chossis CMUA4788B (650
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)nd
Chassis CMUA482BB, CMUA48388,
CMUA485BB
PCB

(650

166 -Set

No.

Series)

an
329-1d

(See
Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
CMUB47088

(650

(See

Serias)
and Ch.

Chassis CTD445AA

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chassis
CTD48688 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166 -Sat 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA46518-Set 317-7)

Chassis

CTE472BB
(650
Series)
(See PCB 166 -Sat 329.1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

U18 -04A

U21-03AA, U21.04A (21 Series)

339-18-S
Chassis V18-OIA, V18-02AA, V1803AA, VI8-04AA (18 Series)
338-13-S
Chassis V19-01AA, V19-02AA (19
338-13-S
Series)

CMUA465AA--Set 317-7)

(See PCB 166 -Set 329.1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUE472BB (650 Series)
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1

Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)nd

Chassis CMUE48481 (650 Series)
(Sae PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis

CR -717
CR -722
CR -723
CR -724
CR -726

335-10

336-8
337-I1
339-9
337-11

Chassis CTA435BB (250 Series) (See
PCB

168 -Set

331-1

and

Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-S)
Chassis CTA436B8 (250 Series)
(See PCB 168 -Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
Chassis CTA43781 (250 Series)
(See PCB 168 -Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
Series)
CTA438BB (250
Chassis

(See PCB 168-Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
Chassis CTA465AA (650 317

é

C1A46588 (650 Series)
Chassis
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTA466BB (650 Series)

(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Sat 317-7)
Chassis CTA469AA (650

3S1-

Chassis

CTA469B8

(See PCB 166 -Set

(650 Series)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTA473AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chossis

(650 Series)
CTA473BB
(Sea PCB 166 -Set 329-1 ond Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chossis

CTA474AA

(650

Series)

317-7

Chossis

V21-OIAA,
V21-03AA, V21 -04A

336-9
336-9

166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chassis

CTB470B8 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

335-9
336-10
335-9

61M
68MS (FDT-18805-D)

METEOR
PC -41218
(Ch. 456.44901) (See
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
4104-11 (Ch. 528.45000,
528.45001, 528,45002,
328-7
528.45003)
41218 (Ch. 528.44900) (See Model
4104
328-7)
339-10
7001 (Ch. 132.394001
Ch. 132.39400 (Sea Model 7001)
Ch. 456.44901 (See Model PC 41218)
Ch. 528.44900 (See Model 4104-B)
Ch. 528.45000, 528.45001,
(Sae
528.45003
528.45002,
Model 4104-1)

-Bat

MOTOROLA
339-11
340.11

CTA6T
CTM6
115TCA,

332-8
L5TCA-12
(Ch. TS -5301) (Sea PCB
and
Model
330-1
167-Set
B

121138-Set 315-7)
M (Ch. WT5-5341) (See

1211478,

-Set 329-1 and Model
1211(378-Set 312-8)
M (Ch. VTS-5301) (See
PCB 167 -Set 330-1 and Model
PCB 166

1211508,

Y21 K38-Sat 315-7)
121151B, M (Ch. TS -5341)
PCB

(See

166 -Set 329-1 and Model

1211378 -Set 312-8)
MA

537V,TS-537Y)
537Y,

TS

(Ch.

(See

(Ch. T15 -

335-20-5

TS -5341E

66-Set

I

TTS-

335-20-S

MA

M,

-5371)

121T26CH-H (Ch.

-05-1H)

329-1

and

1211378-Set 312-8)
Model PCB
121129B, M (Ch. TS -534Y) (See
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model
1211378 --Set 312.8)

12l129M-H

(Ch. TS-534YE-05-1 H)
166 -Set 329-1 and

PCB

(See

Model 1211371 -Set 312-8)
1217308, M (Ch. T5-5301) (See
PCB 167-Set 330-1 and -Model
121138 -Set 315-7)
121T308 -H, 121130M-H (Ch. TS 5301D -05-1H) (See PCB 167
Set 330.1 and Model 121138

--

Sat 315-7)
11121131B, M (Ch. VIS -5341) (See
PCB 166 -Sat 3291 and Modal

1211378 -Set 312-8)

Y211328,

6611,

12411311)

341-10

624T, 62415, 6241W 341-10
341-10
6271S

334-7
333-9

CO -100
CO -200

OLDSMOBILE

330-7

983334

(Ch.

BA,

MGA

CHA,

CH,

TT5-5371,

TS

-371)

OLYMPIC
(Ch. "CA")
1C821 (Ch. "CB")
1CC22, 1CC23 (Ch. "CC")
1CO24, CD25 (Ch. "CD")
ICJ20U (Ch. "CJ")
1CK21U (Ch.
(Ch
1C123U
1CL22U,

ICA20

1

"Cl')

ee

M

335-20-S

(Ch. WT5-534YE-05-1H)
nd
166 -Set 329-1

Mdel P 1211371 -Set 312-8)C13
(See
12413M (Ch. WT5-5341) Modal
166-So't 329-1 and

1211371 -Set 312-8)
12413M -H (Ch. TS-534YE-05-1H)
(See

PCB

166 -Set 329-1

and

Model 121(371 -Set 312-8)
MG (Ch. WT5-5371)

124158G,

335-20-S

331-9
333-8

6M, 6M-12
6TA58
14P3, 14P4,

14P5

(Ch3IS-4835

341-18-6

(See
TS -530)
B
(Ch.
167-Set 330-1 and Model
21138 --Set 315-7)
21 1478166
53d) Model
-Seth 329-15 on
PCB
211371 -Set 312-8)

21K46,
PCB

2115011,

PB

167-Sat

330-1

anda

1

21138 -Set 315-7)
T5-534)
M
(Ch.
PCB

166 -Set 329-1

2113711

Modell
(Sea

and Modal

-Set 312-8)

T15-537,
0-S
(Ch. 15 537,
21K558, BA, M, MA (Ch. 115.537,
335-20-5
TS -537
(See
15-534)
M
(Ch.
211291,
PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Model
M, MA

2113711 -Set

211308,

312-8)

(Ch.
TS -530)
(Sea
PCB 167 -Set 330-1 and Model
M

21138 -Set 315-7)

330-9

PORT -A -PHONE
W1 -100 -UL

341-12

RCA VICTOR
6C5A, 6C58, 6C5C (Ch.
6EMP2A,

6EMP2B

6EY2 (Ch.

RS -1361)

6EY3A,

6HFI,

31)(671 -Set 228-14)
7C6F, 7C6N (Ch. RC -1157A) 340-15
338-9
7EMP2 (Ch. RS -153)
7E11D1, 7EY1EF, 7EY11F Ch. RS155)
341-13
7HF3 (Ch. RC -1155 and RS -151A)
(See Model 6HF3-Set 323-11)
8P17032,
8PT7030,
8P17031,
8117034 (Ch. KCS100B) 336-14
1457052 (Ch. KCS102B .334-14-S
1457070, 1457071, 1457074 (Ch.
334-143
KCS1028)
1756022K, KU (Ch. KC594,A) (See
PCB 171 -Set 334.1 and Model
.

I7PT6962-Sat 315-9)

1756025K,

KU (Ch. KC594,A) (See
171 -Set 334-1 and Model
17116962-Set 315-9)
1756026K (Ch. KCS94) (Sea PCB
and
Model
171 -Set
334-1
PCB

17P16962 -Set 315-9)
17560271, KU (Ch. KCS94,A) (See
PCB 171 -Set 334-1 and Model
17116962-Sat 315.9)
21057815, U, 21CS7817, U (Ch.
328-14-S
CTCS, A)
2136055, U (Ch. KCS95) (See

Model 2156052 -Set 322-11)
U . (Ch
U, 2117113,
332-14-S
KC598A, C)
C)
KCS98A,
2117117, U (Ch.

2117112,

332-14-S

338-8
338-8

2117352,

336-12
336-12
341-11
341-11

"Cl")

338-8

4CG26,

4CG27

(Ch.

4CH28,

4CH29

(Ch.

4CN15U

CG

340-13

"Chi")

4CR26U,

(Ch.
4CR27U

(Ch.

4C528U,

4C529U

(Ch.

4X14 -SU,

17TU52

"CA"

"CB"
"CC"
"CD"
"CE"
"CG"
"CH"

"Cl"
"Cl"
"C1("

"CM"

"CN"

"CR"
"CS"
"CT"
"CU"

3"CH")
-13
336-12
"CR")

341-11
CS")
341-11

"CG") 340-13
(Ch.

4KR45U

171U51,
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

(Ch.

I

1-11
3"4CR")

337-13
(Ch.

"CU")

337-13

(See Modal 1CA20)
(See Model 1021)
(See Model 1CC22)
(See Model 1C1324)
(See Model 4C115)
(See Model 4CG26)
(See Model 4CH28)
(See Model 105200)
(See Model 1CK21U)
(See Model 1C122U1
(See Model 1CM24U)
(See Model 4CNI5U)
(See Model 4CR26U)
(See Model 4C528U)
(See Model 141150)
(See Model 171U51)

U,
C)

KCS98A,

2117153,

KCS98A,

C)

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F)

2177355,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F)

2117357,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F)

2407295,

332-14-S
332-14-S

U, 2407296, U, 2107297,

ICh. KCS103R, 1) 336-163
241)7315, U, 2407317, U (Ch.
336-163
KCS103R, T)
A (Sea Model 21CS7815)
CTCS,
Ch.
Ch. KCS98A, C (See Model 21n112)
Ch. KCS98E, F (See Model 2117352)
Ch. KC51001 (See Model 8P17030)
Ch. KCS102B (See Model 1457052)
I (See Model
KCS103R,
Ch.
24137295)
Ch. RC -1125B (Sae Model 78)(10)
Ch. RC -1152 (See Model 6XY5A)
Ch. RC -1154, A (Sae Model 614E1)
Ch. RC -1156 (Sae Model 71110K)
Ch. RC -1157A (See Model 6C5A)
Ch. 11S-1361 (See Modal 6E12)
Ch. RS -147 (See Model 6HFI)
Ch. RS -150 (See Model 6HF5)
Ch. RS -151A (See Model 7HF3)
Ch. R5.152A (See Model 6EY3A)
Ch. RS -153 (See Model 6EMP2A)
Ch. RS -155 (See Model 7E1101)
U

332-13

RAYTHEON
1-700-1, 1-100.2, 1-100-3, T-100331-11
4, 1-100-5 (Ch. 4RT1)
T-150-1, T-150-2, T-150-3,1-150-4,
T-150-5 (Ch. 6RT1)
12500 (Ch. 7814)
UM -2187,

UM -2186,

336-13

332-9
17VT1, -U (Ch. V8-1)
332-9
21VT1, -U (Ch. V8-1)
Ch. V8-1 (See Model 17011)
.

335-13

329-11

UM -2188,

Ch. 4RT1 (See Model 1-100-1)
Ch. 6RT1 (Sea Modal 1-150-1)
Ch. 7RT4 (See Model 12500)
Ch. 21132 (See Model UM -2186)

REGAL (TOK-FONE)

20-Codes

17C

Photofact
(SeeSeries
94)Ch.

PHILCO
D-579
13-590, D-591

D-717, D-719, D-726
D-1337, 0-1339, 0-1344,
-2002C (Ch. 7E10)

332-143

.

.

328-8
328-8
328-8

D-1346

333-10
.335-20-S
335-20-S

TV -332,

328)

17Ch.
t-act¡odes
Servic
9d) (See hotoSeminar
1,

O

Set

93,
Set

328)

20C

(Ch. Series 20 -Codes 91, 93,
94) (See Photofact Servicar Set

328)

201

(Ch. Series 20 -Codes 91, 93,
94) (See Photofact Servicar Sat

U)

335-12

Denotes Television Receiver.

eServicer

328)
S

Denotes Schematic Coverage Only.

-Set

5161

(Ch.

5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6107 (Ch. 456.42301)
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)

(See

-6108 (Ch. 456.39000, 456.39002, 456.43600) (See Model
5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6110
(Ch. 456.38200, 456.38204, 456.43700) (See Model
5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6112
(Ch. 456.43800) (Sea
Model 5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6113 (Ch. 456.42401, 456.Model 5161 -Set
42403)330-101 (See
PC

-6114 (Ch. 456.38400, 456.38404, 456.43800) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6115
(Ch. 456.35606, 456.42400, 456.42401, 456.42403)
(See Mdei 5161 -Set 330-10)
456.38400, 456.PC -6116
(Ch.
38404, 456.43800) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC-6117
(Ch. 456.35606, 456.42400, 456.42401, 456.42403)
(Sea Modal 5161 -Set 330-10)
(Ch. 456.38400, 456.PC-6118
38404, 465.43800) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6120 (Ch. 456.39100, 456.39101) (See Model 5160 -Set
PC

325-12)

PC -6121

37901)

(Ch. 456.37900, 456.
(See Model 5161 -Sat

330.10)

P 39402)

(See

M(Ch.

el

61122

-Set

329-13)

PC -6123

(Ch.

456.39500)

(Sae

Model 6122-Sat 329-13)
(Ch. 456.39400, 456.PC -6124
39402) (See Model 6122 -Set

329-131
(See

456.38400, 456.
Modal 5160 -Sat

(See

Model

(Ch.

PC -6128

38404)

325-12)

P 43800)

325-12)

5)60 --Set

(See
-6129 (Ch. 456.35606)
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
456.35606, 456.PC -6129A (Ch.
424001 (See Model 5161 -Set
PC

330.10)

P C-6130

332-14-S

HF355

PACKARD-BELL

UE2002C (Ch. 7E10)
2204033G, L (Ch.

(Ch.

U

332-143

(Ch.

U

UM-2189(Ch.21132)-331-12

7267427 (480487)

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

2117152,

Model

456.39000, 456.
39002, 456.43600) (Sea Model

P

38404) (See
325 12)
-6130A (Ch.
433285_001)2)(S.

Model 5160 --Set
Model 45160 -Set

(See
-6131
P Model51Ch.
161-Set6330 10)
P 42400) (Sea Model
45Sat
56516106,

330-10)

456.38700, 456.38702, 456.44100). (See Model
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6133
(Ch. 456.38600, 456.42600 456.42601) (Sea Modal
(Ch.

PC -6132

P

6122 -Set

329-13)

38404, 456.43800)e(See Model
5160-Set 325-12)
.45500)
(Sea
)
Model 6160--Set6330-IO
.45600) (Sae
Model 6160-Set6330-1 0)
(Sae
PC -6I 64 (Ch.
Model 5160-Set 325-12)
456.PC -6165 (Ch. 456.42401,
42403) (Sea Modal 5161 -Set

P
P

1

330.10)

P

Model

325-12).438001
5160-Set 325-112)

(See

456.42401, 456.(Ch.
42403) (Sae Model 5161 -Set

PC -6167

RAULAND

PACKARD

E

334-8

6X15A, B (Ch. RC -1152)
333-11
329-10
71110K (Ch. RC -1156)
7855F, HH, 11 (Ch. RC -I149) (See
Model 68)(5-Set 299-7)
71X10 (Ch. RC-1125B) (See PCB
and
Model
171 -Set
334-I

2117157,

340-13
340-13

RS -153)

338-9
328-9

332-12
(Ch. RS -152A)
6HF2 (Ch.
RC1154, A,

336-12
(Ch. "C1")
(Ch.
111.42U, 11143U

11A10 (Ch. "CA")
11811 (Ch. "C8")
ITC12 (Ch. "CC")
11013 (Ch. "CD")
1T110U (Ch. "C1")
lTK11U (Ch.
11L12U (Ch. "Cl'')
1TMI3U (Ch. "CM")
4CE15 (Ch. "CE")

340-15

B

1KC42, 1KC43

11141U,

RC -1157A)

(Ch.

115-147)

1K -140U

1.17750 (Ch. "CT")

1241311'H

0-S

(Ch340-17

AA -905

(See

433200))0.10)

PC -6106

PILOT

1KCII,

1241138,

(Ch.

"CL")

338-8
336-12
338-8

10817 (Ch. "CB")
113K17U (Ch. "CK")
1KA40 (Ch. "CA")

4KG44, 4KG45

TTS-

MA

5371,75 537Y)

340-13
340-13
336-12
336-12

341-11
CM")
((Ch
341-11

1CM25U

1CM24U,

338-8
338-8

P61

340-14

755

MUNTZ

NEWCOMB

Model

PHONOLA

339-12
_-A)

334-6
396, 396-12
340-12
506, 506-12
336-11
556
336-11
596. 596-12
Ch. HS -483 (See Model 5611)
Ch. HS -512, A (See Model 5611A)
Ch. HS -513, A (See Model 5611A)
Ch. HS -514, A (See Model 56M1A)
Ch. HS -515, -A (Sea Model 6611)
Ch. TS -423 (See Model 14P3)
Ch. 1S -5301D -03-1H (Sea Model
121T308 -H)
(See Model
Ch. TS -5341E-05-1H
Y21126CH-H)
Ch. TS -537 (See Model 21 15311)
Ch. 15-5371 (See Model 1211531)
Ch. TTS-537 (See Model 211531)
Ch. TTS-5371 (See Model 1211538)
Ch. VT5-530 (See Model 21138)
Ch. VIS -5301 (See Model 121138)
Ch. W15 -5311E -05-1H (See Model
124T3M-H)
Ch. WTS-537 (See Model 241138)
Model
(See
WTS-537Y
Ch.

624C,
627C,

SILVERTONE
0PC-6100 (Ch. 456.38800, 456.38801, 456.43500) (See Modal
5160 -Sat 325-12)
PC-6101
(Ch. 456.38900, 456.-

3i5312

2204033G)

HS -515,

621-9C, 621-91

Ch. TV -440 (See Modal 2204148)
Ch. TV -444 (Sea Model 24061261)
Ch. 7E10 (See Model E2002C)

Ch.

341-9

(Ch. HS -483)
6612 (Ch.

5611

331-13

330-8
330-8

M (Ch. TV-444)
M (Ch. TV -144)
TV -332,
U
(See

241)6320C,

5611A, 561.1AU, 56L2A, 56L2AU,
56L3A, 5613AÚ, 5614A, 5614ÁU
341-9
(Ch. HS -513, A)
56M1A, 56M1AU, 56M2A, 56M2AU,
56M3A, 56M3AU (Ch. HS -514, A)

311-A
SETCHELL-CARLSON

(Ch. C100 -Late)
329-12
611 (Ch. C200)
329-12
Ch. C100 -lote (See Model P61)
Ch. C200 (See Modal 611)

2406126L,

335-20-S

341-9

3355203
121134,Ch.
335-

PCB

WTS-537)

(Ch.

SCOTT (H. N.)

2204033G-5et 335-12)
M, T, W (Ch.

334-9

TR-1G328)

L, 2204163M, 2204164
TV -440)
332-10
22D4171, L (Ch. TV-332) (See

Modal

20 --Codes 91,

2420 (Ch. Series 20-Codas 91, 93,
94) (see Photofact Servicer Set

(Ch.

221'3211,

Series

(Ch.

93, 94) (See Photofact Servicar
Set

2204162,

1

Y21146,

(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CTA48288,
CTA48388,
CTA485BB (650 Series) (See PCB

Radio)

MERCURY (Auto
EDT-18805-D

21T538 IA,
53 ,

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

339-18-S

FM -6
PM -6

21151B,

Chassis

(21 Series)

MASCO

C1A47488 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis C1A478B8 (650 Series)

V21-02AA,

Chassis

BA,

Chassis CMUD486BB (650 Series)

Series)

338-13-S

Chassis U19-OIAA, U19-02AA (19
338-13-S
Series)
U21-01AA,
U21-02AA,
Chassis

121K55B,

(See PCB 166 -Set

(18

MG

21

Model 1803120C -Set 325-9)
L (Ch. TV -440)
.332-10
L
(Ch. TV -332)
(See
Model 2204033G-5et 335-12)

121K37B-Set 312-8)

5681A, 56B1AU (Ch. H5-512, A)

L

2204148,
22D4155,

(Ch. WTS-534) (Sea PCB
d
Model
166 -Set
329-1

24151G,

2204139,

L,

TV-332, U)
335-12
UXL (Ch. TV -330) (See

(Ch.
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Folder
No.
No.
REGAL (TOK-FÖNE)-Cons.

22D4139UX,

335-20-S

CMUA465AA-Sat 317-7)
Chassis U18-01AA, U18-02AA, U18-

(650 Series)
CTE484BB
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

03A,

No.

PHILCO-Cont.
2204135, 2204137,

217318, M (Ch. VTS-534) (Sae
PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Modal
211(371-Sat 312-8)
211328, BA, CH, CHA, MGA (Ch.
T1S-537, TS -537
335-20-S
211348, BA, M, MA (Ch. 115-537,
335-20-S
TS -537
M
(Ch.
WTS-537)
24K138,

2413M

Folder
No.

Sat

Folder
No.

Chassis

(Sea PCB 162 -Set 325-1 and Ch.
nd Ch.

Series)

(See PC8 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

BA, M,

329-1

(350

CMUA455AA-Set 291-8)
Chassis CTD471B8 (650 Series)

1211538,

CMUA455AA-Set 291-8)
Chassis CMU047188 (650 Series)

No:

MOTOROLA-Cont.

(See PCB 162 -Set 325-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA--Set 317-7)

Chassis CMUD445AA (350 Series)

Set

Folder
No.

Set

MAGNAVOX-Cont.

HOFFMAN-Cont.

330.10)

Ch.
(Sae

456.37700, 456.Model 5160 -Set

(Ch.
(5ea

12:2313,6122L
Model 5161 -Set

PC -6170

44000)

325-12)

PC -6171

42501)

456.-

56.37300,

330.10)

PC -6172 (Ch. 456.44000)
Modal 5)60 -Set
PC -6173 (Ch. 456.42501.42501 )
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
PC -6174 (Ch. 456.38500,
38503, 456.44200) (Sea
6122 -Sat 329-13)
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)

(Ch. 456.38100,
42700, 456.42701) (See

PC-6175

6122 --Set 329-13)
PC-6176
(Ch. 456.38500,
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456.Model
456.-

Mdel

456.38503, 456.44200) (See Model
6122 -Set 329-13)
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0PC-6177
42700, 456.42701) (See Model
6122--Set 329-13)
PC-6178
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38503, 456.44200) (See Model
6122-Set 329-13)
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42700) (See Modal 6122 -Set

P

329-13)

Set

Folder

No.

No.

PC -6184

(Ch.

456.38500,

456.-

329-13)

PC -6186 (Ch. 456.38500,
38503, 456.44200) (See
6122-Set 329-13)
PC -6187 (Ch. 456.38100)
Model 6122 -Set 329-13)
(Ch.
38404) (See

Model

5161

(See

6164
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456.-

5160 -Set

5161

(See

456.-

-Set

456.(Ch. 456.38400,
38404) (See Model 5160 -Set
Model 5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6192A
(Ch. 456.45900) (See
Model 5160 -Set 325-12)
PC-6192

456.356061
(See
ICh.
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
456.47600) (See
(Ch.
Model 6190A -Set 330-10)
330-10
5161 (Ch. 528.39300)
330-10
85171 (Ch. 528.39300)
6025, 6026 (Ch. 528.404001
PC-6193

PC -7106

6100

328-10

(Ch. 528.43502) (See Model

5161

-Set 330-10)

(Ch. 528.42900, 528.43500,
330-10
528.435011
6101 (Ch. 528.38900, 528.38901,
528.528.38902, 528.42000,
330-10
42001, 528.42002)
6104, 6105 (Ch. 549.20030, 549.20031, 549.20032, 549.20033,
333-12
549.20034)
6106 ICh. 528.43000, 528.43600,
330-10
528.43601)
Model
(Seo
(Ch.
528.43602)
6106
6100

5161 -Set 330-10)
(Ch. 528.35001, 528.35002,

6107

528..
528.35003, 528.42300,
330-10
42301, 528.42302)
6108 (Ch. 528.43000, 528.43600,

330-10

528.436011

6108

(Ch. 528.43602) (See Model
5161 -Set 330-101

6109 (Ch. 528.35003, 528.42300,

528.42301, 528.42302) .330-10
(Ch. 528.43700, 528.437011

6110

330-10

528.35303, 528.35304,
528.528.42100, 528.42101,
330-10
42102)
6111 (Ch. 528.42103) (See Model
6111

(Ch.

5161

6112

-Set 330-10)

(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Rodio Ch. 528.40300)

330-10

6112 (Ch. 528.43802) (See Model
6106-Set 330-10)
330-10
6113 (Ch. 528.42400)
6114 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Rodio Ch. 528.40300)

6114 (Ch. 528.438021
6106 -Ser 330-10)
6115 (Ch. 528.35603,

330-10

(See Model

528.35604,
528.528.42400,
528.35606,
42401, 528.42402, 528.42403,
330-10
528.42404)
Model
6115 (Ch. 528.424051 (See
5161 -Set 330-10)
61151 (Ch. 528.35605)
6116 (Ch. 528.43800,

and Rodio

330-10
528.43801

Ch. 528.40300)

330-10

6116 (Ch. 528.43802)
6106 -Set 330-10)
6117 ICh. 528.35603,

(See Model

528.35604,
528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42401. 528.42402, 528.42403,
330-10
528.42404)
6117 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model
5161

6120
6121

-Set 330-10)

(Ch. 528.43900, 528.43901)

330-10

(Ch. 528.37900, 528.37901,
528.528.42103, 528.42200,
330-10
42201, 528.42202)
(Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401,
528.39402, 528.44300,
528.44301)
329-13
6123 (Ch. 528.39500, 528.39501,
528.39502, 528.42800,
528.42801, 528.42802)
329-13
6124 (Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401,
528.39402, 528.44300,
528.44301)
329-13
6126 (Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701)

6122

330-10

6127

(Ch. 528.35301, 528.35302,
528.35304, 528.42100,
528.42101, 528.42102)
330-10
6128 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

330-10

6128

(Ch. 528.43802) (See Model
6106 -Set 330-10)
6129 (Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,

528.35602, 528.35604,
528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
6129 (Gh. 528.42405) (Seo Model
5161.-Set

330-10)

6129A (Ch. 528.42400)
330-10
6130 (Ch. 528.35602, 528.35604,
528.43800, 528.43801 and Radio
Ch. 528.40300)
330-10
6130 (Ch. 528.438021 (See Model
6106 -Set 330-10)
6131 (Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.35602,
528.35604, 528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42402;
528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
6131 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model
5161

-Set 330-10)

6131A (Ch. 528.42400)
6132 (Ch. 528.38700,

330-10

528.38701,
528.38702,
528.44100, 528.44101, 528.44200)
329-13
6133 (Ch. 528.38600, 528.38601,
528.38602, 528.42600, 528.
42601, 528.42602)
329-13

(See Model

528.45501,
528.45600, 528.45601) .330-10
6161 (Ch. 528.45601) (See Model

6164

PC-6190A (Ch. 456.45900)
Model 5160 --Set 325-12)
PC -6191 (Ch. 456.35606,
42400) (See
330-101

6133 (Ch. 528.42603)
6122 -Set 329-13)
6160 (Ch. 528.45500,

456.Model

456.38400,

325-12)

Folder
No.

SILVERTONE-Cont.

38503, 456.44200) (See Model
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6185
(Ch.
456.38100, 456.42700) (See Model 6122 -Set

PC -6190

Set

No.

SILVERTONE-Cent.

-Set 330-10)

(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

330-10

(Ch.

528.43802) (See Model

6106 -Set 330-10)
16165 (Ch. 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
6165 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model
4160 -Set 330-10)
6166 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.403001

6166 (Ch. 528.43802)
6106-Set 330-10)
6167 (Ch. 528.42403,
6167 (Ch. 528.42405)
5161 -Set 330-10)

330-10

(See Model

528.42404)

330-10

(See Model

6170 (Ch. 528.44000, 528.44001)

330-10

16171 (Ch. 528.37300, 528.37301,
528.42500, 528.42501, 528.42502, 528.42503)
330-10
6172 (Ch. 528.44000, 528.44001)

330-10

(Ch. 528.42500, 528.42501,
528.42502, 528.42583) .330-10
6174 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38523) 329-13
6174 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900,
528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
330-10
528.45201)
6175 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102,
528.42700, 528.329-13
42701, 528.42702)
6176 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6176 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900, 528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
330-10
528.45201)
6177 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.528.38102, 528.42700,
329-13
42701, 528.42702)
6184 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.385031 .329-13
6184 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900,
528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
6173

330-10
528.452011
6185 (Ch. 526.38100, 528.38101,
528.528.38102, 528.42700,
329-13
42701, 528.42702)

6186 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6186 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,

528.528.44900, 528.44901,
45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
330-10
528.45201)
6187 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.528.38102, 528.42700,
42701, 528.42702) ... 329-13
861906 (Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901,
528.47600, 528.47700)

330-10

6191

(Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.528.35602, 528.35604,
330-10
35606, 528.42400)
6191A (Ch. 528.45201) (See Model
5161

-Set 330-10)

6192 (Ch. 528.35602, 528.35604,
528.43800, 528.43801 and Rodio
Ch. 528.40300)
330-10
61926 (Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901,
528.47600, 528,477001 .330-10
7004
(Ch.
132.41000)
7003,

7100

341-14

(Ch.

528.50000, 528.50002)

339-13

7100A, AY, AZ (Ch. 528.50020,
528.50021, 528.50022) .339-13
71001 (Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)

71002

339-13

(Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)

339-13

528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13
7101A, AY, AZ (Ch. 528.50030)
7101 (Ch.

71011

339-13

(Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13
71010 (Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13
7102 (Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
339-13
528.50022)
7103, R, 5, T (Ch. 528.50030)

339-13

7106 (Ch. 528.47600) (See Model
6190A -Set 330-10)
7107 (Ch. 528.47700, 528.47701)
(See Model 6190A -Sot 330-10)
7108 (Ch. 528.47600) (Ses Model
6190A-Set 330-101
7110 (Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)
339-13
7110A (Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13
(Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13
7111A (Ch. 528.50030)
339-13
7112 (Ch. 528.50000, .528.50002)
7111

7112A

339-13

(Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13)

7113 (Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13
71136 (Ch. 528.50030) 339-13
7126 (Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)
339-13
7126A (Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13
7127 (Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,

528.50014)
339-13
7127A (Ch. 528.50030)- 339-13
7212, 7213 (Ch. 528.33300) (See
Model 6217 -Set 303-13)
Ch. 132.40500 (See Model 2014)
Ch. 132.41000 (See Model 7003)
Ch. 456.35606 (See Model PC-6115)
Ch. 456.37300 (See Model PC-6171)
Ch. 456.37700 (See Model PC-6170)
Ch. 456.37900 (See Made( PC-6121)
Ch. 456.37901 (See Model PC.6121)

Set

No.

SILV ERTONE-Cont.
Ch. 456.38100 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38200 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38204 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38400 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38404 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38500 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38503 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38600 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38700 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38702 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38800 (See Mode

Folder
No.

PC -6175)
PC-61101
PC -6110)
PC-6114)
PC-6114)
PC-6174)
PC-6174)
PC-6133)
PC-6132)
PC-6132)
PC-6100)
PC-6100)
PC-6101)
PC-6106)
PC-6106)
PC-6120)
PC-6120)
PC-6122)
PC-6122)
PC -61231
PC -6101)
PC -6107)
PC -6115)
PC -6115)
PC -6115)
PC -6171)
PC -6133)
PC -6133)
PC -6175)
PC -6175)

456.38801 (See Mode
456.38900 (See Mode
456.39000 (See Mode
456.39002 (See Mode
456.39100 (See Mode
456.39101 (See Mode
456.39400 (See Mode
456.39402 (See Mode
456.39500 (See Mode
456.42001 (See Mode
456.42301 (See Mode
456.42400 (See Mode
456.42401 (See Mode
456.42403 (See Mode
456.42501 (See Mode
456.42600 (See Mode
456.42601 (See Model
456.42700 (See Mode
456.42701 (See Mode
456.43500 (See Mode PC.6110)
456.43600 (See Mode PC -6106)
456.43700 (See Mode PC.6110)
456.43800 (See Mode PC -6114)
456.44000 (See Mode PC -6170)
456.44100 (See Mode PC -6132)
456.44200 (See Mode PC -6174)
456.45900 (See Model PC 6190A)
(See Model PC -6161)
456.45600
Ch.
Ch. 456.45500 (See Model PC -6160)
Ch. 528.35001, 528.35002, 528.35003 (See Model 6107)
Ch. 528.35301, 528.35302 (See
Model 6127)
Ch. 528.35303, 528.35304 (See
Model 6111)
Ch. 528.35305 (See Model 6129)
Ch. 528.35601, 528.35602 (See
Model 6129)
Ch. 528.35603, 528.35604, 528.35605, 528.35606 (See Model
6115)
Ch. 528.37300, 528.37301 (See
Model 6171)
Ch. 528.37900, 528.37901 (5ee
Model 6121)
Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101, 528.38102 (See Model 6175)
Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501, 528.38502, 528.38503 (See Model
6174)
Ch. 528.38600, 528.38601, 528.38602 (See Model 6133)
Ch. 528.38700, 528.38701, 528.38702 (See Model 6132)
Ch. 528.38900, 528.38901, 528.38902 (See Model 6101)
Ch. 528.39300 (See Model 5161)
Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401, 528.39402 (See Model 6122)
Ch. 528.39500, 528.39501, 528.39502 (See Model 6123)
Ch. 528.40400 (See Model 6025)
Ch. 528.42000, 528.42001, 528.42002 (See Model 6101)
Ch. 528.42100, 528.42101, 528.42102 (See Model 6111)
Ch. 528.42103 (See Model 61211
Ch. 528.42200, 528.42201, 528.42202 (See Model 6121)
Ch. 528.42300, 528.42301, 528.42302 (See Model 6107)
Ch. 528.42400 (See Model 6131)
Ch. 528.42401, 528.42402,. 528.42403, 528.42404 (See Model
6115)
Ch. 528.42405 (See Model 6115)
Ch. 528.42500, 528.42501, 528.42502, 528.42503 (See Model
6171)
Ch. 528.42600, 528.42601, 528.42602 (See Model 6133)
Ch. 528.42603 (See Model 6133)
Ch. 528.42700, 528.42701, 528.42702 (See Model 61751
Ch. 528.42800, 528.42801, 528.42802 (See Model 6123)
Ch. 528.42900 (See Model 6100)
Ch. 528.43000 (See Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43500, 528.43501 (See
Model 6100)
Ch. 528.43502 (See Model 6100)
Ch. 528.43600, 528.43601 (See
Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43602 (See Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701 (See
Model 6110)
Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801 (See
Model 6130)
Ch. 528.43802 (See Model 6112)
Ch. 528.43900, 528.43901 (See
Model 6120)
Ch. 528.44000, 528.44001 (See
Model 6170)
Ch. 528.44100, 528.44101 (See
Model 6132)
Ch. 528.44200 (See Model 6132)
Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.44300, 528.44301 (See
Model 6122)
Ch. 528.44900, 528.44901 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45000, 528.45001 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45200, 528.45201 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45500, 528.45501 (See
Model 6160)
Ch. 528.45600, 528.45601 (See
Model 6160)
Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901 (See
Model 6190A)
Ch. 528.47600 (See Model 61906)
Ch. 528.47700 (See Model'6190A)
Ch. 528.50000 (See Model 7100)
Ch. 528.50002 (See Model 7100)
Ch. 528.50010 (See Model 7101)
Ch. 528.50012 (See Model 7101)
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

NOTE) PCB Denotes Production Change Bu Iletin.

Folder
No.

Set

No.

Denotes Television Receiver.

Set
No.

528.50014 (See Model 7101)
528.50020 (See Model 7I00A)
528.50021 (See Model 7100A)
528.50022 (See Model 7100A)
528.50030 (Ses Model 7101A)
549.20030, 549.20031, 549.20032, 549.20033, 549.20034

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

(See Model 6104)

SPARTAN

339-14
340-17

115 Series
Series
Chassis CMUA465B8,

116

CMUA466BB,
CMUA46988, CMUA473BB (115
339-14
Series)
CMUA476BB,
CMUA475BB,
Chassis
CMUA479BB, CMUA480B8, CMU340-t7
A481BB (116 Series)
Chassis CTA465BB, C1A466BB, CIA.
46900, CTA473BB (115 Series)

339-14

Choreis

CTA4768B,
CTA4758B,
CTA479BB, CTA48088, CTA48113B
340-17
(116 Series)

2321A6IC-A-580

8321A61C-6-522,

321661C-A-578

321A61U-A-522,

321A61U-A-578

340-18
333-13

3AR4
3RP4

STUDEBAKER

333-14

AC -2745, AC -2747

SYLVANIA
141'102 Series (Ch. 1.525.
339-18-5
1, .2)
21C401, 21C403 Series (Ch. 1.53228-11
-1, .2)
21C401, 21C404, 21C405 (Ch.
341-15
1-532-3, 4)
1-532-5,
(Ch.
210508, 210509

14F101,

341-15,

-71

211102,

2)

(Ch. 1-532-1,

211104

Series

328-11

211101, 211102, 211104, 211105,

1-532-3,

211106, 211110 (Ch.
341-15
-4)
211208 (Ch. 1-532-5, -6,

211207,

341-15

Series

1.532-1, -2)

(Ch.

328-11

241101 (Ch. 1-532.3, -41
1-532-5,
(Ch.

240201

341-15
-7)

-6,

341-15
329-14
329-14

919 (Ch. 1-609)
969 (Ch. 1-609)
Ch. 1-525-1, -2 (See Model 14P101
Series)
Ch. 1-532-3, -4 (See Model 21 C401)
Ch. 1-532-5, 6, -7 (See Model
210508)
Ch. 1-609 (See Model 9191

TELEFUNKEN

339-15
341-16

"Jubilee"

Opus No. 6 (Ch. A, B)

TRAV-LER

8517-106, 517-107, 521-111, 521112 (Ch. 52005, 520605) 333-15
8517-106, 517-107 (Ch. 520051
330-11

517-106,

517-107

(Ch.

521-111,

521-112

(Ch.

8521-111,

521-112

52065)

338-10
52005)

330-11
52065)
(Ch.

338-10

617-33, 617-34 (Ch. 62766) 337-14
335-14
617-73 (Ch. 627.16)
621-25,
334-10
621-26 (Ch. 412M6(
621-209, 621-21U, 621-225, 621421E5,
255,
621-265 (Ch.

8621-20, 621-21, 621.22,

331-14
421G5, 421M6)
621.30, 621-31, 621-32 (Ch.
337-14
627661
337-14
621-R40 (Ch. 627A6(
6211.4, 621-75, 621-76 (C)
h. 5-14
627Ch. 412M6 (See Model 621-20)
Ch. 421E5, 421G5, 421M6 (See
Model 621-205)
Ch. 520A5 (See Model 517-106)
Ch. 52085, 520805 (See Model
517-106)
Ch. 627-16 (See Model 617-731
Ch. 52005 (See Model 517-1061
Ch. 627A6 (See Model 617-33)
TRUETONE
D2372
02665A, D2666Á

329-15
333-16
335-15

05606A, 05609A

(See PCB 172 -Set 335-1
and Model 201411A -Set 287-

2D1411C
161

-Set
-Set

(Ch. 21131) (5ee PCB 165
328-1 and Model 201520.6

316-15)
8, 2015326,

2015306,
201633A
2025306,
2D2530C
Set

B

(See

Model

328-12)

B

328-12
328-12
328-12

--

20153013

ULTRATONE

334-11

1285-8, 1285-M

339-16
340-19
335-17

WEBCOR
1655, 1656
1658
1659, 1660, 1662

S

PCB

169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
-24K5130 (Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H9341521 in Set 313-14)
H-526T5A (Ch. V -2259-I)
(See

H

Model H.541T5-Set 318-14)
H-57474, 8-57514, 0-57614, H
57714 (Ch. V-2239-3) (See Model
H -52374-Set 301-14)
H-782021, H-783021, H-784021,
H.785021 (Ch. V-2247-1) (See
Photofact Servicer Set 330)
H -788C21,
H -789C21,
8-790C21
(Ch. V-2249-I late, V-2249-4)
See

Photofact

H791021, H-792(21 (Ch. V-224711

Photofact Servicer Set

(See

330)

(Ch. V2249-1 lote, V2249-4) (1V Ch. only) (See Photofoot Servicer Se! 3341
(Ch. V.2340.15, -25)

H -794C21

H -916117A

311-18

(Ch. V-2342) (See PCB
H-934121A
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H-

934121 -Set 313-14)
-9347521A (Ch. V-2352) (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
-935121A (Ch. V-23421 (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-141
H -9357521A (Ch. 1-2352) Sc.( PCB
169 -Set 332-1 ond Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
-941K21Á (Ch. 1-2342) (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-941KU21A (Ch. V.2352) (See PCB
169 -Set 332.1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-9420216 (Ch. V-23421 (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 end Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-942K521A (Ch. V-2352) (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H
934121 -Set 313-14)
-950124A (Ch. V-2343) (Soo PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-9501S24A (Ch. 1.2353) (See PCB
169 --Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-951T24A ICh. V-23431 (see PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-9511U24A (Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
169 -Set 332.1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-954K24A (Ch. V-23431 (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
-9540524A (Ch. V.2353) (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-955K24A (Ch. V-2343) (See PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-141
H-9551(U24A (Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-956K24A (Ch. V-23431 (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-956KU24A (Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
Ch. V-2239-3 (See Model H-57414)
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THE NEW SAMS INDEX
TO PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

to Service Technicians Only

it keeps you up-to-the-minute
on receiver coverage

SAMS
MASTER
INDEX
September.

MU TO

1456

PHOTOFACT, you locate the kuest.PHOTOFACT coverage immediately.
If you're a Service Technician, you can get the new
Sams Index FREE. Here's how it keeps you up-to-date
on receiver coverage: The Master Index (36 pages
issued twice yearly) is the complete reference to all
PHOTOFACT Folders produced up to the date of its
issue. In addition, you get an Index Supplement each
month covering that month's releases of PHOTOFACT
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PHOTOFACT Folders give you the world's finest Service
data on TV and radio models just as soon as they hit
the market. Now -with the new INDEX SYSTEM to

tot
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Folders. Thus, the Master Index plus the supplements keep you right up with current PHOTOFACT
coverage. (The Index Supplements also appear each
month in "PF Reporter" Magazine.)
It's easy to get your complete Index service to
PHOTOFACT at NO COST TO YOU. If you're a Service
Technician, just fill in the coupon and mail to us
today. It will bring the Master Index direct to your
shop, and monthly supplements will be mailed to you
regularly thereafter. YOU'LL KEEP RIGHT UP-TO-THEMINUTE ON PHOTOFACT COVERAGE -you'll be able to
locate the data you need on over 30,000 models, as
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well as on CURRENT MODEL RELEASES.
Mail coupon today for your free subscription
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Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2203 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana
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Send me your FREE Master Index to PHOTOFACT Folders (twice yearly),
and put me on your mailing list to receive all Index Supplements. My letterhead and/or business card is attached.
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full time;
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My Distributor is:
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Important features of RCA RECEIVING TUBES
for dependable replacement in radio, phono, and TV sets!
"Low Background Noise... Long Life... Electrical Uniformity" are technical terms your service customers
may not appreciate when talking to you about set troubles. But they do know when you have restored their sets
to "like new" performance.
When the trouble is tube failure, you certainly want to minimize "tube juggling" and circuit realigning...
to complete the service job quickly, confidently, profitably-with full customer satisfaction.
RCA enables you to give full customer satisfaction by controlling the
quality of your replacement tubes. RCA's "don't spare the quality"
selection of raw materials, stringent control of all manufacturing processes
and techniques, second -to-none final inspection and testing methods
are your assurance of tubes with low background noise, long life, electrical
uniformity-your assurance that RCA RECEIVING TUBES
are your most dependable replacement tubes!

RECEIVING TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
TUBE DIVISION
HARRISON, N. J.

ALWAYS USE DEPENDABLE -QUALITY TUBES... RCA TUBES

Burton bromne advertioing

THERE'S ONLY ONE RIGHT WAY
A fuse caddy for your tube caddy: 18 individual compartments for fingertip selection. The fuse caddy
is complete with the 15 boxes of fuses required to service 93% of all TV sets. Three spare compartments

are provided for additional fuses of your own selection.

LI TTE LFU S E

Des Plaines, M.

